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7 Editorial: Modernism fights back

Architectural design

69 Firm profile: Frank O. Gehry & Associates

A reinstatement of the profile, this is the first of three architectural firms to be covered this year. The Los Angeles-based firm, noted for Frank Gehry's avant-garde designs, also produces large-scale, straightforward work.

76 Art on Melrose

Frank O. Gehry & Associates designed an expansion of existing facilities for Gemini G.E.L., a graphics firm.

78 The spaces in between

The design for the Cabrillo Marine Museum in Wilmington, Ca, by Frank O Gehry & Associates, increases research and exhibition areas in a series of indoor and outdoor spaces separating public and private areas.

81 Out of the rage for order

For his own family, Frank Gehry has sculpted a shell of industrial materials into abstract forms around a renovated 1920s house.

86 The Dutch Casbahs

Urban living quarters, called Casbahs, appeared in Modern architecture in the 1940s. Since the 1950s they have inspired a new type of building in the Netherlands.

By Jennifer Taylor

96 Black ribbons and lace

Designed by architects Emilio Ambasz and Giancarlo Piretti, the interior of the three-story Banque Bruxelles Lambert in Milan, Italy, has the richness, if not the grandeur, of the ornate old residence that houses it.
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109 Specifications clinic: Formulating master outline specs

110 Interior technics: Third generation carpets

Improvements in fibers and manufacturing techniques and changes in design capabilities have made commercial carpet different from what it was a generation ago.
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View of Frank Gehry's house (see p. 81).
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Between 1899 and 1905, Austrian architects and designers developed the style now identified as Vienna Moderne. Reacting against the excessive ornamentation of Art Nouveau, Otto Wagner (1841-1918), Josef Hoffmann (1870-1956), and many others created buildings, objects and furniture which emphasized "great simplicity and an energetic exhibition of construction and materials." In 1903, Hoffmann and Koloman Moser, both of whom had studied under Wagner, founded the Wiener Werkstaette (Vienna Workshops). Inspired by the example of the English Arts and Crafts Movement, the Wiener Werkstaette brought together outstanding craftsmen and the most advanced designers of the time. Also, for the first time, designers other than the Thonet's were creating bentwood styles.

Until 1869, the manufacture of bentwood furniture was controlled exclusively by Gebrüder Thonet. But upon the expiration of the firm's patents, numerous other manufacturers began copying the techniques and styles invented by Thonet. Notable among them was the firm of J. & J. Kohn. A period of fierce competition ensued. In 1906, Leopold Pilzer, who began his career as an office boy for Kohn, merged sixteen of the smaller bentwood producers into a new firm, Mundus. In 1917, Mundus acquired control of Pilzer's first employers, J. & J. Kohn. During the difficult period of economic and political reorganization which followed World War I, Gebrüder Thonet joined Kohn-Mundus (1922-23). Under Pilzer's leadership, the bentwood industry, critically damaged by the war, began to revive.

*Otto Wagner*

A 1904 stool by Otto Wagner; one of the many outstanding pieces of furniture commissioned for the Vienna Postal Savings Bank which Wagner completed in 1909.

Designed by Hoffmann in 1905, this chair with an adjustable back was produced by J. & J. Kohn.
The Fledermaus Chair, shown at left, was designed by Josef Hoffmann for the cabaret of the same name which opened in 1905. The cabaret's interior was a brilliant, fully-realized example of Vienna Moderne, and quickly became a gathering place for the Viennese avant-garde.

The Hoffmann Chair, 1929-30, (shown at right). Although some historians dispute the attribution to Hoffmann, the chair's commercial and aesthetic success is unquestionable. Considered by many the last major bent-wood design, this chair, with small variations, has been in production since 1930.

This is the third in a series of capsule histories celebrating the 150th anniversary of Thonet. The entire series will be reproduced as a poster. For a copy, write us.

An illustration from a Thonet catalogue, circa 1930. The company remained primarily interested in commercial, public seating areas such as the hotel lounge envisioned here.
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Circle No. 312
Recent events indicate stiffening opposition to those revisionist attitudes and designs that seek to supplant Modernism.

The Establishment of Modern Architecture—that network of practitioners, professors, and critics that perpetuates the true belief—is finally reacting as if to a genuine threat. This has been brought home vividly to me by two recent events: the jury deliberations for the Les Halles competition (p. 31) and the outraged reactions to P/A's January Awards issue (p. 10).

Up through the middle 1970s, the secure majority of Mainstream Modernists could dismiss as mere aberrations any examples of what has come to be called Post-Modernism. (Let those who keep telling us that this term is inadequate come forward with a better one.) As for the writers who announced the Death of Modernism, they could prove nothing more dire than a social disease, which seemed hardly to slow the victim down. Nor did they come up with any viable successor. (Though I maintain that Post-Modernism exists, it may never have the strength or coherence to become dominant.)

By the late 1970s, however, arguments for revision of our design attitudes—if not for the physical achievements of Post-Modernism—were being taken seriously by larger numbers of critics, students, teachers, and practitioners of architecture. Dogmatic adherence to Modernism (a label that had to be recycled) gave way to a live-and-let-live attitude, conveniently referred to as pluralism. This coexistence situation appeals to practitioners who see some merit in assimilating Post-Modernist influences into their work—selectively, in stages—and to critics and editors who feel an obligation to weigh all options fairly. This pluralist situation could eventually lead, through a convergence of positions, to a new consolidation of design principles. Meanwhile, this design pluralism remains as unstable as political détente.

The results of this year's P/A Awards competition upset the delicate balance; the choices were not pluralistic (as the previous year's had, quite consciously, been). These jurors chose winners in the architectural design category, and to a lesser extent in the urban design area, that implied a rather exclusive preference for the formal complexities and symbolism of Post-Modernism. It is not uncommon for the P/A Awards to elicit angry responses; the intensity of that reaction this year seems to have less to do with what was recognized—which is comparable to numerous winners in recent years—but with what was excluded.

The content of the reader reactions indicates the kinds of dangers seen in a capitulation Post-Modernism. One common charge is that of social irresponsibility; Modernism began as an expression of social conscience, and even though the connection has long since become obscured, formal indulgence is still seen by some as a betrayal of the people. When the Post-Modernism is embodied in a series of vacation houses and kitchen additions, the social indictment seems sealed. (It's easy to overlook key Modern landmarks that served similar purposes.) Even the works that have programs of more social relevance—such as the hospital addition or the YWCA—among this year's winners—are seen as exhibiting a preoccupation with form, though there is totally reasonable planning behind their symbolic exteriors. Finally, there are charges of elitism, the conspiracy of a mutu­ally supportive few to promote themselves through a closed network. The best defense against a phoney, self-appointed elite is skepticism and that seems to be the solution. (Let us not recklessly dismiss the possibility that some of the figures so identified are making contributions that really deserve respect.

The reactions of various jurors for the Les Halles competition show related patterns. The surprising prevalence of historically allusive schemes seemed to harden the positions of the Modernist architects there. They also revealed national patterns: the Americans and the French seemed on the whole receptive to evocations of 19th-Century Classicism, perhaps because they call to mind optimistic, culturally active periods for those nations (witness the sumptuous American Renaissance exhibition now making the rounds of U.S. museums). The Italians seemed to see Post-Modernism only as aesthetic and social retrogression.

What, in fact, is threatened by any Post-Modernist gains, however tentative? Are the obdurate Modernists concerned primarily with threats to their own stature and the stability of their professional lives, or do they foresee a genuine impairment of the architect's service to society? That depends, of course, on the extent to which they perceive Modernism as serving society well now or—more significantly, perhaps—the extent to which they see the formal concerns of the Post-Modernists as the wrong cure for the deficiencies of Modernism.

I, for one, believe that Modernism needs a substantial overhaul. It can learn from Post-Modernism, though other sources of reform should by no means be ignored. (I can never quite give up on behavioral research, though we have little to show for it.) I can only hope for the pluralist situation to prevail, for now, so that there can be productive cross-fertilization.

John Morris Olfen
for all.
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P/A's new face
My congratulations for taking one step backward into the 80's. Your serif type face in the January issue is a joy to see again. I've gone through my share of Helvetica press-type since graduating from design school, but for printed text I have always felt the sans-serif type is a strain to read. The serif termination aids immeasurably in visualizing the word comprised of the letters and allows one to read with greater ease and speed. It's refreshing to see you have the courage to return to a traditional design form that evolved for good reason.

John K. Holton, AIA
Director, Energy Conservation Div.
Office of Buildings Management
General Services Administration
Washington, DC

WOW! What a refreshing new graphic image for P/A. The new format with its flexible grid works great in accommodating the many layout situations. Additionally, the new serif typeface provides a sparkle of visual relief from all the architectural Helvetica's in print and on signs today. A good solid traditional choice.

I realize what a monumental task it is to redesign a periodical as I've recently gone through a similar effort in updating the graphic image of Texas Architect magazine—our state magazine published seven times annually by the Texas Society of Architects.

Your new look is most successful, the right gutsy mix of format and controversial project coverage. Congratulations.

Dennis G. Felix, AIA, Associate
Head Signage/Graphic Design Group
Caudill Rowlett Scott
Houston, Tx

Improvememt?
The following fairy tale might interest you.

The stoops of Providence: An urbane narrative
Albert (with his spear!) is the only individual left functionally, expressively, and symbolically “comfortable” with the proposed connections to the RISD campus (P/A First Award, Jan. 1980). To develop “a series of steps [that] will tie together the now dislocated structures [of the RISD campus]” is an extremely brilliant idea. The execution leaves that idea unfulfilled.

The proposed solution inhibits desired connections. Access from Market Square to historic Benefit Street is achieved only through the interior of Memorial Hall. An extension, designated object “M,” to existing dormitories provides an edge for the Garden Steps and recognizes that the “itinerary of logical circulation” exists along, rather than across, Benefit Street. There is a failure to link RISD's administrative and gallery space at Woods Gerry mansion to the remaining campus. (Messrs. Machado and Silvetti feel that “the last buildings of the RISD campus” are further down the hill.)

Such urban shortcomings afford no positive benefit to the street or the school. In fact, accolades from a jury will not bring the art of architecture to the RISD campus, but will instead create buildings and spaces to be “drawn from, learned from,” and deformed against.

A citation maybe; First Award NO!
Domenic Carbone, Jr.
RISD architecture '77
Cambridge, Ma

P/A Awards: The readers judge...
The 1980 P/A Awards issue was a real triumph for every one of us who is searching for an architecture of more significant meaning. It was a consistent set of awards given by a jury which obviously had a point of view, and it is that consistency which makes the issue have such impact.

Architectural projects which attempt to deal with the symbolic, the iconic, and to converse with their context and their users in the language of architectural form, are not now just the freaks and jokes of the architectural press, but are a compelling and solid stream of work. And even the research projects have courage to reconsider some old architectural values, by probing deeply into user perceptions. Imagine having the courage to award research which said that just maybe double-loaded corridors were best after all (the ELEMR project) and that residents of HUD-assisted housing rather liked living near people similar to themselves, and considered building appearance to be critical to the satisfaction of their housing needs. Such research work really confirms the prophetic-artist-architect's criticism of Modernist sociological pretensions.

The whole P/A Awards issue, in fact, rings compellingly true, from cover to cover.

William J. Conklin, FAIA
Conklin & Rossant
New York, NY

I think it is a sad commentary on the state of the profession when the entire thrust of an awards program (P/A, Jan. 1980) in one of its most prominent journals is devoted to the kind of work exhibited in your recent issue. The projects premiated under the category of Architectural Design were, in my opinion, evaluated from the standpoint of a single esoteric set of aesthetic criteria, rather than on their intrinsic merit as pieces of architecture.

Having reviewed the comments of the [Views continued on page 14]
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demands, in order to meet the needs of the most severe building requirements.

Dover was first in the industry to put computer technology to work, using it to project a building's traffic volume and intensity, and to determine the elevator speed, capacity, and other characteristics needed to provide the desired level of service.
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DOVER
The elevator innovators.
Views continued from page 10

jury members, it's not surprising to me that awards were not given to larger and more complex building projects, since it is generally impossible to engage in this kind of self-serving, aesthetic esoterica on larger public, institutional, or commercial projects. Your jurors are right! The opportunity to pursue the kind of architecture which they apparently prize so highly is available only to those who dabble in the personal statements associated with custom-built houses out in the country. Even at that, I would seriously question the livability of some of these stylistic tours de force.

As I read through the jury comments in this issue, there is little reference to plan organization, relationship to site, or attention to the design of spaces for human occupancy; but there is tremendous attention to formalistic and stylistic jargon. When I look at the actual plan arrangement of some of these buildings, I find that they are relatively formal, static collections of rooms. It is almost as if the interior spaces of the building are subservient to the stylistic, formal language which is the principal aim of the designer. Nowhere is this attitude more prevalent than in the mental masturbations of Michael Graves, whose mausoleum-like houses, so beloved by Mr. Stern, not only strike me as ugly, but also as not terribly pleasant places to live.

I do not consider myself a champion of the Modern Movement, though I would suggest that there are a number of things architects have learned from the Modernist tradition. For example, we have learned that small punched openings in walls are not the only way to let light into a room or to provide a view out of it. We have learned that glass can, in fact, be used to create an interrelationship of interior and exterior spaces; and we have learned that great richness of form and space can be created by exploiting the technology of construction in response to the building's contextual relationships. Unfortunately, it seems that many of these positive aspects of the Modern Movement have been thrown out by those who, in reaction to it, have chosen to adopt an architecture of decoration.

Even the first design award is couched in exaggeration. Certainly this collection of stairs and pedestrian spaces is a nice solution to tie together what is apparently a fragmented urban campus, but to say that "this is about the most significant urban design architectural scheme in any American City I have ever seen"? Come on!

I guess I wouldn't be as offended if there were only one or two awards that fell into this mannerist/faddist vernacular of decorative architecture; but to see the entire orientation of the jury comments slanted towards such solutions is, I believe, truly unfortunate and insulting to the serious practice of architecture, many examples of which you probably received in conjunction with this awards program. I can only tell you that I would be embarrassed to have our clients, or potential clients, view this awards issue as an indication of where architecture is today.

Thomas M. Angelucci, RA
Detroit, Mi

The arrival today of your January issue was most timely. With a cold and rainy night outside, the section on the PIA awards helped immeasurably in kindling the fire in my fireplace.

Sammy Sams
Raleigh, NC

Your 1980 P/A Awards for Architecture are provocative, fanciful, and successful solutions to the various problems approached. Though occasionally troublesome in their complexity, these projects have a richness that is a welcomed contrast to the basic blandness of most American Architecture.

In spite of these accomplishments, a foreboding trend is emerging that is analogous to the judgment of the Chicago Tribune Tower Competition jury in 1922. Both juries chose to ignore rational solutions in favor of a fashionable stylistic idiom. Rogers, Stern, Gehry, and Jahn have arrived at a consensus which eliminates the many directions of thought prevalent in recent years to state in unmistakable terms that the future of architectural design is "Gravely Obfuscated Embellishment." Gravely because it is a narrow genre of design principally initiated by Michael Graves, although obliquely assisted by Meier, Venturi, and, most recently, Tigerman.

Obfuscated because the image state...
It's Not Serious. It's Not Really Wool.
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ments are never made simply, but rather within the context of complicated and ambiguous geometric forms.

And lastly, Embellishment because the designs are often encumbered with barnacular elements that do little to facilitate the solution of the problem.

This surge of thought along a narrow channel of architecture opened by Graves, et al, has breached, with its own momentum, the bounds within which it can stand on the strength of its intellectual precepts. It continues its untenable expansion with the support of complex rationalizations provided by the vanguard of architectural sophistication exemplified by the members of your awards jury.

Is there not a pervasive purpose to the relentless flow of civilization that demands some degree of rationality in the architectural forms of our environment? Have any of our profession's current leaders addressed this question with clarity? Or are they too busy—Scrambling for the title of "most fashionable because unintelligible" in the tiny and esoteric world of Gravely Obscured Embellishment?

Richard Varda Dawn Varda Architectural design Minneapolis, Mn

Credit extended

The name of project architect Jack Boncher of Mackey/Anderson Notter Finegold, St. Louis, was inadvertently omitted in the credits for the restoration of Mechanics Hall, in Worcester, Ma (P/A, Nov. 1979, p. 84).

Winners' circle enlarged

We won two P/A Awards also, in 1973 (Jan., p. 104) and 1974 (Jan., pp. 56-57).

Susan Southworth Michael & Susan Southworth City Design & Architecture Boston, Ma

Plugging in the facts

For the sake of historical accuracy, I should like to point out to you regarding, "The Plug's revenge on the museum," P/A, December, 1979, p. 25, that the basic premise is quite incorrect. Your author erroneously assumes that Robert Venturi had something to do with the siting of Oldenburg's Plug. "By moving the plug so that it was diagonally opposite the pop Ionic column that supports a lopped-off corner of the addition, Venturi linked his structure visually and thematically to its content...."

The simple fact is, Oldenburg's Plug was moved off the construction site to make way for the new wing. It was brought back after the building was entirely completed. Only then, and solely at Mr. Oldenburg's decision, was a new location picked. Thus the basic thrust of the "News report" misleads your reader by misrepresenting the roles of both Mr. Venturi and Mr. Oldenburg.

Richard E. Spear Director and Professor of Art Allen Memorial Art Museum Oberlin College Oberlin, Oh
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Different Surfaces for Different Purposes

Creating an atmosphere ..... or repelling one ..... with metal, plastic, and wood
The prize-winners: 1 Steven Peterson, Barbara Littenberg, and David Cohn, New York, who altered the existing subterranean shopping “Forum”; 2 Franco Purini, Marco Mattei, and Renato Nicolini, Italy, who proposed a pyramidal monument to the French Revolution; 3 Greg Walton of Atlanta, for an urban scene of Belle Epoque character; 4 Michel Bourgeois, Piero Baroni, Piero Carlucci, Mainzio de Vita, Mauro Galantino, and Fernando Guerini, Italy, a Franco-Italian team whose complex Modern program may have been too complex—in its manifold connections to the city fabric, in its numerous and somewhat elastic functional demands—for an open international competition. And the only rewards promised were prize money (about $12,500 in first-prize money) and recognition. When the identities were unveiled after judging, some prominent names appeared—Charles Moore, Leon Krier, and Aldo Rossi, for instance—but in such cases one could question the extent to which the entries represented personal vs. team effort or real proposals for this site vs. polemical positions. Few of the winners, at any rate, were well known to the jurors.

A few issues dominated much of the jury’s discussion. One subject of heated disagreement was whether solutions should be “open” or “closed”—that is, whether the whole cleared site, with its irregular and more or less accidental boundaries, should be treated as a single space, with structures freestanding in it, or whether the tract should be reorganized into a set of major and minor squares, delineated by networks of new linear structures. The “open” schemes were supported most strongly by community groups and by Bruno Zevi, and they denounced the closed schemes as privileged enclaves, divorced from the surrounding fabric. Most of the architects, on the other hand, endorsed the “closed” schemes as appropriate extensions of the historical urban pattern of Paris; they pointed out that the ones they endorsed could, in fact, be entered along the axes of existing streets, and they compared the “open” plans to the mayor’s own amorphous proposal.

Critics of the “closed” schemes also tended to see in their repetitive arcades and façades—and in their occasional grand formal gestures—a historicism that was dismissed as “mimickry” or “retro” design (see Editorial, this issue). Jurors who favored historical allusion acknowledged that some of the façades—even in the winning schemes—were tedious or naïve, but one member turned the tables, branding a Modernist scheme as 1950s “retro” (more grossly) misinterpreted, ironically, than most of the 1890s versions.

The issue of symbolism generated a more complex alignment of forces. The community people, the arts and culture figures, and some of the French architects argued for strong specific symbols—a pyramid, for instance, or a long housing structure symbolizing the return of habituation to this site. A center for erotic activities, decked out in witty Caligula-esque trappings, was even accorded a citation. The U.S. members, along with other architects and editors, maintained that a well-articulated sequence of squares and plazas would be by far the most appropriate symbol, representing the urbanism and urbanity of Paris.

One project, the prize-winning scheme for an information center, posed its own set of hotly debated issues, dividing the jury along other lines. The only one among the finalists that departed radically from the given program (which was permissible), this scheme was seen by many jurors—the community representatives and some of the foreigners—as a promising modern-day equivalent of the market functions that had occupied the site since antiquity. Some of the French architects and culture figures, however, saw in the proposal a bastion for centralized thought-control, imposed through rigged electronic systems. The scheme was attacked just as vehemently, but by other jurors, for the alleged backwardness and banality of its glass-encased, minimal enclosures and for its “leftover” public spaces. My few words in defense of the entry’s architecture were met with disbelief; Maldonado presented the scheme would be “launched at in New York.” In the end, it garnered enough votes for a prize, but the jury report stipulates that it is recognized for its program, not its architecture.

Another subject of controversy, never resolved, was jury procedure. Haig Beck called repeatedly—as the jury busily reduced the numbers—for re-grouping the remaining entries by type. Rational as this may seem in theory, few jurors agreed that groupings made sense; some asserted that we were not there to analyze tendencies, but to choose winners. A more rational procedure.

[News report continued on page 34]
In a World of Ordinary Windows,

Double Hung. It’s been around long enough to have earned the title “Old Dependable.” If you want to heat or cool the great outdoors, double hung should be your first choice. What the Packard was to the car, double hung is to windows. A good idea whose time has passed.

Insulated Glass. Sometimes the obvious answers aren’t so obvious. Ask owners who’ve experienced seal fracture failures. They’ve found that insulated glass delivers improved shading coefficients when it clouds up. An unorthodox way to save energy. But tough on folks who want to look outside.

Fixed. The most popular commercial window system in the world today. The fixed window is simplicity in itself. Non-operable, no emergency ventilation and no chance for easy repair. If your father-in-law is a window washer, be sure to specify fixed windows.

A. The DISCOT T-2001 reduces the initial heating and air conditioning requirements. Provides the ultimate in heat and cold transfer reduction. Reduces noise pollution by as much as 50% and dramatically lowers cleaning and maintenance costs.

B. The first side hinged, in-swinging aluminum casement window featuring a poured-in-place polyurethane thermal barrier. A full ¾” separation is provided between the interior and exterior surface of the frame members. U value .47.

C. Wedge-glazing system provides a high compression seal between glass and aluminum, preventing air and water infiltration.

D. Heli-arc welded corners provide greater in-place frame stability.

E. Fully enclosed narrow slat venetian blinds help provide shading coefficients as low as .10 when set at 45 degrees. Virtually maintenance free.

© Copyright 1980, DISCO Aluminum Products Company, Inc.

Even good windows have a way of becoming mediocre when faced with the challenge of reducing energy and life cycle costs. What was right for the 1970's may not meet the needs and government regulations of the 1980's and beyond.

Enter the overachiever, DISCO. A customized window system which assures maximum thermal efficiency and minimum air and water infiltration in an operable design. Perfect for combating energy waste and maintenance expense.

Our double and triple glazed systems are as malleable as you are imaginative. Each can be customized to meet your exacting specifications.

DISCO's ready for an age when good is no longer good enough... with windows that reflect the solid ideas of forward looking design.

Test us. If we don't have answers to your challenges, chances are they don't exist.

ALUMINUM PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
durée of some kind, however, would have been welcomed, at least by the English-speaking jurors. The seemingly aimless careening from debate to a round of voting, followed by debate on the meaning of the vote, caused anxiety. It is unlikely, however, that more rigorous or predictable methods would have appreciably affected the outcome. In the end, we had to rely on weighted voting to represent the positions of all jurors. The "prize" selections are those that would probably have mustered slim majorities in simple yes-no votes—but those would not have been sufficient to satisfy most jurors. The "special mentions" represent a second plateau of weighted votes, the "citations" those kept in to represent the viewpoints of specific factions (whose names are listed in the official releases).

What effect will all this have on the city's plans for the Les Halles site? Not too long as the present mayor holds sway; he denied any validity to the jury and refused to review its selections.

While I would have reservations about executing any of the premiated schemes as presented, I am confident that all of the "prize" and "special mention" projects are far superior to what the mayor is now executing. (Faint praise, perhaps.) If Paris could only hold a second-stage competition among the top nine teams, a scheme would undoubtedly emerge that could rank with the city's urbanistic splendors. That's unlikely to happen, but at least we tried—hundreds of us tried. [JMD]

Eileen Gray: Designer

Until recently, few people, architects and designers or others, had ever heard much about Eileen Gray. Her works are currently (through April 1), however, the subject of a small but important exhibition at New York's Museum of Modern Art. The show, directed by J. Stewart Johnson, MOMA's Curator of Design, is a slightly different version of an exhibition seen last year at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Today, Gray's multipurpose and built-in furniture of metal, plywood, cork, plastic, and other industrial materials is seen as a forerunner of some of the most current design trends.

Gray was born in 1879 of an aristocratic Scots-Irish family. In 1898, she went to London's Slade School, at the height of the Arts and Crafts movement, to study art seriously, which was not something a young lady of her class was supposed to do. But in London, she became interested in oriental lacquer techniques and eventually mastered that demanding craft, after which she moved to Paris in 1902. There, she first exhibited some pieces in 1913 and was soon commissioned to design furniture and interiors for the famous couturiers Jacques Doucet and Suzanne Talbot. Her work was published by Vogue and Harpers Bazaar.

In 1922, Gray opened a shop in Paris called Jean Desert, and it was from this time that her previously highly decorative and somewhat theatrical work, which appealed to people of fashionable bent, began to change to a more severe style that often used industrial materials. This attracted the attention of J.J.P. Oud, Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier, and Mallet-Stevens, among others, some of whom encouraged her to begin work in architecture. From 1926 to 1929, she and Jean Badovici, an architect and editor of the influential and avant-garde L'Architecture vivante, designed the villa "E-1027" and its furnishings at Roquebrune on the Riviera, off the waters of which Le Corbusier, a frequent house guest, met his demise in 1965.

What is most extraordinary about Gray's work is that in almost every area she seems to prefigure many things that are to come only much later. Her small chest with pivoting drawers, of 1923, bears a marked resemblance to Joe Colombo's popular "Baby" stand of 1968. The geometric, linear designs of some of the lacquer screens suggest she knew what Al Hfeld would do 50 years later. Her use of chain-link type fencing, both outside and for screens inside, immediately brings a Frank Gehry or Joe D'Urso to mind.

As the museum's catalog (by J. Stewart Johnson, $12.50) says, Gray was "an original." The exhibition, which includes many pieces of furniture, her notebooks, photo blow-ups, models, and drawings of the architectural works, will unfortunately not travel after it closes at MOMA, when the handsome installa- tion will be dismantled. All is not lost, however. Stendig is coming out with reproductions of six of her furniture pieces, one of which, the adjustable smoking table (P/A, Nov. 1978, p. 131), is already available. Other pieces, such as the spectacular Transit chair and some of the rugs, will be available from Andrée Putman's Ecart in Paris. [DM]

PADC preservation update, downbeats

The preservation aspect of the revitalization of Pennsylvania Ave. in the nation's capital seems, despite some setbacks, to be moving ahead. The Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation (PADC) signed a lease last fall with the Quadrangle Development Corporation and the Marriott Corporation that will mean the continued operation of the National Theatre in its present location. Quadrangle/Marriott will be building a $115-million office, hotel, and retail complex in association with the Rose Company around the theater (P/A, Dec. 1978, p. 22). Architects for the new complex are Frank Schlesinger and Mitchell/Giurgola: the theater will be renovated under the direction of Jerome Lindsay Associates for 1983.

Across 14th St., the long-vacant Willard Hotel awaits its developers. PADC selected Stuart Golding and the Fairmont Hotel to renovate the building and add a new section designed by Hardy Holzmann Pfeiffer Associates (P/A, Feb. 1979, p. 22). Negotiations on the lease were progressing with PADC until a dark cloud appeared: Washington developer Oliver T. Carr, who lost out in the PADC competition on the Willard, sued, challenging the right of PADC to select someone else. Carr claims that, as an owner of the property next to the Willard, where the addition will be built, he should have been given first rights to develop it. More than one person familiar with the situation has used the term "sour grapes" to describe Carr's action.

The problem, as PADC sees it, is one of delay. W. Anderson Barnes, executive director of PADC, says, "A developer can be expected to wait only so long." Delays not only raise the costs, he points out, but also contribute to the further deterioration of the hotel.

Barnes considers the Willard to be "the flagship project of PADC and thinks its completion will have an "important spillover effect" on the Avenue and area. "The Willard," he told P/A, "is too important for lengthy litigation. The only losers are the taxpaying public and historic preservation."

[News report continued on page 38]
Inryco covers the Olympics

Project architects for the 1980 Winter Olympic Center at Lake Placid, NY, wanted an attractive, energy-efficient building panel to enclose the National and International rinks, and the elevated mall connecting them to the 1932 Olympic arena. They chose Inryco/wall™ 2PS pre-insulated sandwich panel.

The architects' design called for a smooth, continuous wall that expressed beauty and strength, and would require minimal maintenance. The Inryco/wall panels' flat profile and wide coverage met the design criteria, and the factory-applied, Kynar-based Duofinish 500™ on the exterior gives lasting beauty and protection. Inside, a blue polyester finish also was factory-applied to follow the graphics designer's color scheme. And although the 2PS panel is only 2" thick, its continuously foamed isocyanurate core gives it an outstanding U-value of .064—which exceeds New York State energy guidelines.

Inryco has the Olympics covered from above, too. For sound control in both ice arenas, Inryco Acoustideck® was specified. Inryco standard roof deck covers the connecting mall and maintenance wing. For more data on these and other enclosure systems, contact your Inryco representative or INRYCO, Inc., Building Panels Div., Dept. C-4069, P.O. Box 393, Milwaukee, WI 53201.
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Nature rages. Man pollutes. How to cope?

Architectural coatings based on KYNAR 500®

Coatings based on KYNAR 500 have proved so durable, they now beautify prestigious buildings around the world. Note just these few, and the environments in which they are found.

- BAHRAIN
  Equestrian Racing Grandstand, 1978
- FINLAND
  Wärtsilä Shipyards, Helsinki and Perno, 1975
- FRANCE
  Nikko Hotel de Paris, Paris, 1974
- HONG KONG
  Shiu Wing Steel Works, 1978
- JAPAN
  Oshima Shipyards, Nagasaki-Ken, 1973
- KUWAIT
  Shuaiba South Power and Water Production Center, 1968
- SAUDI ARABIA
  National Commercial Bank, Jeddah, 1978
- SWEDEN
  The Town of Hertsön, Lulea, 1970
- UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
  Sheraton Hotel, Dubai, 1977
- UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
  Natural Gas Pumping Stations, 1977
- UNITED KINGDOM
  Anglesea Loading Jetty, Anglesea, Wales, 1969
- UNITED STATES
  ALASKA
  Chena Power Plant #5, Fairbanks, 1969
  CALIFORNIA
  Mount Sutro Tower, San Francisco, 1973
  FLORIDA
  National Airlines
  Hangar No. 2, Miami, 1973
  LOUISIANA
  MICHIGAN
  Renaissance Center, Detroit, 1976
  MISSOURI
  Crosby Kemper Memorial Arena, Kansas City, 1975
  NEW JERSEY
  United Airlines Reservation Center, Rockefeller, 1975
  NEW YORK
  Ginna Nuclear Power Plant, Ontario, 1967
  OKLAHOMA
  Washita Generating Station, Washita, 1966
  PENNSYLVANIA
  The Gallery, Philadelphia, 1977
  RHODE ISLAND
  Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation, Portsmouth, 1967
  TEXAS
  Texas Stadium, Irving, 1972
  WISCONSIN
  Aid Association for Lutherans, Appleton, 1977
  WEST GERMANY
  Friedrich Krupp Steel Mill, Bochum, 1971
  ZAIRE
  General Motors Plant, Kinshasa, 1973

Write for brochure. Plastics Department, Pennwalt Corporation, Three Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19102; or call (215) 587-7519.

© KYNAR is a registered trademark of Pennwalt Corporation for its polyvinylidene fluoride.
Murphy named chairman of PADC by Carter

Ending a two-month delay in action by the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation, President Carter has named Thomas F. Murphy, former president of the International Bricklayers Union, as acting chairman. He replaces Joseph B. Danzansky, the Washington, DC, business leader who died November 8.

The White House was under pressure to find a new chairman because PADC rules make it difficult to operate without such an individual. The search has been stymied by at least two factors: the White House, according to local news reports, is insisting that the new chairman be a supporter of President Carter, and local Democratic party officials cannot agree on a candidate to recommend to the White House.

[Carleton Knight, III]
"We've used acres of Permalite® perlite insulation board in the past 6 years...

...now meet energy requirements with Permalite PK Plus!®

- "Permalite perlite insulation board is an excellent, stable product. It's easy to handle, cut and fit. It provides as good a surface for a built-up roof as anything on the market. Perlite works great with urethane as a part of Permalite Pk and Pk Plus composite boards.
- "Our first Permalite Pk roof insulation job was the Export Leaf Tobacco Warehouse in 1973...some 10 acres of roof. We had no problems then or since then on any other job on which we use Permalite Pk or Pk Plus.
- "I really feel at ease with Permalite Perlite Roof Insulations."

Prentiss Baker III, President
Baker Roofing Company
Raleigh, North Carolina
Past President, North Carolina Roofing and Sheet Metal Contractors Association
Member NRCA.

Permalite Pk Plus is FM-approved for Class 1 Insulated Steel Deck Construction and for Windstorm Resistance Classifications 1-60 and 1-90.

- For security on the roof, experienced roofers all over the United States are using Permalite Pk Plus, which is a true insulation sandwich. Top and bottom perlite layers protect the urethane core from hot asphalt, built-up heat and linear changes. The integral Sealskin surface resists bitumen soak-up and provides a superior bond of roofing felts to insulation. Write today for sample and technical data.
Don’t design an open office with a closed floor.

Rethink the open office concept. From top to bottom. The ability to adapt quickly and easily to changing needs can’t be accomplished by furniture and landscape screens alone.

Too often planners who design an open office over a closed floor find the efficiency of their design soon disappears. It usually happens because of the high cost of relocating electrical and telephone utilities necessary to support a change in the open office itself.

That’s one reason Donn access floors, once found only in computer centers, have found a new popularity throughout the rest of the office.

Sturdy Donn access floors install quickly in a wide variety of floor finishes. Yet allow utility connections to be changed as easily as the open office itself.

Ask your Donn representative for full details on access floors. Or write Donn. We make wall systems. We make ceiling systems. And we make access floors.

But most of all, Donn makes sense.

DONN CORPORATION
Access Floors
1000 Crocker Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145
(216) 871-1000
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Westminster seating in this continental layout features individual armrests for user comfort and center pedestal riser mounts for easy maintenance.

Complimentary layout service available on request.

Installation: AT&T Long Lines
Architect: John Carl Warnecke, FAIA
Architects
Product Design: Dickinson/Smith

JG Furniture
A Division of Burlington Industries
Quakertown
Pennsylvania 18951
215 536 7343
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AIA chapter awards for 
‘Inside Architecture’

Sponsored by the Interior Architecture Committee of the Northern California Chapter, AIA, the first “Inside Architecture—a Decade of Excellence” program recognized 15 interiors completed in the 1970s as outstanding examples in the Bay Area. The first such program to be sponsored by a local AIA chapter, the program is intended to promote professional as well as public interest in recent interior design. The jury consisted of architect Pietro Belluschi, of Portland, Or; interior designer Cini Boeri of Milan, Italy; and editor Olga Gueft of Interiors magazine, New York. Award winners were: Del Campo Associates, for the Vidal Sassoon Salon, San Francisco (Gonzalo Romero, Project Director); Richard Fernal/ Dumbparts, for Franks for the Memory, San Francisco (P/A, Sept. 1979, p. 172) (Richard Fernal, Scott Glendinning, Laura Hartman); Environmental Planning & Research, Inc., for the California Redwood Association San Francisco (P/A, Sept. 1979, p. 160) (Darryl T. Roberson, principal in charge, Joseph Chance, project architect, Suzanne J. Straith, designer, Allison Lassley, designer) and for the EPR Offices, San Francisco (Darryl T. Roberson, principal in charge/designer, Charles R. Bowman, principal in charge/designer, Joseph Chance, architect); Gensler & Associates, for Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, San Francisco (Don Kennedy, Orlando Diaz-Azcuy, Derek Claudius, Eva Ching, John Lijewski, Jim Kautz, Nancy McKay, Rex Vanard) and for the United Airlines Ticket Office, San Francisco (Don Kennedy, Steve Thompson); Don Knorr FAIA & Associates, for Feather Factory, San Francisco (Don Knorr, FAIA); Marquis Associates, for St. Francis Yacht Club, San Francisco (Phyllis Martin-Vague, ASID, principal in charge, interior design, Elizabeth M. Taylor, IBD, project interior designer, J. Peter Winkelstein and Robert B. Marquis, principals in charge, architecture); Tallie Maule and Reid & Tarics Associates, for the West Portal Station-Muni/Metro, San Francisco (Tallie Maule, William Cullen, Howard Grant); Donald E. Olsen & Associates, for a House Remodeling, Berkeley (Donald E. Olsen, FAIA); Robinson Mills & Williams, for the Offices of Robinson Mills & Williams, San Francisco (Matthew R. Mills, AIA, partner in charge, Andrew K. Belschner, design partner, Beverly Thome, designer, Jamie Millikan, designer, Robert Meyhaus, designer); Donald Sandy, Jr., AIA, James A. Babcock, for the Northern California Chapter, AIA Headquarters, San Francisco (Donald Sandy, Jr., AIA, James A. Babcock) and for Sandy & Babcock Office, San Francisco (Donald Sandy, Jr., AIA, James A. Babcock); Sohn/Nakahira, for Oyama Houseboat, Sausalito (Bruce Nakahira, project designer); Whisler-Patri, for Qantas Airways Ticket Office, Los Angeles (Raphael Garza).

Interestingly enough, three firms each received two awards among the 15 winning projects selected out of the 120 entries.

SOM establishes foundation for arts

The architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill has established the SOM Foundation for the advancement of the arts through such activities as the preservation of archives, support for publications, study endowments, and individual grants. The Foundation, whose creation was announced on Dec. 13, 1979, is administered by a Board of Directors consisting of twelve partners from the various SOM offices and chaired by Bruce Graham. Individuals and groups within the firm may contribute funds to be earmarked for particular purposes or used as the Board sees fit. Award contributions to date total $128,500 and initial awardees include: MIT, for a fund in honor of John O. Merrill, Sr.; Cornell University (in collaboration with the National Archives), for the preservation of Nathaniel Owings' papers on urban development, especially the Pennsylvania Avenue project; the University of Pennsylvania, for the preservation of its Louis Kahn Collection; and New York's MOMA.

Acting out of a combination of benevolent interest in the arts and tax considerations, several large architectural firms have set up foundations in the past, the best known being, probably, Chicago's Graham Foundation.
Memphis Publishing's new 5-story office plus basement building houses writers, editors, printers, and engravers for the firm's two newspapers. Gross useable space: 131,000 sq ft; unit cost: $38.17. The building was completed in 1977.

Five-story steel office building designed for space and energy efficiency

A flexible floor plan and an energy-efficient structure were two of the most important requirements desired by Memphis Publishing Company for their new office building. Those goals were achieved with an ASTM A572 Grade 50 high-strength steel frame and a blended cellular steel floor deck system.

According to the architects, "The building had to conform to today's energy conservation standards, and provide a floor plan that would allow relocation of staff or technologies—without changing the outward appearance of the inner structure of the building."

Serpentine-shaped curtain wall
The front of the building features a curvilinear glass window wall and a precast skin. The window wall, three stories high, is oriented to obtain the desired solar gain and optimum viewing angle of the surrounding area.

The curving glass surfaces were accomplished by staggering the steel frame in a segmented pattern, then shaping the concrete deck to the exact radii required.

Steel vs. concrete frame
A reinforced concrete waffle slab frame was considered initially, but discarded. The designers found that a concrete frame could not provide the desired power and communications flexibility as economically as a blended steel cellular floor deck system. What's more, the engineers said that future structural alterations, such as spot reinforcing for floor loads, additional stairways, transfer chutes between floors, and heavy equipment loads could be more easily accommodated by steel framing.
Dead load and seismic considerations

The dead load of the structure had to be minimized because of the unstable soil bearing conditions at the site. Selection of a high-strength steel frame permitted the use of a foundation consisting of drilled piers with belled bottoms. This eliminated the need for a deeper, more costly foundation.

The structural frame dead load was further reduced by designing the part of the exterior wall that is covered with precast concrete wall panels to be self-supporting. The precast concrete wall panels are attached to the steel frame for lateral support only. Typical bays measure 32 ft by 28 ft.

Lateral loads are resisted by a combination of rigid framing, X-bracing, and K-bracing. Shear walls or X-braced bays, used alone, would have been impractical because of the anticipated floor uses and the exterior glass curtain walls. Unit weight of the steel frame is 10.5 psf.

Sales Engineering services available

Bethlehem’s Sales Engineers offer a broad range of technical and advisory services for office structures, as well as for many other building types.

We also offer a large library of practical design aids, product catalogs, building case history studies, and slide presentations that illustrate how to make designing in steel easier.

For more information get in touch with your Bethlehem Sales Engineer through the Bethlehem sales office nearest you. Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA 18016.

Give us a call:
Atlanta (404) 522-4998
Baltimore (301) 685-5700
Boston (617) 267-2111
Buffalo (716) 856-2400
Chicago (312) 861-1700
Cincinnati (513) 984-4615
Cleveland (216) 696-1881
Detroit (313) 336-5500
Houston (713) 659-8060
Los Angeles (213) 726-0611
Milwaukee (414) 272-0835
New York (212) 688-5522
W. Orange, N. J. (201) 736-9770
Philadelphia (215) 361-1100
Pittsburgh (412) 281-5900
St. Louis (314) 726-4500
San Francisco (415) 465-6290
Seattle (206) 938-6800
Ask for Sales Engineer
**Interiors awards initiated**

Thirteen interior designers were recognized on January 9 in a new awards program started this year by Interiors magazine. The awards honor excellence in the field of contract interior design; criteria are "Humanism, Efficiency, Aesthetics and Practicality." Judges this first year were: Kent Bloomer, Professor of Architecture at Yale; Ward Bennett, interior and furniture designer; Denise Scott Brown, principal in the Philadelphia architectural firm of Venturi, Rauch & Scott Brown; and William Turnbull, principal in the San Francisco architectural firm of Miltw/Turnbull Associates.

Winning designers and their interiors were: Stanley Felderman, New York, for his executive offices for the Colgate Burbank Building of Columbia Motion Pictures, Los Angeles, Ca; Andrew Belschner and Beverly Thome for the general offices for Robinson Mills & Williams, Architects and Planners, San Francisco, Ca; Richard J. Coronato of Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, New York, for his office systems for Lennox Corporate Headquarters, Lawrenceville, NJ; Juerg M. Steinegger, Hans R. Kaeser, and Lawrence Charity of Interiors Concepts, New York for Slotnik's Daughter Restaurant in the Citicorp Building, New York; Judith Stockman & Associates, New York, for Luchow's Restaurant, New York; John Morford of Jeanne Harnett & Associates, Chicago, for his Stendig showroom at the Chicago Merchandise Mart; Eugene Aubry of S.I. Morris Associates, Houston, for the Alfred C. Glassell, Jr. School of Art, Houston; Robin Jacobsen, New York, with consulting architect R. Scott Bromley, New York, for Girard's Disco, Baltimore; Howard Snowe, Juan Lezcano, and Robyn Shirley of Design Matrix, Coral Gables, Fl, for Westinghouse Tampa Division, Fl; J.L. Harter Associates, Allentown, Pa, for the energy-efficient Operations & Maintenance Building in Oregon; Jure M. Steinegger, Juan Lezcano, and Robbyn Shirley of Design Matrix, Coral Gables, Fl, for the energy-efficient Operations & Maintenance Building in Oregon.

**Building reclains gravel pit**

An unused gravel pit is the site of the proposed Multnomah County Operations and Maintenance Building in Oregon. The structure will be primarily underground to minimize visual impact of the building and to reduce energy consumption 50 percent below that of a similar building above ground. The architects are Zimmer Gunsul Frasca of Portland. A grant from the Department of Energy will finance the installation of a solar system on the roof to provide 100 percent of the cooling and hot water energy requirements and an estimated half of the heating needs in the winter.

**Orgatechnik Fair Cologne, 1980**

A trade fair which promises to be one of the world's largest for office products and furniture will be opening October 21 in Cologne, Germany. Called Orgatechnik, the Third International Office Fair, the show will be underway through October 26. In conjunction with the Cologne International Trade Fair & Exposition Corporation, the German-American Chamber of Commerce of New York is organizing economical ways for U.S. manufacturers to travel to and exhibit at the event.

Although Orgatechnik is a forum for the broadest spectrum of office products, strong emphasis on office interiors products and furnishings is expected to continue to increase. United States companies wishing to broaden their marketing efforts are offered the opportunity to benefit from low-cost packages for both display space (with the U.S. group exhibit) and travel expenses. [News report continued on page 50]
As you can see, Simpson Redwood Plywood is every bit as beautiful as redwood lumber. That's because it is redwood, real redwood. But it's plywood. So it's a lot more economical to use than lumber.

Simpson Redwood Plywood weathers beautifully. It resists surface checking and takes stain beautifully. No other wood holds a finish any better.

Redwood plywood boosts home sales too. The natural beauty of redwood automatically increases curb appeal wherever you build with it.

And you don't have to wait for Simpson Redwood Plywood. It's available now.

Why not contact your Simpson Representative now or write Simpson Timber Company, 900 Fourth Avenue, Seattle, WA, 98164.
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PPG SETS THE GOLD STANDARD IN GLASS.
The Midland Life Insurance Building, Sioux Falls, South Dakota. The centerpiece of a far-reaching urban renewal program. And a triumph in modern center city architecture.

One reason for the building's success is 26,000 square feet of energy-conserving PPG Solarban® Gold Twindow® reflective glass. A breathtaking building skin that, literally, has earned its way into this design.

THE STANDARD FOR BEAUTY.

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of Solarban Gold is its true color. It isn't brassy or greenish like many other gold reflective glasses. Instead, its rich golden tone is distinctive and elegant. An excellent way to bring out the best in any innovative design.

Yet Solarban Gold never looks out of place. Its reflective qualities allow it to blend easily and naturally into practically any surroundings.

THE STANDARD FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY.

But beauty is only half the story. Solarban Gold is also the most energy effective of all PPG's high performance glasses. Each panel boasts a U-value of .30. And spandrel units are available with even more impressive U-values of .08.

That kind of insulating efficiency is coupled with other energy-saving features to meet the design goal of a building that needs no heat until the outside temperature dips below 10 degrees Fahrenheit.

Solarban Gold is effective during the summer, too. By reflecting the sun's heat, it reduces solar heat gain as well as the need for air-conditioning.

There's much more to learn about PPG's spectacular gold standard in glass. For more details, see Sweet's 8.26 Pp, or write PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
Roscoe Awards for product design

The ninth annual Roscoe Product Design Awards, sponsored by the Resources Council, Inc., a national association of interior furnishings manufacturers, honored 22 products for their "excellence of adaptation or reproduction, creativity, innovative design, use of materials and color, and craftsmanship." The winners were: a smoking table, designed by Eileen Gray and manufactured by Stendig, Inc.; multi-functional stools designed by Anna Castelli Ferrieri, manufactured by Kartell, and distributed by Beylerian Ltd.; the "Ritz Armchair" designed by Ben Baldwin and manufactured by Jack Lenor Larsen, Inc.; the "9000 Resin Table Series," designed by Jules N. Heumann and manufactured by Metropolitan Furniture Corp.; the "School System Chair" designed by Centrokappa, manufactured by Kartell, and distributed by Beylerian Ltd.; the folding armchair designed by Masayuki Matsukase and Centrokappa, manufactured by Kartell, and distributed by Beylerian Ltd.; a diagonal sheer case-pens. For more detailed information, contact Hans Teets, Trade Fairs Manager, German-American Chamber of Commerce, 666 Fifth Avenue, New York 10019.

Introducing...

A Better Idea
For Drapery Pockets!

Fry's new 2-piece Acousti-Vent Drapery Pocket with exclusive unvented center strip is a new and advanced concept in perimeter venting. The unique center strip (1-⅛") accommodates drapery tracks and provides for improved circulation of both hot and cold air between glass and drapery. It also enhances the appearance of interiors since it conceals the top of drapes and allows clean, straight lines between ceiling and walls. Installs faster and more economically, too.

Made of electro-galvanized steel (completely prime-coated) to help prevent rust and finished with baked-on Alkyd resin on all exposed surfaces. Available in white or special color coatings with standard 1/8" x 1" venting, 1" round, 2" square, for 8'-12" pockets.

For acoustic tile, plaster or gypsum board.

For additional information or the name of your nearest representative, contact:

FRY REGLET CORPORATION
625 South Palm Avenue, Alhambra, CA 91803
Phone: (213) 289-4744
Franciscan Terra Floor offers a new look in 12" x 12" ceramic tile for the '80's... Subtle ceramic beauty in a natural, textured handcrafted appearance.

All patterns available in all colors.

Call your Franciscan representative or distributor or see Sweet's Architectural, Interior Design or Light Construction files for complete information on all of the Franciscan lines of floor and wall tile.
Solar index

In 70 cities across the U.S., another number has been added to the weather report. The Solar Index is the percentage of the average domestic hot water need that could have been supplied on that day in that location by a solar hot water system. The calculations assume an average family of four, using 80 gallons of hot water per day, and a system using 60 to 90 sq ft of flat-plate solar collectors. Such hot water heating systems, since they are effective in more parts of the country than most other solar systems, offer the best base for a national statistic. Data collected by the National Weather Service in each participating area are computerized and then disseminated by the National Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center.

The DOE-funded Index was conceived as a media service that would increase public awareness of the actual feasibility of solar energy systems. Well, in most places it probably has. But no, you won’t see the Index in the New York Times. The year-old project is still not operative in Metropolitan New York, because the “sunshine switch” on Belvedere Tower in Central Park has been vandalized.

Cape Cod shingle solar

The first Coast Guard station to use solar energy systems in its design, the Provincetown U.S. Coast Guard Station on Cape Cod, designed by Symmes, Mami & McKee of Cambridge, Mass., harmonizes with Cape Cod vernacular architecture. Dedicated August 6, the facility, the first federal building in the state to use a solar energy system, was hailed by the community, which has steadfastly opposed the idea of a Coast Guard station in the vicinity for the past ten years, on the grounds that an institutional structure would destroy the town’s architectural character.

The main building, a 9000-sq-ft administration and barracks structure, is broken into seven linked clapboard and shingle blocks that step down in traditional Cape Cod style. Flanked by a restored warehouse and protected by a seawall and a 1400-ft pier, the small-scale elements are arranged close to the street and parallel to it, in a grid pattern.
In 1978, 110,000 diners started giving this Bigelow carpet a workout.

But after 500,000 diners, the specifier knows this carpet will still be bright and beautiful. That's Beauty & The Bottom Line.

Bigelow's Tuff-Twist® of DuPont Antron® III B.C.F. nylon with static-control and soil-hiding properties installed in the fabulous new Midnight Sun Restaurant, Atlanta, Georgia.

Circle No. 311, on Reader Service Card
NOW THEY’RE ALL
THE FAMOUS MAGIC CHEF NAME,
SO RESPECTED ON RANGES AND
MICROWAVE OVENS, IS NOW ON
THIS FULL-LINE OF GREAT LOOKING
KITCHEN AND LAUNDRY APPLIANCES

Builders have been trusting the name Magic Chef on cooking appliances for a long time. And the great Magic Chef name that stands for quality engineering and dependability is now on the only full-line of gas and electric kitchen and laundry appliances offered to builders.

The new 1980 Magic Chef appliance line is beautiful. Each model is designed to catch the eye. And there’s a model of each appliance for every home you build, to suit any customer.

Inside is an energy-saving story unique to our line. Our new 30” pilotless gas ranges, for example, use less gas in test comparison with last year’s conventional pilot-type ranges. Magic Chef electric ranges have a significantly impressive energy-saving story, too—as do our new refrigerators.

All the new 1980 Magic Chef kitchen and laundry appliances have a great look. Worth adding to the look of the new residential units you build. Especially when you see how much they’ll help sales and rentals.


Circle No. 346, on Reader Service Card
TAKES THE WORK OUT OF HOMEWORK.

MAGIC CHEF

Takes the work out of homework.™
News report continued from page 52

typical of Provincetown. The high-pitched roofs echo the local style but also provide the correct angle to mount the solar panels that provide up to 60 percent of the building's heat and hot water. Passive features such as skylights, double-glazed windows, and insulation are included. In a more experimental effort, solar collectors are also mounted on the warehouse, now used as a mechanical shop and for storage.

The total project cost $2 million, of which $1 million went to the pier, designed with Childs Engineering of Medfield, Ma.

Pipsan Saarinen Swanson 1905–1979

Pipsan Saarinen Swanson, Hon. AIA, ASID, died suddenly Oct. 23, 1979, at her home in Bloomfield Hills, Mi. The daughter of Eliel and Loja Saarinen, Mrs. Swanson was noted for her interior design work, especially her pioneering use of color in residential and institutional buildings. Her 1929 interiors for the Kingswood School for Girls, a complex designed by her father, won her particular acclaim. In 1926, she married J. Robert F. Swanson, an architect who was a close associate of Eliel Saarinen at Cranbrook and who later collaborated with Saarinen on several projects. Awarded an honorary AIA membership in 1970, she was at the time of her death a partner in the Bloomfield Hills firm of Countryside Design.

Charles Hilgenhurst, FAIA 1929–1980

An architect known for his achievements in government service, Charles G. Hilgenhurst died suddenly in late January. A graduate of Cornell and the University of Southern California, Williams later received honorary doctorates from Howard, Tuskegee, and Lincoln University. In over 50 years of practice, Williams designed a variety of structures, ranging from small houses to movie stars' mansions, resort hotels, office buildings, and department stores. He was associated in the design of the Los Angeles County Courthouse and the city's International Airport. In 1952, he designed the memorial at Pearl Harbor for those who perished there in 1941. His firm, Paul R. Williams and Associates, remained active after his retirement in 1979.

Calendar

Exhibitions


Through March 30. "Maria Nordman/Texas." Jointly sponsored by the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, the Fort Worth Art Museum, and the Laguna Gloria Art Museum in Austin. The Fort Worth installation will close March 9; that in Austin will be on view at various locations in the city.
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Pipsan Saarinen Swanson 1905–1979

Pipsan Saarinen Swanson, Hon. AIA, ASID, died suddenly Oct. 23, 1979, at her home in Bloomfield Hills, Mi. The daughter of Eliel and Loja Saarinen, Mrs. Swanson was noted for her interior design work, especially her pioneering use of color in residential and institutional buildings. Her 1929 interiors for the Kingswood School for Girls, a complex designed by her father, won her particular acclaim. In 1926, she married J. Robert F. Swanson, an architect who was a close associate of Eliel Saarinen at Cranbrook and who later collaborated with Saarinen on several projects. Awarded an honorary AIA membership in 1970, she was at the time of her death a partner in the Bloomfield Hills firm of Countryside Design.

Charles Hilgenhurst, FAIA 1929–1980

An architect known for his achievements in government service, Charles G. Hilgenhurst died suddenly in late January. A graduate of Cornell and Princeton, Hilgenhurst is best remembered for his role as planning and urban design administrator for the Boston Redevelopment Authority from 1962 to 1971. Former BRA Director Edward J. Logue and other colleagues recall the remarkable understanding and personal charm he brought to complex negotiations with officials and private developers and praise him for the exceptional design quality of Boston's other areas. The firm of Charles G. Hilgenhurst & Associates, remained active after his retirement in 1979.

Paul R. Williams, FAIA 1894–1980

Reportedly the first black architect named to fellowship in the AIA, Paul R. Williams died early this year in Los Angeles, his life-long home. Educated at the University of Southern California, Williams later received honorary doctorates from Howard, Tuskegee, and Lincoln University. In over 50 years of practice, Williams designed a variety of structures, ranging from small houses to movie stars' mansions, resort hotels, office buildings, and department stores. He was associated in the design of the Los Angeles County Courthouse and the city's International Airport. In 1952, he designed the memorial at Pearl Harbor for those who perished there in 1941. His firm, Paul R. Williams and Associates, remained active after his retirement in 1979.
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Through March 30. "Maria Nordman/Texas." Jointly sponsored by the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, the Fort Worth Art Museum, and the Laguna Gloria Art Museum in Austin. The Fort Worth installation will close March 9; that in Austin will be on view at various locations in the city.
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FOUR WINNERS. Seven honorable mentions. In all, eleven designs as efficient with their environment as they are with energy.

Designs representing the labors of an elite corps of architects and engineers. Individuals who realize that the need to create exciting, energy-efficient buildings is not just a noble gesture but a necessity.

On the following pages are the four winning designs. Their creators. And the environment with which each structure will coexist.

PROJECT: Solar Energy Research Institute, Golden, Colorado.

This research center is a perfect example of practicing what one preaches.

A steplike complex of two-, three- and four-story buildings interspersed with greenhouses and solar courts. All nestled in a natural "sun bowl" on the south slope of a Colorado mesa. Protected from the winds, yet open to the full force of the sun.

Over 80 percent of the building's power is passively and actively supplied by energy systems using renewable resources.

In total, this "tribute" to solar power will consume less than a quarter of the energy required by comparable buildings.

MR. DINING: This structure not only houses energy research facilities, but also demonstrates state-of-the-art technology in solar and other renewable energy sources.
PROJECT: Department of Energy/Argonne National Laboratories
Program Support Facility, Argonne, Illinois.

It's four-fifths office building. And one-fifth water retention pond.
Circular and compact. A design that's perfectly tuned to the
nondirectional nature of the building site. And one that offers mini­
um exterior wall space; maximum office space.

Skylights are interspersed across the undulating roof providing
up to 65 percent of the interior lighting.

On the southside overlooking the pond are three canted, vertical
rows of solar collectors.

The mechanical system utilizes solar for heating and cooling,
internal heat recovery and a low-velocity air distribution system.

MR. GRUMMAN: This building has a projected energy consumption
of slightly over 27,000 Btu's per square foot per year. And that's
quite an accomplishment in a northern climate.
PROJECT: Summertree Housing Development. Sacramento, Cal.

Think of this development as 144 individual energy-conserving dwellings. All existing on eight acres of suburban Sacramento soil. The quintessential housing project. Combining some of the best architectural features of the single-family house with energy efficiency. Each unit is equipped with both active and passive energy components. Including solar collectors with individual computer controls. Landscaping and site planning contribute heavily to the development’s energy performance as well as to its livability.

Each unit has a southern orientation. Double-glazed windows. And clerestory windows for natural lighting and ventilation.

MR. MARSHALL: The project is architecturally compatible with the environment. It’s refreshing to see a residential developer who is concerned with the integration of energy conservation and architecture.
PROJECT: California Farm Bureau, Sacramento, Cal.

When completed, this two-story structure will be recessed into the earth. With the appropriate sides utilizing screen planting; the west side being bermed out.

The heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems are designed to save 74 percent of the heating and cooling energy as compared to a conventional plan. The energy savings will be achieved through the evaporative cooling at night of chilled water which is stored and utilized for cooling. Also by computer room heat recovery, and a solar-assisted domestic hot water heater.

MR. HARTMAN: Here is a very careful pairing of a simple energy-conserving design with sophisticated controls of conventional mechanical equipment.
Friends and alumni were determined to enhance Iowa State Center with a gracious motor hotel that's a model of energy efficiency.

Only a Pella package could make this facility so comfortable in its surroundings.

Because of its proximity to the new South Campus of Iowa State University, friends and alumni who were developing the Gateway Center Motor Hotel insisted that the design be compatible with the architectural style of the nearby complex. They also placed major emphasis on energy conservation and comfortable guest accommodations.

The architect, himself an Iowa State alum, knew that Pella windows would meet all the developers' exacting requirements. He had specified Pella many times before for residential as well as commercial projects and had been impressed by Pella's overall superior quality and service.

For the Gateway Center, he chose Pella Clad Casements with the Double Glass Insulation System and Solarcool® Bronze Glass. The bronze-finish cladding eliminates costly exterior maintenance and complements the prestressed concrete construction. Inside, the beauty of natural wood enhances the cozy charm of the guest rooms. In each room, a window can be opened for ventilation to reduce the need for mechanical air circulation. What's more, the Solarcool Bronze Glass cuts energy transmission, further reducing reliance on air conditioning.

All in all, only a Pella package offers such a wide margin of comfort for designing crisp low-maintenance exteriors and warm inviting interiors with exemplary energy efficiency.

Pella's outside glass is easy to clean from inside. A unique casement hinging system moves the sash toward the center of the frame to provide plenty of elbow-room.

Precision wood construction makes Pella windows truly energy-tight. The optional Double Glass Insulation System has a 13/16" air-space between panes for maximum performance.

Pella's tough exterior aluminum cladding is cleaned and etched, then coated with a baked-on acrylic polymer in standard dark brown or white. It won't chip, crack or peel. No painting needed.

Pella's Clad system includes rectangular or trapezoidal frames which will accept a variety of glazing options, louvers or matching clad panels for extensive design flexibility.
When you specify the Action Office system, you're also specifying Herman Miller.

The Action Office system gives your clients a sense of control, the ability to plan and deliver; the methods and means to deal with frustrating problems.

It does so because the system was designed out of intensive research into how people work and how organizations manage.

What's more, with Herman Miller you'll have access to a sophisticated knowledge base that ensures smoothly functioning environments. From ROI studies to communications analyses, from employee orientation through facility management programs—offered in whatever form best blends with your own methods and procedures.

So you'll not only be delivering an effective open plan system, but the software and services to back it up.

For information call the Herman Miller sales/education facility nearest you, or write Herman Miller Inc., Zeeland, MI 49464.

Sales/education facilities in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and key cities internationally.
What we've learned from nature. The external structure of your eye consists of a bony cavity, muscles, eyelids, the conjunctiva (movable membrane) and the lacrimal apparatus (weep holes). This complex system deals with moisture, movement, atmospheric pressure and dust. Tremco's glazing systems are certainly less sophisticated but no less effective in solving the same problems. Specialized systems that give you more freedom of design. No single glazing system can solve every window design problem, which is why Tremco offers several systems. Each one has been developed to satisfy particular glazing priorities. Tremco's "wet" systems employ gunnable sealants and preformed glazing tapes for leakproof security in a broad range of applications. "Dry" systems use cellular and dense gaskets to accommodate the high movement characteristics of curtain-wall construction. And a combination "wet-dry" system is ideal for solving the inherent problems of stick curtain walls, rain-screen walls or offset strip windows.

This systematic approach to glazing gives you more freedom of design with the assurance that Tremco can give you the most efficient glazing system for that design.

Architectural systems for the life of your building. In addition, Tremco manufactures sealants, waterproofing and roofing systems that protect your building. We'll show you new ways to solve old problems at the design stage, because a good glazing system begins on the boards. And we'll follow through with on-site application instructions for the contractor.

For complete details on any Tremco weatherproofing system, call toll free 800-321-7906 (in Ohio call (216) 464-7994 collect). Or write Tremco, Cleveland, Ohio 44104; Tremco (Canada) Ltd., Toronto, Ontario M4H 1G7.

TREMCO®
A building is a living thing.
More power to you.

**Tempo 3 delivers.** It's the open office system designed to manage the electronics explosion. Easily. Effectively.

**Real Capacity.** Our unique design offers four raceways in each panel base—room for up to sixteen 25-pair cables and six 20-amp circuits.

**True Flexibility.** Our modular wiring makes rearranging easy. Order pre-wired outlets on one or both sides, in the base or at desk height. And outlets can be added anytime.

So don’t get caught with your power down. Let us show you all the advantages of Tempo 3. Call your Shaw-Walker representative. Or write Shaw-Walker, 1034 Division Street, Muskegon, Michigan 49443.

Circle No. 303, on Reader Service Card
The Los Angeles-based architectural firm has received much publicity in the last few years owing to the avant-garde formal experiments of its design head. The firm also executes large-scale work that is straightforward in nature. And now it has plans to expand eastward.

The primacy of artistic goals versus social goals in architecture is frequently the subject of heated debate; Frank Gehry's work has been controversial for that reason. Gehry considers himself an artist—he sees his buildings as sculpture, objects in the landscape responding to their settings in an expressionistic and even intuitive way. His rhetoric is not functionalist or oriented toward higher social objectives; he wants to "turn people on to architecture." Sometimes he succeeds, producing a sparkling and original work; other times he at least builds crisp, well-crafted buildings, which serve their clients' needs, while investigating limited yet important constructional and compositional problems (P/A, July 1979, p. 62).

His ideas are, without a doubt, in the vanguard of architectural thought because he explores both the medium of modern architecture and its programmatic and symbolic con-

Ron Davis House, Malibu, 1972–1974 (top); a trapezoidal form reflecting the formal aesthetic of its artist-owner. Hay barn for O'Neill ranch, San Juan Capistrano, 1971 (bottom), built as part of master plan.
Frank Gehry & Associates

tent. He is preoccupied with the placement of architectural volumes in relation to each other and to the immediate environment. He is concerned with the manipulation of "ordinary" materials, and with extending our understanding of architectural space. His work remains very modern in its minimal simplicity, and yet it respects few of the dogmas of the Modern Movement.

Frank Gehry began his practice in 1962. He was soon joined by a classmate from USC, Greg Walsh, who is still with the firm. A large part of their work consists of commercial and institutional buildings, all of which bear the same signature. Gehry is most interested in the conceptual phases of the projects; Walsh enjoys the nuts and bolts of seeing things through. Walsh’s meticulous attention to detail has been absolutely essential to the architecture the firm has produced.

Last January Frank Gehry & Associates merged with Krueger Associates of Boston, forming Gehry & Krueger, Inc. Paul Krueger was formerly a partner with Jose Luis Sert and worked with Le Corbusier on the Carpenter Center at Harvard. This arrangement should provide the firm with additional depth for large projects, although Gehry will maintain his own office for small-scale projects.

The environment of Gehry’s office resembles an artist’s workshop more than a typical architectural studio. Located on the top floor of a large industrial building, it is a lively but unexpected place to find architects working. Paintings and sculpture by Gehry’s friends create a dynamic landscape, a reflection of the kind of architecture produced there.

The use of materials is one of Gehry’s main interests, and he has developed his palette as carefully as a painter. The materials he uses seem distasteful to many architects because they are cheap, off-the-shelf, mass-produced, and ordinary—"sticks and stucco," aluminum-framed windows, corrugated iron. They are not used in a slick way, they aren’t shiny, and, although borrowed from industry, they are not used to produce a machinelike High Tech image. However, Gehry’s team is in complete control of its construction media and handles this unlikely palette in a subtle and elegant way.

The firm spends a lot of time reexamining performance and application of common materials. For example, in 1970 it thoroughly explored the structural and formal properties of corrugated cardboard, producing a line of laminated cardboard furniture called “Easy Edges.” When Gehry became interested in chain-link fencing, two students working in his office spent an entire summer examining its performance and fabrication. The firm feels that since it is often necessary to cut costs with inexpensive materials, it makes sense to understand their potentials. This kind of research also encourages a good working relationship with contractors and leads to simply done, well-executed results.

Gehry’s successful use of the “builder’s vernacular” is unique because, in the hands of most contractors and many architects, stucco and metal-framed windows combine to produce paper-thin, flimsy-looking buildings. Gehry avoids this problem and gives his Danziger studio/house, Hollywood, 1968 (top); an inward-turning solution to busy street, stucco on wood frame. UCLA Placement Office, Los Angeles, 1976 (middle and bottom), built of wood frame and stucco.
buildings substance by using a number of compositional devices. For example, with Gemini G.E.L., p. 76, he used forced perspective—sloping part of the cornice line of the original façade to create the impression of bending a flat surface around a corner of the street. Another device that gives many of his buildings substance is the strong juxtaposition of one heavy volume against another to cast deep shadows. The massing of the UCLA Student Placement Center (left; facing page, middle and bottom) and the Danziger studio (facing page, top) demonstrates this device. He doesn't try to disguise his stucco buildings to look like concrete; instead Gehry reveals the true thickness of their walls, allowing us to see the structure by leaving ceilings exposed or encasing studs between two layers of glass. This kind of architectural striptease could be interpreted as an ironic comment on the Modernist dictum of structural integrity.

The idea of splitting a building apart to create “objects in a landscape” was initially developed in the (unbuilt) Jung Institute project and continues to be a theme in projects like the San Fernando arts park (p. 74), the De Menil residence (p. 72), and the Indiana Avenue townhouse and another house in Venice (p. 73).

One side effect of working mainly with models is that Gehry’s buildings are more interesting spatially than they are in plan. This effect doesn’t seem to matter much because he uses three-dimensional cues to lead people through the buildings, with obvious success. Working with models also raises the issue of changing scale—looking down at a model is different from living inside a building. The scale model places emphasis on the relationship between volumes rather than their internal workings. As a result, it is often the “in-between” spaces in Gehry’s most recent buildings which are most exciting. This is apparent, for example, with Gemini G.E.L.’s glassed-in staircase and the pinched court between the addition and the older building. The courtyard between the addition and the new vault, too, is far more dynamic than any of the interior spaces, which are fairly anonymous. The same phenomenon pertains to his own house where the ambiguous inside/outside space of the new kitchen/dining area is by far the most significant space in the house. In that case, the surrealist juxtaposition of materials carries confusion to high art.

Another aspect of Gehry’s work that makes it unique is its strong response to the immediate context. This doesn’t mean that it is “vernacular” in the old-fashioned sense of literal interpretation of style. It is regional, however, and its modernity and abstract qualities directly respond to the forces that shape it. Southern California is full of images of building and rebuilding. From the ticky-tacky construction of its inner city commercial avenues to the massive housing tracts in Orange County, there are always new building and demolition going on. The area is also laced with industrial sites and military installations fenced off with chain link. Earthquakes, fires, and floods hardly instill a pervading feeling of permanence. Then there is the car.
Frank O. Gehry & Associates

Two buildings designed by Gehry on heavily trafficked Melrose Avenue not surprisingly pick up their formal cues from the street. Their volumes are expressed in a bold, minimal way so that their architecture is understood at automobile driving speed. These schemes, although situated on the same street, are very different from one another. The Danziger studio and residence (p. 70, top), which is on a corner where two streets cross at right angles, forms an introverted and static composition of gray boxes, mysteriously blank, a still life befitting Barragán. Gemini G.E.L., on the other hand, signals a change in the street’s direction, and splits apart where Kings Road bumps into Melrose Avenue. The result is a more dynamic composition. In any case, both buildings are so low-keyed as to be fairly anonymous; their monochromatic color schemes render them almost invisible: they reinforce the street on a subliminal level.

In a curious way, the same kind of invisibility applies to Gehry’s own controversial house (p. 81). Another corner site building, it follows implied building lines along both street edges. Its “building site” appearance is so common in that part of Santa Monica that it is easy to drive past the house without noticing it. This is an intentional irony—the deification of the old suburban house by encasing it in a framework of corrugated iron and chain-link fencing.

At the UCLA Student Placement Center (pp. 70, 71), Gehry’s sensitivity to surroundings is more sophisticated. The building is located along a main part of the campus pedestrian spine. Here he erected brick screens along two sides which face older brick buildings and placed the monochromatic gray stucco building behind the screens. The result is a sedate, formal, and economically planned building.

On the inside of the Student Placement Center, inexpensive materials and simple details were combined to reinforce the axis of the L-shaped building, a 20-ft high internal public space. High clerestory windows, exposed trusses, and air-conditioning ducts give the space a casual, airy feeling. This high, open, informal spine contrasts with the more sedate offices and interview rooms adjacent to it. These are neutral spaces with high ribbon windows along one edge, providing views out, but visual privacy within. It is in a quiet, ordinary building like this that Gehry shows how the serious application of inexpensive materials and detailing can enhance what is basically a fairly orthodox idea. Exposed structure acts as decoration when it is juxtaposed against more polished volumes. Strip windows increase the sense of space when they frame nothing but a view of the sky.

Two projects currently in progress will further test Gehry’s skill as an architect, sculptor . . . and salesman. Both schemes, the Loyola Law School addition (facing page, center and bottom) and Santa Monica Place (p. 75), are on sensitive urban sites, and both are being carried out for fairly conservative clients.

At the Loyola Law School, which will shortly begin construction, Gehry was asked to add 50,000 sq ft of new offices and classrooms and to renovate a further 50,000 sq ft of existing buildings. The school is located in a “gray” area near Downtown Los Angeles and consists of a few undistinguished, visually isolated buildings that face onto secondary streets. The new buildings will tie the campus together, turning it in the opposite direction and creating a new pedestrian space opening onto a major street. The proposal looks promising in model form, and it is a new development in Gehry’s work. By playing on a traditional theme, courts of law, he is inventing an urban open space where none previously existed. Again he will use forced perspective and other sculptural devices in the arrangement of buildings to focus attention inward. He is devising an architecture that is
understood as classical and institutional while remaining thoroughly Modern in technique. Here he is literally drawing the street into a group of buildings in a manner appropriate to its setting—an area where commercial and institutional courtyard buildings have a well-established history.

Santa Monica Place, the firm's largest current scheme, is a shopping center on a sensitive transitional site. An old, lower middle class community is giving way to a younger, more affluent one in this area. A pedestrianized shopping mall occupies one side of the site, and a Sears department store is on the other. The Pacific Ocean and Santa Monica Pier are two blocks away and the freeway close by. Many people object to the fact that a shopping center is being built here, heralding the possibility of further development: Santa Monica Place itself is the first phase of a shopping development that will extend a block further to Ocean Avenue.

As with all such schemes, the architects have been actively involved in hammering out design criteria with the developers and city planning authorities. These criteria include the placement of two large department stores on the major corners, the designation of number and type of public gathering spaces, the location of entrances, etc. Fortu-
nately, the developer is the Rouse Corporation, an enlightened client with whom Gehry has worked before (P/A, Feb. 1976, p. 58); and the city is insisting on sensible measures to reinforce the pedestrian fabric of the area.

The scheme consists of two major department stores with recessed courtyard entrances on four sides, three large interior "squares," and two parking lots. Gehry designed the parking structures and the two stepped-back pedestrian spines, one connecting Sears to the existing pedestrian mall, the other bisecting it, forming a "square" in the middle of the complex. The central court is turned at an angle, visually linking the two spines and creating a point of rotation. The axis that joins Sears and the old mall is intended to be a continuation and visual culmination of Third Street and a "gourmet fair" in the shape of a large glass house with its structure exposed should simulate the feeling of a street market. The entrance court on this side is the most open and generous.

This development is considerably higher and denser than the surrounding urban fabric. Gehry is attempting to produce a feeling of transparency with chain link and exposed structure on the parking garage elevation and with the skylit pedestrian spines. If he succeeds in breaking up the mass of the development into objects in an urban landscape, he may succeed in producing the first Los Angeles shopping mall that does not turn its back on the city. However, with the whole complex still under construction, this is impossible to predict.

At Santa Monica Place and the Loyola Law School, Gehry is trying to apply some of his recent ideas to buildings in dense urban locations. Again, forced perspective, the dispersion of architectural volumes, and transparency are exploited to draw pedestrians into these schemes as well as to create a strong impression from passing cars. These projects encourage personal involvement with the architecture, their strong central plans acting as an occasion for chance encounter, their informal appearance encouraging interaction.

In order to accept Frank Gehry's architecture, it is necessary to be sympathetic to the philosophy that "turning people on to architecture," making them aware of it through devices which jolt the senses, is an important goal in itself. Gehry believes that architecture is meant to delight and that the unexpected or ordinary can be beautiful.

Often Gehry's ordinary means of achieving delight appears to be ironic, and it is perhaps this aspect of his work that makes it difficult to accept. Some people will never see exposed studs, chain-link fencing, or corrugated iron as architectural materials, and will never see beyond the materials to the manner in which they are being employed.

It is true that Frank Gehry is playing with
architecture, that he enjoys doing it and makes no apologies about the fun he is having. At the same time, he is completely serious about the artistic evolution of his work and is in control of the end results.

Frank Gehry's work is an expression of a well thought out personal philosophy applied to the art of architecture; and being so personal, it could not and probably should not be emulated by others. It is a regional architecture, appropriate to its time and place. By recognizing its importance as such, we are marking a turning point in our attitudes towards the goals of architecture.

[Barbara Goldstein]

Santa Monica Place in Santa Monica is a multilevel urban shopping center comprising new three-level Broadway and Robinson department stores (not designed by Gehry). Gehry & Associates are building two garages for 2000 cars and three-level skylit galleria with malls linking to center court.

Office of Frank Gehry & Associates is in loftlike space of warehouse; sculpture by Larry Bell.
Art on Melrose

Gemini G.E.L., Los Angeles

Without any obvious fanfare, an existing facility for producing quality prints gets second looks for additions and connections.

Given Frank Gehry's view of himself as an artist, it is fitting that a number of his commissions have direct connections to the world of art. Gemini G.E.L., one of the nation's most prominent names in the field of fine arts graphics, was the client for this expansion of existing Los Angeles facilities. The combination of site—a flat corner lot in a commercial area along Melrose Avenue—and a straightforward program resulted in a quiet front façade treatment. A few clues to the discerning might hint that architecture, not just building, was going on here.

As mentioned in the introduction to this profile, forced perspective is one of Gehry's favored elements. The western approach to the site includes a bend in Kings Road approaching the straight eastern path of Melrose. The upper cornice line on the existing Gemini G.E.L. building has been pitched down, away from the west edge; on an otherwise flat plane, the result is a visual bending. Then, between that existing mass and the new two-story addition east of it, another junction that announces an event. It is a link between the existing building in gray and the new in white; that much is clear from the street. It turns out to include a stair up to the second-floor exhibition and documentation space, and a path through the open court behind the new building.

But the stair doesn't obey orthogonal rules; it starts out inside the new building, but on a heading toward the old. A skylighted portion of it pulls free, cutting across the open passage, its exposed wood joists carrying through the orthogonal new "wall" plane into the interior space beyond. Juxtapositions of raw plywood, exposed joists and studs, inside and outside, give the sense of casual chaos and, as in much small-scale Gehry work, of not being finished. However, the details and handling of materials confirm that the design is under control.

Stopping short of either the existing wall or the implied back plane of the new one, the maverick stair turns in to the two-story building—a right angle, still askew. As it cuts across on its way to forming an outer back stair, the upper wall forms the upper edge of an irregular skylight in the studio below. The second stair in turn breaks loose, angling into the court below, covered for a certain distance until the covering surface is "torn" away, and studs and joists continue.

Aside from the simple addition of about 1000 sq ft of storage vault space, the interiors of the new two-story building are the major elements within the shell. Again, exposed studs, joists, and plywood are combined with painted gypsum board to shape casual, functional, pleasant work areas. With the unmistakable mark of Frank Gehry and his associates. [Jim Murphy]

Data
Architects: Frank O. Gehry & Associates, Santa Monica; Frank O. Gehry, Hak Sik Son, C. Gregory Walsh, Elyse Grinstein, design team.
Site: almost flat 16,000-sq-ft corner lot in commercial area.
Program: add about 5000 sq ft to include studio/ workroom space, storage, exhibition and documentation spaces.
Mechanical system: gas-fired furnace, rooftop heating/cooling unit.
Major materials: exterior, stucco and plywood; interior, gypsum board (painted) walls, exposed wood frame.
Consultants: structural,
Johnson & Nielsen Associates; mechanical, Donald F. Dickerson Associates; electrical, Athans Enterprises, Inc.

**General contractor:** The JSF Co.

**Costs:** $233,387; $51/sq ft, including sitework, interior finishes and furnishings.

**Photography:** Tim Street-Porter except top left, center right, Dan Zimbaldi.

*From the street (top left), a quiet façade splits between existing and new (top right). Angled stair (center right) leads to second-floor gallery (right). In the courtyard, a second skewed stair begins as a framed platform left of skylight (above).*
In designing this museum, Gehry and team pulled different programmatic elements apart, then wrapped them in chain link.

One important issue Frank Gehry has been tackling over the last few years is highly appropriate to Southern California. Gehry is interested in exploring the relationship between outside and inside space, incorporating outdoor spaces into his buildings, and in creating a transition between the two. Recently he has been "exploding" his buildings, breaking them into several discrete volumes and tying these together with chain-link structures, arcades, or other purely visual devices. By working with the spaces in between buildings he is, in a sense, constructing a model of urban space inside his buildings.

At the Cabrillo Marine Museum in Wilmington, not far from Los Angeles, Frank Gehry & Associates were presented with a program calling for 20,000 sq ft of diverse elements, including an auditorium, offices, classroom/laboratory space, and exhibition areas.

The architects convinced the museum that, rather than have all functions placed under one roof, they should be split into separate buildings, using circulation space in between for open-air exhibitions. This scheme would create a separation between public and private elements of the building, while allowing visitors to move around viewing workshops and laboratories in action. The separation of functions would give the museum a processional sequence appropriate to its educational functions. The variety of indoor and outdoor spaces would also allow Frank Gehry another opportunity to arrange "objects in the landscape."

The Marine Museum, begun as a small collection of marine specimens in 1934, is an educational and research facility run by the City of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation. Currently housed in a renovated Spanish-style bathhouse, it serves the public with exhibitions, audio-visual programs, and tours. The museum is largely geared toward tours of school children, led by a dedicated army of museum volunteers; their interest in the place was one indication of its need to increase both the research and exhibition potential with the new space.

Working together, the clients and architects devised a scheme that would allow the public to participate in the exhibitions and observe the workings of an aquarium and re-
Front entrance (right); center court between exhibit hall and administration (above), private patio (bottom) adjoining office.
Cabrillo Marine Museum

search laboratory. The buildings are grouped around an irregular-shaped courtyard, where visitors can view most of the museum's facilities. The courtyard space will be used for outdoor display, with some of the exhibition material being hung from the chain-link superstructure.

The museum is nestled into a cut in the hill which leads up from San Pedro Harbor, a busy commercial port. Approached from the hill, the chain-link structure is the only visible sign of the building, and it resembles the cranes and nautical equipment dotted around the harbor. From the parking lot, the cluster of shedlike buildings and chain-link superstructures evoke images of dockyards. Although the museum describes itself as resembling a "fishing village" in atmosphere, it is more like a dry dock. Settled hard against the edge of the hill, its series of industrial-looking volumes appear to belong.

Architectonic cues

Gehry has arranged the volumes of the building so that visitors follow a planned sequence of events, reinforced by strong, three-dimensional visual cues. At the entrance to the building, a pinched and directional court is faced on two sides with corrugated iron, contrasting with the white stucco façade of the administration wing. The gray color of the metal skin and the angles at which the buildings are set deepen the perspective at the entrance, drawing visitors into the central outdoor exhibition space. A cutout canopy marks the entrance to the auditorium building, and an arcade along the edge of this building leads to the exhibition area. All of these devices are actual traditional ones for bringing people into a building, but are handled here in a fresh manner.

Gehry articulates the functions of different buildings by the choice of materials as is obvious on the exterior of the exhibition hall. The white stucco wall of this building is broken in two places by protruding corrugated iron and glass boxes to accommodate the ticket booth and an aquarist's lab. These protrusions give the building more visual variety and intimate scale than it would have had with everything under one roof.

The exhibition area is a landscape in itself, and it includes two different display routes: a short central route leads through a circuitous dark green tunnel containing top-lit aquariums of various sizes. Because of the color and winding nature of this tunnel, one will have the sensation of swimming under water. Around the periphery of the exhibition area is the longer route.

Not only are the different functions in the building given identity by the choice of materials, but the sequence of indoor and outdoor spaces in the museum is beautifully modulated by the special elements. A trellis of pipes bridging the classroom and exhibit building, and the classroom and project lab, creates the impression of an archway. These pipes, which seem at first to be a purely for-
Out of the rage for order

Frank Gehry house

In the house Frank Gehry renovated for himself and his family he experiments with comments on architecture and art.

The outrageous appearance of this house (see cover) will probably prompt two questions from many readers: 1) Why would an architect do this to a house? 2) Why would a magazine publish it?

Because the house’s exterior and interior violate so many conventions pertaining to domestic architecture, it will strike many—and understandably so—as being self-consciously avant-garde. The employment of materials such as chain-link fencing, plywood, and aluminum siding summons painful remembrances of the built environment the profession has not been able to control—such as the commercial strip and light industrial buildings. The manipulation of this debris into sculptural abstracted forms akin to conceptual art of the last several decades signals aspirations to a “higher” cultural plateau of activity. The collision of this carefully ramshackle construction with the weathered shell of a 1920s salmon-pink shingle-sided house introduces a recognition that architectural forces are still involved in the interaction.

The daringness of the act makes sense because of the engagement it sets up between observer and the observed: in the search for order in the disorientation, one is struck with the poetic qualities inherent in the parts and pieces that make up the new and old environment. The engagement reveals no intensively constructed theory about the generation of form. The design remains a “one-off” exercise, one that helps us see specific features differently, but not a totality.

Architect’s intentions

Gehry’s work often reveals a split between the “straight” stuff he executes for developers and institutional clients and his exploratory design, exemplified by this project, for private clients. With this house renovated for himself, his wife Berta, and two children, Gehry “purposefully overdid” the design. He wanted to get a lot out of his system, he concedes, as well as experiment with certain formal ideas. Gehry’s interest in art goes back some way (see preceding pages and P/A, Sept. 1978, p. 74). When he talks about

The interior of the two-story house with a gambrel roof has been gutted in a manner of speaking. The main floor has been made an open living room with one wall of white gypsum board, another of wood studs, another of plywood, and interior windows overlooking the kitchen addition. Spaces are subdivided into intimately scaled areas. Wall at rear faces backyard.
Frank Gehry house

searching for a vocabulary of forms, artists like Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns enter into the conversation. In describing a mood or light quality, the paintings of Magritte, van Ruisdael, and Vuillard are frequently cited.

The corner site in Santa Monica is small—50’ x 100’. Gehry took the 2100-sq-ft house and expanded it by 800 sq ft plus 680 sq ft of deck, wrapping the older house with the new, tougher-than-nails jagged carapace of aluminum siding, glass, chain-link fence, and plywood.

By building the house out to the allowable setback lines, Gehry claims to be “contextual,” although many would argue that contextualism involves more than conforming to building lot patterns. Then by extending the northwest wall beyond the actual volume of the house, he created a private backyard. The screen wall, deliberately designed to look like a stage flat and very deliberately propped up by wood poles, calls attention to the “back lot” character of the yard. The openings in the wall distort and shift perspective while dramatizing the views glimpsed as one looks from out or in. Even the placement of the trees, in conjunction with the askew angles, makes the ensemble recall a film set that might have been concocted for a German Expressionist western. Dr. Caligari Rides Again.

The interior of the house has been handled with a slightly different sense of drama. After gazing upon the exterior, one is ready for the German war-torn apartments in Rainer Fassbinder’s film, “Marriage of Maria Braun”: holes gouged out of peeling plaster walls, doors hanging by one hinge, the roof caving in, and so on. Gehry does not go quite that far. But definite allusions to these effects are introduced. In a deconstruction type of gesture, Gehry has stripped the original old house down to the basic elements from which it is formed—studs, joists, beams, and rafters. Other dramatic effects rivet the attention: rotated cubelike skylights, oddly angled windows, and planes manipulated in cockeyed perspective. All elements allow light to shoot in, refracted and/or direct by day, reflected from other parts of the house by night. Some architectural fragments are left intact but stripped of their normal surround—for example, old windows remain embedded in stud walls to advance in a figure-ground relationship; others are embedded in new walls in unexpected locations.

When Gehry discovered that diagonal bracing in the old house repeated the pattern of the bracing of the skylights, he decided to go ahead and take the exposed frame theme even farther. His cacophony of visual effects makes use of repetition, reverberation, and resonance. The internal consistency established between various parts and pieces is continually followed through: A chain-link infill section in the roof gable corresponds to a stud infill wall and a plaster infill wall, all in sequence in the gable configuration. Other recurrences abound.

The front entrance (top); rear of house with new exterior wall (middle); side of house (above, left); rear court (above, right).
Client satisfaction
Frank and Berta Gehry report the house to be quite livable. The architect Gehry suggests that they spent too much money on the renovation, and he contemplates selling it every day or so. Berta Gehry originally found the rather ordinary, slightly shabby house, but was attracted immediately to it because of its scale and character. Since the architect Gehry wanted a challenge, Berta the client willingly allowed the old house to be stripped, then swathed in tin clothes. She was even willing to have a driveway—one that did not exist—serve as the kitchen and dining room floor. Gehry wondered if he were going too far with the ambiguities established between inside and outside here, especially with his decision
Frank Gehry house

Existing fireplace was left embedded in new plywood background of living room and surrounded by Gehry-designed furniture. Upstairs in master bedroom, fireplace is again left in place, attic removed, and construction exposed.

to pave the floor in never spic-and-span asphalt. But it can be easily cleaned with a hose. The new addition level, three feet below the main floor of the old house, promotes a strong contrast between the old and new shells. The outside north wall of the old house now becomes the inside wall of the kitchen-dining addition—another startling transposition.

When asked if there were anything he would design differently now, Gehry replies, "There is simply too much going on." Perhaps he is thinking of the upstairs passageway on which chain link has been laid over the wood beams for a truly unusual peripatetic experience. In terms of function, however, he claims the house works well on every level except one: the acoustical. Acoustically the house is one large room, he complains—a problem with a young baby. One room in the old house was left intact for the maid. Gehry has noticed that the maids (there have been several) tend to lock themselves in that room when not pressed into service.

Outside observations

With angles, planes, and shapes skewed and going awry, with collapsed and colliding elements creating dissonance and discontinuity, the result is surprising. Parts and pieces begin to take on clarity outside and definitely project a sense of order inside. Gehry stripped the interior of the old house down to the basic components, but carefully filled in sections here and there with slats and gypsum board so that a sense of careful balance permeates both old and new sections. Admittedly the artiness of it all is insistent. However, the general expectation would be that the interior would truly resemble a construction site. The almost-but-not-quite twist comes as an agreeable shock.

The old house retains its identity as "architecture" inside, in contradistinction to the outer physiognomy. The living room and bedrooms in the old house form distinct places that are even "cozy." The most dramatic space is the kitchen-dining area, where natural illumination, old architectural elements, and new forms converge in a functional and symbolic interaction.

The new areas inside adhere to architectural rules and vocabularies: the added wing of the kitchen and dining rooms is as ordered and defined a space as any traditional hall. The spaces in the rest of the house are delineated as discrete entities, again like traditional rooms. The artistically affiliated elements that dominate the exterior are perceived from within only as fragments, usually in apertures.

The most interesting exploration involves the stripping of the old house. This "rebuilding" process yields the richness of communication latent in the prosaic building blocks of architectural form. The simplicity of this speech is embellished through the introduction of other, more architecturally evolved elements. Thus the old windows and doorways become quite compelling, especially so when windows offer views to rooms beyond
with a surreally voyeuristic aura. All elements become objects on display, in a sophisticated museumlike installation.

From the exterior, however, the planar and cubical accretions of aluminum siding, chain link, and wood framing communicate something else. They maintain an abiding allegiance to modern art because of the deployment of planes and angles in abstracted relationships. The handling of the design elements wrapping the exterior bears few traces of "traditional" architecture. That is expected. The Gehry addition also rejects modernist architecture and its principles of clarity of structure function and economy of materials, embodied in the gridded plan and column-and-beam frame. In fact, the addition points up just how "traditional" modern architecture was when compared with modern art. Like modern art, the addition does toss out the right angle—at least on the outside.

Nevertheless, the architecturally based tension posed by the emergence of the pink house from the jagged shell leaves us expecting more. One would assume that the new shell should offset the older structure: that we would see and appreciate more about each idiom by the contrast. No reciprocal relationship becomes established; one part does not transform the other.

These statements have to be directed to the outside, particularly the north and east corner façades. The rear elevation facing the court invokes the imagery of California Case Study houses of the 1950s, with its modernist use of tidily rectilinear wood planking and large glazed areas. The fourth exterior wall, not easily visible, hasn't been given "the treatment" to the same degree.

The combination of a system of elements that belong distinctly to art and one that belongs to architecture creates the basic split—and consequent malaise. As a mixed-media work, the melding of forms creates neither a work of art nor a work of architecture, and thus becomes contrived. But there is more than mixing modes that suggests why something is weird. By appropriating modern art's abstracted relationships and nonobjective qualities for a habitable dwelling, Gehry violates the basic premise of modern art, that it be about art and its own process. He is making modern art functional and he is making it social. It adds to the surprise when the "functioning" interior is experienced, but the outside wrapping appears applied for effect.

Modernist architecture may have appropriated the forms of modern art, but the architects of the 1920s onward insisted on transforming the vocabulary of de Stijl, Constructivism, and Suprematism to fit a social and physically.

to architecture, we are left with an amalgam of art parts and architecture parts. It creates an interesting experiment but only begins to gel inside.

As P/A has previously noted (Aug. 1976, p. 37), house designs are interesting architectural problems 1) when they provide laboratories for experimenting with ideas, 2) when they form postulations of architectural theory, and 3) when they can be read as a complete microcosm of an architect's work at a particular period in his development. Laboratory, emblem, or microcosm, each aspect is important to the creation of architecture. Only the first has been really attained in this house. Yet as an experiment it was worth while: As Gehry put it, there is a lot going on.

[Suzanne Stephens]
The Dutch Casbahs

New architecture in Holland

Jennifer Taylor

The "Casbah" theme first appeared in Modern architecture in the 1940s, and since the 1950s it has provided the inspiration for a new type of building in the Netherlands.

The Casbah theme makes its mark on the pages of the Modern movement of architecture in Le Corbusier's 1942 Master Plan for Algiers. Its maze of streets is simply shown on plan as a hatched grid with clearly defined edges, but its essential character is captured in the few ink lines of the accompanying small sketches. Its density, intimate scale, and the diversity within a basic uniformity are noted and recorded. The Casbah as a spontaneous urban living quarter, charged with interesting smells, sights, and happenings, has provided a metaphorical reference point for progressive planning concepts in the Netherlands since the 1950s. At the crucial formulative period surrounding the CIAM Otterlo meeting in 1959, the Dutch journal Forum provided the critical mouthpiece for its editors, who included J.B. Bakema, Aldo van Eyck, and Herman Hertzberger. In 1959 it published an article entitled "Towards an Organized Casbah," which included a student housing project by Piet Blom, a pupil of van Eyck's. In 1961 van Eyck's "The Aesthetics of Number, Multiplicity and the Casbah Idea," appeared. The same theme recurs consistently in related guises in van Eyck's later writings. Terms such as "significant ambiguity" and "labyrinthian clarity" extend the evoked image of a multifaceted social and physical urban structure. Today, Piet Blom's Casbah at Hengelo (p. 88) is, as the architect expresses it, "occupied" but not "completed."

Structuralism
The expediency demanded by the pressing problems of this century too often has given rise to the production of a universal environment that suppresses the individual in the collective. This is particularly evident in the area of housing—the one situation where the expression of idiosyncrasies, preferences, and needs must be readily accommodated. Recognition of the problem is widespread, and architectural responses range over a broad spectrum. In the Netherlands, some recent architecture demonstrates a marked concern with this dilemma and proposes ways in which the environment can be structured to create an integral order and at the same time encourage initiative.

The architects pursuing this direction have been grouped under the heading of "Structuralists"—a term that could be misleading if construed in a limited architectural context. But as applied to their work, structuralism refers to "the form of the real structure of cohabitation in all its subtleties." It is perhaps the recurrent use of the term "Casbah," however, that provides the best key to the fundamental, almost primitive ideology that underlies Dutch Structuralist work.

Dutch Structuralism implies a social and spatial revolution. It represents an attitude and suggests a means. In both respects it seeks an organization that will increase freedom. It is concerned with providing the minimal ordering of the environment to suggest an adaptation for living. While it proposes a signification of place and occasion in small elements, it opposes specific indication of use.

The Structuralists' line of thought is the outcome of many factors. It arises from the political and architectural tradition of the country, the world-wide reassessment of the functional emphasis in Modern architecture, and the particular problems of alienation within the welfare state of Holland.

The Dutch heritage
The contribution of this small country to the Modern movement has been remarkably significant. Architecture to "serve" the new community has been a constant theme, from the pioneering work of H.P. Berlage at the end of the 19th Century to the current work. Despite the varied architectural expressions, it underlies the purity of de Stijl, the exuberance of the Dutch Expressionists, and the moral doctrines and restrained architecture of the postwar years. "Participation" is not a new concept. It is of interest to note Le Corbusier's comment following his visit to the Brinkman and van der Vlugt 1928 van Nelle Factory in Rotterdam: "Personal participation in every stage of the human endeavour. . . . The Managers, the highest and lowest grades, the workers, male and female, all eat together in the great room which has transparent walls opening onto endless views of meadows. . . . Participation. I can truly say that my visit to that factory was one of the most beautiful days of my life." The Dutch have never suffered from megalomania, and there are few buildings in the country that would qualify as "monuments." Small scale in mass and detail, a high
level of craft, and compact, enclosing, building disposition have characterized the work through the centuries. These persist today.

Redefinition of the urban problem
In view of these circumstances, it is not surprising that the CIAM finally splintered and was eventually dissolved after the 1959 meeting in Holland. At the Otterlo Conference, the old search for finite resolution was eroded by the argument that buildings and cities were dynamic, constantly evolving phenomena. The imposition of an idealized order on the untidiness wrought by change was seen as a superficial and even an artificial solution denoting a misunderstanding of the nature of the problem. The breakup of 1959 was not unaltered. At the congresses of Aix-en-Provence (1953) and Dubrovnic (1956), restlessness and impatience with the static notions of closed complete forms, particularly those determined by specific functional use, were evident. The accelerated rate of change in values, requirements, and available hardware was undeniable, and the ability of current solutions to accommodate the evolving needs without destroying themselves in the process was called into question.

A new flexible order was sought. The answers varied widely but the Smithsons' definition of "the cluster" expressed the generally held concepts: "The Cluster is a close-knit, complicated, often moving aggregation, but an aggregation with a distinct structure." Proposals for the new structuring of the environment emerged in two related yet distinct pattern groupings, one linear, the other centralizing. The controlling contacts of the linear system are the channels for circulation and services. A centralizing system is predominantly structured by space and mass around a conceptual vertical axis. The three-dimensional geometry of such an order opens up the possibilities of innumerable varieties with adaptations and subtractions within volumes. Louis Kahn's architecture shows many examples of this logic, while Herman Hertzberger's Centraal Beheer Offices (Apeldoorn, 1972, p. 93) provide a great spatial sympathy on the theme. Dutch Structuralist architecture, generally, is consistent in its adherence to the strongly three-dimensional centralizing mode of organization.

The Otterlo meeting provided the major milestone for the change in architectural urban theory. While the extensive projects of such groups as Archigram and the Metabolists can be seen as stemming from this meeting, there was another aspect of the discussions that focused on the intimate experience of architecture. The need for an understanding of the basic nature of "place" and "occasion" was stressed, notably by Louis Kahn and van Eyck. Bakema presented his project for Kenmerdeel, and van Eyck discussed the early planning stages for his Children's Home (4) for Amsterdam (P/A, Sept. 1962, pp. 154-161). But Holland's most significant contribution came from the ability of van Eyck always to bring discussions back to the timeless needs fundamental to all men.

A problem of freedom
Following World War II, Holland's housing problem (which existed well before that time) escalated. By 1959, 700,000 postwar homes had been built, still leaving an official shortage at that time of about 125,000. The government-mass-housing scheme, however, produced exactly what was intended—Mass Housing. The failings of this system are argued most forcefully in Nicholas Habraken's book Supports—An Alternative to Mass Housing: "Mass Housing demands in advance what a dwelling is before the occupier is in any way concerned"; "Man no longer houses himself: he is housed." Dutch administration is not unaware of this problem. To find new answers it sponsors experimental building projects that are not subject to its uniform regulations. These are for specially selected projects in designated areas—what Blom has called "reservations for wild architects." The tightly bound organization of building in Holland makes it even more applausible than they would otherwise be. The seemingly radical nature of some of the work, especially that of Blom, suggests a great urgency, a fear that each opportunity must be grasped to the full as another may not readily present itself.

The tools
Keen and sympathetic observation of human behavior provides the clues to an understanding of design for "place" and "occasion." "The architect... must look well and listen well, for the tools that matter to him are not his ruler and set of compasses, but above all his eyes and ears." In search of the commonality (his "timelessness") of man, van Eyck led the way towards primitive and past innocent societies "to rediscover the archaic principles of human nature." The vision of a simple relationship between man and his setting adds a nostalgic (but not escapist) note. The recounting of remembered observations occurs as a constant theme. Hertzberger writes as a poet of children playing in the gutter, and Blom recalls the rich and varied relationships that evolved around the commonly shared bathhouse of his youth in the Jordaan district of Amsterdam. The physical evidence of the concerns of their own past culture was close at hand: the sheltering enclosure of the old cities, the small scale of the brick paving of the streets, the protective tiles of roofs, and the creation of intimate pockets of space. Lessons for the craft of handling building materials show clearly, particularly in the work of Jan Verhoeven (pp. 90-91), whose interest in detail has led to unconventional studies, such as the meticulous examination of the alignment and joinery of the timbers of Viking ships. The brick tradition kept alive in the exuberant details of van der May and de Klerk (5) and the simple massing of Dudok (6) demonstrates the possibilities of a recognizable human measure even in large structures. Similarly, the structural glass block of the 1920s appears again in recent work. A keen awareness of and respect for the herit-

1 LeCorbusier, master plan for Algiers, 1942. 1a, 1b accompanying sketches.
4 Aldo van Eyck, Children's Home, model, Amsterdam, 1962.
5 M. de Klerk, Eigen Haard Housing, detail, Amsterdam, 1913-1919.
6 W.M. Dudok, School, Hilversum, 1921.
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age of the modern buildings of Holland give a sense of continuity to the work. While there is no evident historicism, the debt to such designers as Oud, Brinkman, Rietveld, Duiker, and Dudok is fully acknowledged.

Geometry is the principal tool for instigation of the organization of design. It provides the framework for procedure and ultimately emerges in the structure of the building. The final form reflects this controlling device, sometimes in an evident but more commonly in a masked manner. One characteristic of this work is that while a model, plan, or aerial view shows a clear, repetitive pattern, in the experience of the buildings the order is often sensed rather than seen. The evident discipline must be viewed in the light of van Eyck's comment, "Order has no function, this side of evil, other than to make what is essentially chaotic work." 11

In response to the need for high densities within a cohesive organization, Nicholas Habraken proposed a system of support structures. "We must make constructions which are not in themselves dwellings or even buildings, but are capable of lifting buildings above the ground; constructions which contain individual dwellings as a bookcase contains books, which can be renewed and replaced separately." 12 While Habraken intentionally avoided a specific form for the support structure, Le Corbusier was less reluctant, as such a dynamic, open-ended system appears in his 1930 Project 'A' for Algiers (7). Habraken carries his proposal further by exploring the possibilities of mass production in the service of the individual houses. Individual choice is present, but it is restricted to selection of a niche in the provided structure and selection of a dwelling from the modular parts available from the manufacturer. A responsible yet restrictive proposal.

To what degree is individual freedom to be curtailed in the interest of the community? Accepting that overall control (or should we say guidance) is necessary, the next debatable point is as to how much physical structure should be provided. One extreme is to provide the minimum necessary structuring of the environment to allow the occupiers of the land to erect their own enclosures at will. "If someone built his small house and it calmly caves in on him—who cares? That's no national calamity; the man is simply stupid because he built carelessly." 13 Self-built community developments are certainly not impossible, but while such liberty may be ideally desirable, even Blom cannot believe that the resulting physical environment would be equally ideal.

The reality of the situation is that in his housing schemes for Hengelo and Helmond, Blom had to design all parts of the buildings down to their last detail. At the Casbah, Hengelo (8), the apartment units are elevated on a concrete platform to create what he calls "a roof over the communal spaces below." The platforms with their vast spanning lintels demark the ground level space in a way reminiscent of M. Brinkman's 1919 Spangen housing in Rotterdam (9). But unlike Spangen, with its strong surrounding wall of apartment blocks, the Casbah consists of small-scale, clearly defined units suggestive of the vernacular cottage. It appears as if a series of large hoists had elevated a ground-based housing group up into the air. In their elevated positions, Blom's apartments have the air of small-scale intimacy that Oud achieved in his housing schemes of the 1920s (10).

The density of the Casbah is high—100 houses to the hectare—and the elevation of the units has allowed for shops and parking to be accommodated below. Considerable open space remains to be filled in according to what the residents desire—"more parking, a pub, a brothel, what they will." 14 The Hengelo scheme provides the units with small gardens, open shared gardens within the complex, and even a farm and pond without. Here Blom has attempted to revive the spirit of old housing sectors, "where the vicar lives over his church and the fireman over his great red monster." 15 Forced economic restraints are met by the standardization and repetition of types.

The density of Helmond (11) is 143 houses to the hectare, and this is achieved without superimposing units on each other. Unlike the Casbah, which forms an island in a general housing area, the Helmond development is integral with the central activities of the town. Blom refers to these units as "tree houses" and to the scheme as "a wood." His phrase "Let's grow a town" best expresses his intent with this organically planned project.

7 Le Corbusier, Project A, Algiers, 1930.
8 Piet Blom, The Casbah, Hengelo. 8a interior courtyard. 8b view across "the farm."
9 M. Brinkman, Spangen Housing, interior courtyard, Rotterdam, 1919.
10 J. J. P. Oud, Het Witte Dorp Housing, Rotterdam, 1923.
11 Piet Blom, Housing, aerial perspective, Helmond. 11a prototype dwellings. 11b corner of living room.
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The housing design consists of three horizontal layers. The lower level is for community use. There are no conventional streets. Under the dwelling level is an open pedestrian zone providing public access to the playhouse, to the nearby market, and the adjacent community hall (a renovated factory). Blom describes the envisaged space as like a vast cathedral with people living in the vaults. The upper zone of the Helmond housing opens to the sky. This is achieved by the top level of each unit having a transparent roof with adjustable openings and blinds. The central zone is for the general activities of home life; from this one can go down for increased contact with others or go up for increased seclusion in contact only with the sky.

While the freedom for man to determine his own habitat has not been achieved in the demanding forms of the Helmond housing, Blom has instigated a revolutionary concept for high density living. It presents a unique statement of his intensely romantic and personal vision of a structure to provide a rich and viable setting for community life.

Variation on a conventional theme

Jan Verhoeven's many housing schemes (12) demonstrate the potential of imaginative use of subtle variations on basic schemes. Verhoeven belongs to the age-old craft tradition. Material details in timber, brick, and concrete block are meticulously designed and crafted, and the derivation of form from traditional buildings imparts a recognizable, comfortable quality. The interior spatial interplay is far from traditional and rather akin to the work of Aalto. But it is Verhoeven's ability to weave closed and open spaces into a protected, yet integrated, continuum of intensive land use that sets his work apart. His designs, from the internal arrangement of individual structures to the overall pattern of multiunit developments, are guided by a subtle use of the rationality of geometry.

Radial space is a characteristic of Verhoeven's work. From a central climax the spaces fan out in regular variations. This gives rise to dynamic rather than passive space. The hexagonal school at Rozendaal (1973) provides a clear example of the spatial variation possible within the order of radial geometry. As can be seen in his various housing groups of Hoevelaken, the circular pat-
tern is extended into town planning, giving cohesion, yet relieving monotony.

Regeneration
The old towns of Holland provide lesson books in harmonious exercises of integration of old and new. Throughout the centuries, new façades as well as new buildings have been welded into the urban fabric without disruption of the consonance of the streetscape. A consciousness of the potentially disruptive nature (both social and physical) of contemporary design strongly conditions much recent work. The city as a total, vital entity was a recurrent theme in the Forum publications. The child in the city appears as a referral point to indicate the fundamental level of concern. "A city which overlooks the child's presence is a poor place. Its movement will be incomplete and oppressive. The child cannot rediscover the city unless the city rediscovers the child." In accord with this statement, over 650 play spaces on neglected urban pockets of land have been constructed following van Eyck's designs (13). Hertzberger pursues this theme even further: "Playgrounds are crutches—the city should be one big playground." 17

Sympathetic building infill by van Eyck with Theo Bosch is demonstrated in the Zwolle housing (14) and the rejuvenation of Amsterdam's Jordaan district. In both cases it is evident the starting point for design lay in the nature of the existing townscape. The housing at Zwolle is integrated into the old, dense development of the inner city center. The housing rows, which wrap around a longitudinal pedestrian street, follow the curve of the old city walls and echo the height and forms of the existing pedimented roof profiles. The humane, intimate scale of the old is recaptured in this sympathetic essay of modern housing.
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Dutch Structuralist work is cellular in nature. Yet despite the repetitive use of what are often identical spatial units, the architecture is poetic rather than prosaic. From its very beginnings in van Eyck’s Children’s Home, the configuration of space has been subtly molded by the walls, the overhead plane, and the effects of these on the quality of light. Within the clearly differentiated infrastructure, space is compressed, released, contained, or liberated in multiple variations.

One of the simplest yet most eloquent expressions of this spatial poetry is to be found in van Eyck’s Catholic Church in the Hague (15)(1968–70). Here, within solidly enclosing perimeter walls, the basic space blocks are regularly aligned to create a severe geometrical composition. The units are defined by the individual overhead translucent domes. The “nave-transcept,” clearly marked in height and breadth, subtly divides chapels and service areas from the body of the church. Its soaring longitudinal nature is counterbalanced by the sunken cryptlike sacred area. The three-dimensional subdivisions and articulation of the parts within the simple rectangular space of the building create a rare spatial harmony.

Hertzberger’s Centraal Beheer Offices (16)(1972), built for an insurance company at Apeldoorn, has blocks of space piled up in much the same way a child would pile up building blocks. In places floors project as shelves to support the space blocks; in others they simply rest on each other. The resulting interior is both awesome and intimate. The great voids in the building emphasize the security and containment (however minimal) of the occupied office spaces. The structure of the building suggests division without actually providing it, and intimacy has been achieved through the varied personal use of the provided elemental forms. In what is ostensibly an office landscape design, there is no feeling of a vast expanse divided, but rather of walking from room to room. There is no chaos, as the strong forms of Hertzberger’s building always remain in control.

De Drie Hoven (17)(1974) in Amsterdam, also by Hertzberger, is a massive concrete-framed building for the invalid aged. Beyond its stark exterior, accommodation is provided for 550 residents. On entry, the somewhat foreboding presence is negated by the imaginative use of basic architectural elements and a masterly control of scale. Whereas at Centraal Beheer the space units as well as the structural members are repeated, at De Drie Hoven, the organization of space is free and independent of the structural frame. Walls and columns create pockets of areas richly varied in their offerings. The lighting is surprisingly low, particularly in the nursing-care section. Here, without the enclosure of their own walls, the patients’ individual areas of occupancy are clearly defined by light. The occupants have so conditioned their own surroundings (even in a hospital ward) that one has the impression of walking past a row of houses with the front doors removed.
15 Aldo van Eyck, Catholic Church, The Hague, 1970. 15a First Floor Plan. 15b Second Floor Plan. 15c Section A. 15d, 15f interiors. 15e exterior.

16 Herman Hertzberger, Centraal Beheer Offices, interior isometric, Appledoorn, 1972. 16a aerial view. 16b interior.

17 Herman Hertzberger, De Drie Hoven, Amsterdam, 1974. 17a, 17b interiors.
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The quality of Hertzberger's "womblike" spaces persists in his recent design for a concert hall for Utrecht (1979) (18). The problem here was how to enhance the shared experience of large numbers of people (including those in the orchestra) and at the same time maintain small group identity in the various sections. An initial scheme was based on the division of the hollow of the hall—even by columns: "The column is symbolic of the limits of freedom." The later development shows the creation of the large auditorium by the addition of many small, defined pockets. With this building, Hertzberger draws on the versatility of poured-in-place concrete—a reversion to the constructional process of his Amsterdam student housing (1959-66). The concert hall, defined by a cluster of small spaces, was conceived as a vehicle for freedom: "There is no choice in a situation that is completely open. Where there are no obstacles there can be no choice."19

T'Karegat (19) (1971-72) in Eindhoven by Frank van Klingeren is a Structuralist solution in the rhetoric of universal space. Here a series of pyramid-capped units was erected. The structural form and spatial division imply no specific use. These tentlike forms now house two schools, a library, a restaurant, a supermarket, and other community functions. The supporting posts suggest the possibilities of partitioning, which have been taken up in some areas. In others, they operate as mental spatial dividers that are not physically inhibiting. This is a fun fair version of the open, yet defined, spatial unit theme of van Eyck's Children's Home. The control of the interplay of complex spatial relationships is among the major triumphs of Dutch Structuralist architecture.

Form

Hertzberger's most innovative contribution lies in his use of "form as a catalyst for liberation." His theory relies on two principal suppositions. First, that through inherited, sensed, and observed responses the designer can develop a sensitivity to, and become aware of, the shared attributes and needs of "man." Drawing upon this "collective memory," he can then predict and therefore design for the accommodation of such basic concerns. And second, that there exists "the fundamentally unchangeable and underlying reservoir of arch-forms." He postulates that recognition of these polyvalent forms and their use in architecture will stimulate the user to personal interpretation, and therefore use, in the way that best suits his needs. "Unlimited freedom may hold a great potential, but there is no spark to start the motor. Everyone needs an incentive, a helping hand, to motivate and stimulate him to fitting his environment to himself and making it his own. And so we have to confront him with something which will instigate interpretation."22
18 Herman Hertzberger, Music Center, interior perspective, Utrecht, 1979. 18a exterior rendering. 18b exterior detail. 18c plan.
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Hertzberger’s overall forms of buildings, independent of size, are strong, not aggressive, but with a bulky, subdued blockiness reminiscent of Dudok’s work. Within, they are suggestive of a labyrinthian cave, dull in color (usually exposed gray concrete block), restricted in natural light (sometimes almost gloom), and fractured by columns, spur walls, shelves, and sills. While the personalization of space is characteristic of the use of all of Hertzberger’s buildings, the intentional use of catalytic elements is most clearly seen in the Montessori school (1966) and the “Dai­goon” houses (1971) in Delft.

The Montessori School (20) is a low-key somber building transformed by its users. Here the neutral gray concrete block has been imaginatively used to create platforms, cavities, nooks, and crannies of inviting use. It abounds with forms (some rearrangeable such as the “pit” in the kindergarten) that demand attention and investigation. Its much publicized sand pit, with open water channels and hollow block dividing walls, is like a microcosm of a ruined city, and equally intriguing.

The experimental “Daigoon” houses (21) are more ambitious but demonstrate the same interest. The Delft houses encourage exterior as well as interior adaptation. Gray concrete block again is utilized as the background to personal whims and tastes. Unspecific, “suggestive” beginnings for use have led to changes by the occupants that give individual character to the houses. The inviting bar structures on the roof terraces and the single row of concrete blocks between gardens have been successful in their suggestion of use as “dividers.” While some of Hertzberger’s contentions may be highly debatable, in practice the success of his intentions supports their validity.

The Structuralists’ aim

The major aim of Dutch Structuralist work appears to be to make people aware of their own potential for the creation of their own habitat. Answers as to how this can be achieved range from proposing the absence of form to the providing of strong catalytic form. The built solutions, despite size and often unconventional appearance, are all modest solutions retaining a comprehensible scale. Perhaps most significant are the evident attempts to, in van Eyck’s words, make a “place” out of “space,” and to accommodate the occasions of the intimate experience of architecture. □
Footnotes


Photo credits: 8a, 8b, 9, 10, 11a, 11b, 14, 14a, 15e, 16b, 19, 19c, 20a, 21a, Jennifer Taylor. 16, Aerophoto. 17a Willem Diepraam. 17b Wim J. van Heuvel. 20 Chris Tijsse. 21 Kurtz.
Black ribbons and lace
Banque Bruxelles Lambert, Milan, Italy

Entrance and reception.
Architects Ambasz and Piretti erected this three-story bank interior within part of an ornate fin-de-siecle grand residence, matching not its style but its opulence.

The situation occurs more and more frequently. There is a sumptuously ornamental structure from another age, either a gem in itself or exceptionally well located. It is bought or rented, sometimes even "saved" in the process, whereupon someone has to do something about making it useful. In the enthusiasm over a moral deed well done, aesthetic questions can be left dangling or, as often as not, polarized into a keep-the-faith-versus-wanton-pragmatism mock battle.

The Milan branch of Banque Bruxelles Lambert is one of the few projects to take on the proposition that not only can contemporary design ideas be introduced into buildings of earlier styles but that such an introduction must be made formally. Some relationship must exist between the two.

The older building in this case is a late 19th-Century grand residence across from the Castello Sforzesco in Milan. "It was decorated in styles ranging from High Renaissance on the ground floor," describes partner-in-charge Emilio Ambasz, "to a rococo hall of mirrors on the top level." Velvet covered the walls; a statue of a man climbing a tree with a lion hard upon him stood in the entrance. Italy's extensive historic design review restrictions froze the exterior as well as parts of the interior.

"My decision," says Ambasz, "was to leave the ornamental complex 'as found' but rigorously toned down. It is intended to be a background foil, a visual basso continua, trapuntal in style to its "landscape" and equal to it in its scale if not greater in impact. Each added object, though starkly simple in line, is made in some way more than itself.

The tools are color and light. For instance, the walls. "If you ask people what is the color of the bank," says Ambasz, "they say the walls are painted white but the air is lilac." With a gifted craftsman, a technique of wall painting was improvised to give the wall depth and the air a luxurious texture and solidity. Three coats of paint have been applied. The first is heliotrope when it bounces off the wall but all the eye can see when it looks at the wall directly is a creamy shade of white.

Similar double effects were wrought from the painting of the moldings. For example, the deep crevices and planes facing the ceiling in some rooms were painted green while the remainder was painted creamy beige. Ambasz describes the result as a beige molding with a radiant aura around it. The carpet is composed of yarn bundles dyed light beige on top and lilac at the roots. The lamps have black shades but stems of blush-black.

Each color undertone adds a vibration to the atmosphere. "The main thing I wanted to do," says Ambasz, "is have a sense of immense serenity when you walk into the bank, a sense of having arrived." As for the technique: "Nothing should be exactly what you think it is," he says. "Magic shows no stitches."

The furniture itself consists of pure volumes in black and white, and, occasionally as an accent, red. To register against the elaborate background, the surfaces of the objects have been rendered luminous. The white objects—Deco-like tables in the exhibit and conference rooms—are of Carrara marble, which has a transluence of its own. The black desks and cabinetry have been lacquered to a high polish—as has the occasional red cabinet—to give them that same presence beyond their own form, not only in their glow but in their reflections.

The found columns have been lacquered that same bright black and together with the vertical lamps give a rhythm to the procession which is such a part of this interior. The bank's ability at the time to obtain only part of the residence necessitated an arrangement with most of the banking offices on the top floor. Though it is a merchant bank reliant on corporate more than individual patrons, there was still the paramount question of a clear and compelling path. As relevant to this as the columns and lamps is the grand staircase. Its new handrail, a ribbon that whips around in playful reference to Belgium's Art Nouveau prominence, marks a dramatic path with both direction and relief, the latter in the form of a landing with a scenic backward view.

In black leather, the handrail is also the key to the second element of formal linkage between old and new. As the first was heightening the impact of each, the second is drawing a literal dividing line between. That line is an implied black cordon around the new areas that appears and reappears in various guises. Its entrance is the handrail.

The offices are lassoed by a ribbon of black enameled steel bars along the floor—about 1/4 in. high with a slightly curved top to avoid tripping—and slender black vertical lamps growing out of black hemispheres, giving the edges a kind of Morse code dot-dash-dot pattern. Each room is treated slightly differently within this conceptual framework. In one, the bars encircle the room meeting lamps at the corners. In a second, the bars occur only in one-half of the room while the points of the lamp bases imply their existence on the other. In the largest working spaces, the bars bow in

---
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recognition of adjacent bay windows.

"It is possible to perceive each room as enclosed within, or enveloped by, a 'prism' of edges," explains Ambasz. "All this notwithstanding the fact that in no case do such 'prisms' exhibit all the twelve edges [of a cube] which Geometry demands. Heaven forbid the obvious should be used when the suggested suffices."

It is undeniably an interesting idea. And while a matched contest—paired off and set on each other at the tone of the black ribbon—may be only one way to mix old and new, it does, for once, address the problem. If there is a hesitation, it is that the steel floor bars may well seem the artifice that they are, a possible stitch in some otherwise very convincing magic. Yet the need for some formal demarkation—whether so literal or not—in this contrapuntal arrangement seems a valid insight. It is a new game—the mixing of minimal aesthetics with effusive ones. And it is reassuring when architects realize that to compel the sensual, emotional, and intellectual responses elicited by the great, and even good, architecture of the past requires a point of view and an organized design strategy. [Nory Miller]
From reception, customers ascend the grand staircase (facing page, right), past the mezzanine exhibit room (facing page, left), to the rococo "hall of mirrors" (top), and from there to the surrounding banking offices. Left: director's office. Above: conference room.
The Pink Stuff: Thermax®. It is simply the most efficient roof insulation on the market with a Factory Mutual Class I Fire Rating over steel decks. Thermax provides more insulating efficiency per inch than fibrous glass, composite, perlite or fiberboard roof insulations. Since mechanical fastening is the preferred system of attachment to steel decks, use Insulfast rapid fastening nail/disc system—a pneumatic gun and oxide-coated nails for fast, easy, permanent installation of Thermax to steel decks.
The Green Stuff: Tempchek® It gives you the same high R values as Thermax, and is used on all types of decks, except directly over steel decks. Tempchek is reinforced with glass fibers to give it greater dimensional stability than other urethane foam insulations, so it resists “growth” and ridging. All of which makes Tempchek first choice for any application other than directly over steel. Talk to your Celotex representative about the stuff the best insulated roofs are wearing these days, or call Ed Levin at Celotex, Roofing Products Division: (813) 871-4545.
LOOK HOW YOU AND STEEL BUILDING SYSTEMS CAN CREATE TRULY DISTINCTIVE STRUCTURES.

In case you haven't noticed lately, steel buildings are looking better than ever. Thanks, in large part, to what architects have been doing with them.

Design versatility, with just about any exterior material you want, is one of the outstanding attractions. And, you're not restricted to simple buildings either. More and more, steel building systems are being specified in more complex projects, as you can see on these pages.
A steel building system functions beautifully as a complete system in itself, as an addition to an existing structure or as a source of sub-systems. And, with today's inflationary pressures, steel buildings become irresistible in many applications. Costs are more readily controlled, thanks to factory-controlled quality, computerized procurement scheduling, and reduced on-site field work.

For the architect, this steel building system is a vital part of his modern repertoire.

Manufacturers of pre-engineered steel buildings and their dealers in your area are eager to work with you. Call them—you'll find they are valuable sources of useful information and ideas.

United States Steel

Circle No. 368, on Reader Service Card

[Images of various steel buildings]
Before the mail arrives...
Kwik-File's Mailroom Planning Service happens.

Kwik-File has used its organizational and design expertise to solve mailroom problems for several of the country's leading corporations. Now that expertise is available as a planning resource for architects and contract designers.

Mailroom design involves a lot more than just ordering the furniture. There are flow patterns to consider, sorting systems, timing of delivery schedules, and a lot more. Kwik-File has found that efficient mailroom design can contribute to the all-important bottom line, and that's where the Mailflow Systems Mailroom Planning Service comes in.

The Planning Service is based on a review of design parameters from hundreds of mailrooms both new construction and remodelings. It permits architects and contract designers to establish a dialogue with Kwik-File mailroom analysts leading to a detailed plan, suggested flow patterns, furniture schedule—even photographs of the proposed mailroom built with scale models.

For your copy of the Mailflow Systems Mailroom Planning Service Kit, call Roger Howe at Kwik-File's toll-free number 800/328-5711, or write him at the address below.

Kwik-File
700 Colorado Avenue, Golden Valley, MN 55416

Kwik-File and Mailflow Systems are registered trademarks.
We started building insulated windows for the energy crisis ten years before there was an energy crisis.

Today, everyone's looking for ways to sell energy saving, especially in windows. And it's no secret that many of today's products were developed yesterday. But when you're building quality housing, you can't afford "Johnny-come-lately" products. You want a proven performer, a window with a winning track record.

Like the Alcoa Alaskan Insulating Window, the engineers at Alcoa's Technical Center started working on the Alaskan years ago. They designed it with the kind of concern for detail that goes into every new Alcoa® product. A thermal break to cut heat loss. Twin panes of welded-edge glass for increased insulation. And double weather stripping to minimize air infiltration.

The result? A window that's proven itself even in the harsh climate above the Arctic Circle. A window that's ready to meet the energy crisis. Today and tomorrow. And a window that you can sell with confidence.

When you're considering energy-saving windows, think of the one with the proven track record—the Alcoa Alaskan.

For more information on the Alaskan Window, and to find out about available sales support, write:

Alcoa Building Products, Inc., Suite 1200, Two Allegheny Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15212.

Alcoa means business, and the Alaskan Window means more business for you.
Formulating master outline specifications

Walter Rosenfeld

A well-constructed outline can be the first step to clear and orderly specifications for a well-constructed building. Here are some outline guidelines.

Since an outline specification is often required to accompany design development phase drawings for presentation to an owner, user agency, or a contractor estimating the probable cost of the work, having a master outline specification ready for adaptation to the project at hand is clearly a great convenience. While some funding agencies have "outline specifications" available to be filled in for a particular job and may even require their use, in most cases these are inadequate to describe the intended results for architectural work, and the architect must provide his own.

If the outline specification follows the trade-oriented CSI 16-division organization of material, it will not only make pricing easier, but will also enable the document to serve later on as a basis for the project manual to be written along similar lines during the working drawings phase. Using a master outline to produce the job outline has two further advantages: it requires necessary materials decisions to be made more systematically at this time, and, more important, if properly set up, the master can be used as a check list of items to be decided or to be included in the work. This latter function is quite consistent with a basic principle of writing any kind of master section: to include the most frequently required items and options, and to edit chiefly by deleting unwanted material. The best "masters" therefore will aim to minimize time-consuming research and the writing of new material.

To set up a master outline specification, a brief section format should be established, along with a flexible numbering system which allows easy insertion and removal of items as well as providing for the contributions of consultants to be inserted or added on. Either the alpha-numeric "AIA system" or the all-digit "CSI system" will work, but thought should be given to making the document adaptable to word-processing or other electronic storage and retrieval, either now or in the future.

The search for source material for the master outline specification should start with the office master specification, if there is one. Ideally, the best master outline is a distillation of the firm's standard master specifications. Lacking an office master, the next best sources are project manuals for major projects with large numbers of materials and applications, taken apart and sorted by section. Use of such in-house material gives continuity and predictability to future outlines and permits the incorporation of materials and construction policies developed by the firm during its previous history. If the firm is using a commercially available master specification such as "Spectext" or "Masterspec," it should be reviewed as well. So, far, producers of master specifications have not themselves provided master outline specifications along these lines for use by their subscribers.

Begin by preparing short, stock mini-sections for each trade and material, paring the complete reference sections down to essential information. Use short, declarative and imperative sentences to identify the materials to be used and the important characteristics of their installation. While such mini-sections should fully establish all the basic materials of a building, they ought to concentrate particularly on items which affect cost and those which are important to the architectural character of a building. However, specifying details of construction should generally be avoided. Also, in most cases, the "General" portion (Part I) of a typical complete section can be omitted entirely.

The master outline will include more sections than any real building would ever require. For example, both conventional and inverted built-up roofs, steel, aluminum, and wood windows, and a variety of exterior wall systems may all be described if the firm's buildings are likely to use them. Where sections or items are mutually exclusive, they can be identically numbered to alert a future editor to choices which must be made.

Materials and methods can be specified by reference to ASTM or ANSI numbers, by description of the product, by performance requirements, or by manufacturer's name and model number. Some items will indicate the scope of work; others will just list essential requirements for each trade. To simplify things, groups of related items can be gathered into one mini-section such as "Building Specialties" and given as little as one line each, even though later on each may have its own section in the final project manual.

Examining each reference section and condensing the significant information into a collection of such mini-sections is the major task in setting up master outline specifications. Once completed, however, the document should well repay the effort in convenience, consistency, and speed.

Author: Walter Rosenfeld
CSI is head of the Specifications Department at The Architects Collaborative in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Third generation

Interior technics: Carpeting

More than 280 million square yards of commercial carpet were sold in the United States last year and what they had in common with carpet of a generation ago is almost nothing.

There was a time when carpeting in schools, hospitals, secretarial pools, or airports would have seemed luxurious. Now it is commonplace. Technological improvements over the past two decades have made carpet so competitive with other flooring materials, both in cost and durability, that it has become a $5 billion industry (wholesale and retail) in the United States alone. What was once considered finishing is now a building material. And attempts to make it tougher, more versatile, and easier to maintain have, if anything, sped up in recent years.

Several factors have contributed most dramatically to wider use of carpet in this country. First, of course, is the development and continuing improvement of inexpensive, durable synthetics. Second, the U.S., beginning in the 1950s, began shifting over to tufted, as opposed to woven, manufacture. Now 97 percent of the market, tufting is so much faster a process that it can produce considerable dollar savings while continuing technical improvement has narrowed the quality gap. Last, the improvements in fiber and manufacture made possible the steady increase in direct glue-down installations, a method that allowed, for the first time, use of carpet in huge expanses where there was nothing between distant edges to use for anchoring. Today, 65 percent of commercial carpet is direct glue-down.

The most recent developments in fiber haven't been new fibers or even new blends, but improvements in the most popular fiber, nylon. As Richard Eldridge, president of the Carpet & Rug Institute, puts it: “In America nylon is it. Everything else is an also-ran.” In 1979, nylon captured more than 80 percent of the market. Developed during World War II, nylon is the toughest of the fibers and the one researchers have concentrated on most recently. Acrylic, preferred for its wool-like feel, has been steadily decreasing, now down to five percent of the yardage sold per year. Polyester, holding at 10 percent, is used mostly in homes. And polypropylene, made from natural gas and used for everything from outdoor grass to imitation Orientals, is rising slowly, still only at four or five percent of the market. What is expected to increase its share is the...
continuing price increases, and sometimes scarcity, of oil. Textiles (including nylon) use less than three percent of our oil consumption but compete with unleaded gas for one of the main ingredients. (Among other consequences, this has led at least one fiber producer into joint efforts with oil companies on both drilling and refining ventures.)

Wool, once the only material carpets were made of and still holding 50 percent of the market in Europe, fills less than one percent of the orders here. Because of the tremendous increase in its cost, that one percent is the upper end of the spectrum, accounting for three to four percent of the dollar share. Ironically, the decline of wool, and its thereby enhanced status, has opened a wedge to the European companies who often have a greater selection than American counterparts. The past few years have seen British, Dutch, German, Swiss, etc. firms moving into the small—but apparently sufficient—vacuum.

Carpet manufacturers have put their hand to blends, of course, making the best use of each fiber’s characteristics. Nylon/acrylic and even wool/nylon blends are commonly available.

The new nylon
Called third generation, the current crop of nylon fibers represents a step forward in the attempt to develop carpet that, soiled or not, looks clean. Nylon, clear by nature, shows every speck. The first modification introduced was the addition of pigment in the manufacturing process, hence delustered nylon. Next chemists remolded the fiber from round cross sections to trilobal. Delustering is still standard but the crevices in the cloverleaves turned out to be real dust traps. Now nylon comes in either a modified trilobal cross section with virtually flat sides like a snub-nosed triangle or in Du Pont’s unique construction, a square with four cylindrical holes piercing through it. Both achieve their soil-hiding properties by breaking up the flow of light, scattering it, and masking everything (in this case dirt) beneath.

Fluorochemicals
On the other hand, there is the approach of creating carpets that actually stay clean. Here the most promising developments have been the fluorocarbons which can be applied to the finished carpet (or any fiber, including the new nylon). They replace silicone products which provided no repellency to oil and little to water and had the added disadvantage of harshening the “hand” or feel of carpet to which it was applied.

The development of fluorochemicals dates from an accident in the mid-1950s in a 3M laboratory researching an elastomer for aircraft use. A bit of the chemical spilled on an assistant’s tennis sneaker not only resisted attempts at removal, it didn’t even become wet. That led to applications in textiles, first for natural materials, and later for synthetics. In the early 1970s, products for carpet were introduced.

The problem with topical treatments, invariably, is the potential for wearing and washing out. This is especially true with the commercial cleaning breakthrough of the past five years, hot water extraction. A method that puts hot water with detergent under pressure into the carpet and then immediately vacuums it out, hot water extraction can remove anti-stain treatments in just two to four cleanings. It is a breakthrough because it thoroughly removes the dirt (and it is dirt rubbing between yarn tufts that can really fuzz out a carpet), and because it leaves in the carpet only a fraction of the dirt-magnet detergent residue left by the rotary shampoo method.

For these reasons, topical treatments have been far more widely used in residential than contract applications. But the companies have begun active campaigns for the contract market, combining factory application with after-cleaning retreatment products. A recent entry into this field tries an end run around the problem by combining its partly fluorochemical protector with a dry powder absorber for cleaning.

Shocks, computers, and static
There has always been a problem with static. People shuffle along carpet, touch a thermostat or something and shun, an electric shock. The threshold for human sensitivity is 3500 volts.

Two kinds of controls have been used to eliminate the shocks—chemical sprays and conductive materials. Anti-static sprays, like other topical treatments, are very effective while they remain in the carpet. Cleaning and traffic remove them. And while traffic adds soil which is anti-static in itself, the sprays have been used largely in residences.

Conductive materials are permanent and come in several types, working something like lightning rods. The idea is to dissipate electricity by keeping it moving without allowing it to build up high enough to provide a dangerous shock. What is needed is determined by the yarn involved. Wool, acrylic, and polypropylene, for instance, are considered low static fibers. It is not that they are inherently anti-static. They are simply negatively charged, complementing the most commonly used shoe sole materials. If we all switched shoe soles, nylon might be low static.

Conductive material can be added by the carpet manufacturer or the fiber producer. It can be added as conductive filament or conductive backing, and often the two together. What the carpet manufacturers have been using is microscopic metal wires. At first, coated copper was used, but it too quickly washed down in traffic to the bottom of the carpet and ceased working. Stainless steel has proved more effective as it is incorporated in the spinning process and wound evenly through the carpet. It can be used with any carpet material, including wool.

The newest technology is a third-generation conductive polymeric incorporated into the third-generation nylon by the fiber producers and supplied, fait accompli, to the carpet industry. Nylon is the most static-producing of the fibers because it is so positively charged. The new filament is a combination of nylon and carbon paste. One producer inserts the carbon down the core of the fiber, another coats the outside. A third runs a miniature core of carbon on one side of the filament with a sliver showing at the edge. A fourth buys carbon filament from one of the above and simply winds it around its own product.

These carbon/nylon filaments are then fed into the rest of the nylon fiber
at a predetermined ratio. The differences between the cross sections have to do with individual patent rights. But among the factors differentiating them is that the more carbon that shows on the outside the more effectively the filaments can be combined with special shoes, for instance in computer rooms, but also the more likely little dark streaks will show up in very creamy colors.

All the carbon filaments are more than capable of handling “human comfort” and are generally guaranteed not to exceed 3000 volts. The problem arises with all the new, highly sensitive electronic equipment. Little shocks we can’t even feel cause computers to make mistakes, forget, and become erratic. For computer rooms that have been around for awhile, the most common approach is to use something other than carpet, require special personnel to wear special conductive shoes, use anti-static sprays, and/or try to keep humidity levels above 50 percent.

Two things are changing this. First, of course, carpet manufacturers want that market. Second, the spread of word processors, CRTs, etc., all over the office makes humidity control and topical approaches inappropriate. Consultant William Klein (now of United Technical Products) worked with IBM to develop recommendations. Simply put, instead of the 3500-volt cutoff for people, IBM says equipment requires that the number be kept below 2500 volts. (Measurements are generally taken at 20 percent humidity, 70 degrees Fahrenheit.)

Fulfilling this requirement raises problems more of manufacture than technology. The available techniques—both steel wire and carbon filament—are capable of holding static below that threshold, but not at the ratio at which it is normally included in fiber production. Increasing the “richness” of the mix has proved very effective. (An unsolved question is how to control static arising from furniture, especially metal casters.)

Putting the carpet together

There is a new process on the horizon, referred to—naturally—as the third generation of carpet manufacture, that many feel is the carpet construction of the future (woven and tufting being generations one and two). Consultant William Squier calls it “the railroad train that is coming.” That process is fusion bonding and its history dates back long before tufting to an early patent in 1888. Most commonly, the process involves two sheets of jute backing coated with an adhesive and brought to parallel vertical positions. Yarn is folded back and forth between them, embedded in the adhesive on both sides. The sandwich is passed through an oven and then slit, forming two pieces of cut pile carpet. To make loop pile, adhesive is left off one of the pieces of jute and the yarn is, of course, not cut.

The advantages of fusion bonding are several. Says David Owens, of RFI International Carpet Consultants, “Bonding can reduce face yarn for equal or better performance by 25 to 30 percent because none is wasted on the back of the carpet.” The result is that a 28-oz fusion-bonded carpet is equivalent to a 42-oz tufted one. Because the construction is denser, the carpet has an even better resistance to abrasion and crushing, and soil tends to stay on top. The adhesive provides not only a tuft bond so strong that the yarn would thread before pulling out, but acts as an impenetrable barrier between liquid spills and backing. The unitary construction eliminates fraying and delamination.

At the moment it is used by only four or five U.S. companies and holds about two percent of the contract market. Part of the problem is the adhesive—most commonly polyvinyl chloride (PVC). It is expensive. What the industry watchers expect is that current research on PVC, hot melt adhesives, and urethanes will yield results in the very near future. The manufacturing process is also slower than tufting, points out Peter Desai of Kemos, and eyes, he says, are on a Danish company that is working on a faster version.

Carpet tile

Thus far the most consistent use of fusion bonding is in an area of the market that is growing quickly on its own—carpet tile. The modular approach is attractive for a variety of reasons. For building types where spills or high traffic are a problem, tiles offer the possibil-
ity of replacing only part of the carpet. Manufacturers even suggest rotating the tiles on a regular basis before that point, quoting statistics that in general 20 percent of the carpet gets 80 percent of the wear. For open offices, tile provides quick subfloor access, the ability to be moved along with partitions that otherwise would leave ridges, and qualification by IRS for investment tax credit. If and when flat cable becomes commonplace, tile is expected to become mandatory.

But while tile manufacturers insist that tile lifecycle costs are lower than broadloom, the higher first costs have led broadloom manufacturers to provide alternative methods for gaining access to infrastructure with broadloom. Basically, these are twofold: release adhesives and release adhesives in combination with magnetic tapes applied to the metal trench headers. Both allow broadloom to be cut, pulled back, and replaced. Sometimes reapplication of the release adhesive (if the carpet is pulled back over and over) is required.

choose almost any two colors. The carpet can then be dipped in dyes to order, backed, and shipped in sometimes no more than two weeks. It allows the manufacturer to offer a wide variety of color without having to "back them up in inventory." As a result of piece dyeing, new carpet lines, patterned or solid, are more frequently offered in 30 to 40 colors instead of the ten or so that used to be common.

On the other hand, piece dyeing has its disadvantages. Beck dye lots are limited to about 1000 yards. And continuous dyeing has potential end-to-end, side-to-side shade variations. Some, such as Du Pont's William Beebe, see an increasing return to yarn dyeing (still 32 percent of styles offered) indicated in the near future.

As for other methods of dyeing: solution dyeing (where color pigments are added to the polymer prior to extruding) is still used most often for polypropylene, although there is a solution-dyed nylon now on the market. Solution dyeing provides the best light fastness and stain removal without color loss, a plus for nylon which is notoriously vulnerable (60 hours of light fastness is normal with other methods, 500 hours is possible with solution dyeing). Stock dyeing (staple fiber dyed prior to being spun into yarn) continues to be the preferred method for acrylic and wool, with large dye lots possible.

But while the market provides a continually enlarging array of choices, near every architect's and designer's heart is the inevitable question: What about custom work? It is here that the new printing, dyeing and ultratuft systems pay off in terms of flexibility. Traditionally, the minimum order for even custom color was 500 yards and custom pattern 1000, 2000 or never. Many firms still maintain those requirements, but joining them are several firms which make a point of offering custom color at as little as 100 yards, and at least one company offers custom pattern for as little as 200 yards (limited to two colors).

Stylistic trends

Besides the move to patterns and broader color lines, industry experts suggest several clear developments. "There is a trend to finer gauge carpets," says David Owens. This includes not only greater use of the 1/8" and 1/16" machines but development of 1/16" machines for unprecedentedly tight constructions. Cut pile is growing in popularity, with a greater emphasis on the velvet velour finishes. In 1979, 31 percent of the styles offered were cut pile. In 1976, it was only 19 percent.

Berbers, named for the homespun tribal rugs of North Africa and developed in Europe a decade ago as machine-made products from untreated North African wools, continue popularity. They have even inspired a host of synthetic imitators with artificially introduced irregularities.

The popularity of the Berbers has given The Wool Bureau an idea. Always looking for ways to increase wool's share of the market, their carpet researcher Ralph Adams is developing a method to use wool's natural tendency to shrink when washed—felting—to produce a yarn with a knobby matte surface that can be adapted to American tufted manufacture. Felting is already becoming popular in Europe where the International Wool Secretariat (of which our Wool Bureau is a member) is working on a continuous felting machine. Adams' innovation would be to subtract the spinning, plying, and twisting steps, proposing that manufacture might go straight from carding to knitting (a novel idea) to felting. His work has been sent to Secretariat headquarters in England for further research. The advantage, if the research suggests its viability, would be a special effect at no extra cost. Says Daniel Kressler of The Wool Bureau, "If you are going to have something that is this precious in the marketplace, you need to develop something nothing else can do."

Future influences

Among the developments likely to have an effect on carpet in the future is the restructuring of testing procedures and standards of acceptability in fire protection. The Steiner tunnel test has been rejected in favor of the radiant flooring panel test for carpet by the National Fire Protection Association and the American Society for Testing and Materials. Model codes have been or are in the process of being revised, and legislative bodies are expected to adopt the revision as a matter of course. Basically, the tests are considered more accurate and actually show carpet to advantage under simulated fire conditions.

What is more likely to change what the market produces is very much further down the road—that is, the interest in questions of smoke emission and toxicity. Hazard to life, as opposed to property, is a more recent concern in fire codes, which, except for the disaster response type regulations, have been largely determined by insurance company lobbying. However, the kinds of research that could even begin to set standards have yet to be done. The advance guard on this is the FAA, pushed by complaints about airplane disasters where passengers survived the crash but not the fire or, in most cases, smoke after landing.

Considerably less dramatic is the care labeling issue. The Federal Trade Commission, exceedingly pleased with the results of care labeling in clothes and, according to them, in receipt of numerous complaints about carpet, are in the process of extending those regulations. Carpet manufacturers would be required to label carpets as to recommended method and agent for cleaning. The label would be generic—petroleum- or water-based, etc.—not by brand name. Residential rugs would bear a permanent label. Roll carpet...
would have a single label attached to the top as it was cut and sold to the consumer. Contract buyers could waive the requirement.

The regulation has been approved by the FTC's commissioners. The FTC staff is in the process of redoing some of the mechanics but expects the rule to be published this month, effective in six months.

Richard Eldridge, president of the Carpet & Rug Institute which, of course, represents manufacturers, responds that "if and when the FTC makes its rule, CRI will sue them. We have told them that, and we have told Congress." He maintains that "there are only six fibers used, and the cleaning rules are pretty much the same for all of them." In addition, he says, "there are instructions already on the cleaning products."

Another major issue that will be coming up, like flammability, perhaps years from now is the effect on carpet standards of requirements for barrier-free construction. The problem now is that very little research has been done. Some carpets are easier for wheelchairs to move on; some have the effect of stuck brakes. Some track (send the chair on a trip of its own), some don't. All that is really known for sure so far is that the denser and shorter the pile, the better. The new ANSI standards will say that carpet should be securely attached, with a firm cushion or none; level loop, textured loop, level cut pile or level cut/uncut. Maximum pile height is set at ½ in. and exposed edges must be attached.

Says John Weber of the Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board, "These are the same rules as for nontripping carpet. All it really does is eliminate shag." Further research, suggest the barrier-free advocates, will mean much more specific and strict requirements in the future.

How exactly these issues—especially flammability and barrier-free—will affect contract carpeting is unclear, though overestimation of the eventual influence hardly seems possible. Other trends—especially stylistic—come and go. One thing is clear. With the market that carpeting has developed and the extensive research capacities of the major companies, the next generation is likely to produce at least as much change as this one. [Nory Miller]
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The backings of a carpet — primary and secondary — are as important as its face. Anyone who works with carpet should know and choose the right backings for needed look, performance, and wear. Today's backings are mostly synthetic, made of woven polypropylene, because of their strength, stability, resistance to moisture — and because added features, even static resistance, can easily be built into them. Dozens of types are now available. Here's a guide to the most important.

**Primary**

The strong, lightweight woven fabric, the essential framework of the carpet, into which the face yarns are tufted. It is the core of the carpet.

- **Poly Bae** The most widely-used primary backing in carpet today. Woven of ribbon polypropylene yarns, it is available in a range of constructions, weights and finishes engineered to suit the carpet specified, such as tight weaves for narrow-gauges or dense saxony plushes. Comes in black, beige, and gray.

- **Colored Poly Bae** Poly Bae woven of pre-colored yarns in a range of colors. Same qualities as regular Poly Bae, and especially apt for pre-dyed face yarns and for shags of these yarns.

- **Poly Bae FLW** Poly Bae into which nylon fiber has been needled to make a dyeable cap. Made in several types of construction and fibers other than nylon. Widely used for cut-pile styles, usually in piece-dye and continuous-dye processes. Particularly suited to shags.

- **Pre-colored Poly Bae FLW** Pre-colored Poly Bae into which polypropylene fiber in the same color has been needled. Used mainly with pre-dyed face yarns in similar colors to add body and minimize grinning in lesser weights.

- **Poly Bae A/S** A special conductive yarn, almost undetectable to the eye, is added to Poly Bae for permanent static control. Used with a conductive face yarn, this backing can reduce static electricity by four-fifths on cut-pile nylon carpets. Especially effective in commercial installations and anywhere static electricity is an annoying problem. Poly Bae FLW is also available with static control.

**Secondary**

The visible, exterior backing of the carpet. Laminated to the primary after the tufting operation, it adds tuft bind and gives stability to the carpet, especially for installation.

- **ActionBae** Only a few years old, this all-synthetic woven secondary backing has become the most important development in the field since the concept of synthetic backings was accepted throughout the carpet industry a generation ago. Strong, stable, with all the resistance against natural hazards (damp, insects, rot) of synthetics. ActionBae is made in a range of constructions and in colors resembling the jute fabrics it is quickly replacing. Its monofilament warp (for strength) and spun yarn filling (for adhesion) give it the qualities of a fabric engineered specifically for carpet backing.

This synthetic secondary backing is constructed in a leno weave, with every intersection locked in, which prevents ravel and fray at cut edges, a significant development for both manufacturing and installation.

**PATCHOGUE: ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT CARPET BACKINGS**
EXCLUSIVELY, TOTAL DOOR CONTROL

Only Rixson-Firemark provides adequate control for any door hung on hinges or pivots...exterior or interior...large or small...regardless of traffic conditions, weight or likely abuse. Only Rixson-Firemark.

FOR EXTERIOR DOORS: The Incomparable No. 27 Closers

- Uncompromised door control, better, more reliable than any other closer
- True fast or slow latch adjustment
- Unequaled shock resistance and mechanical efficiency
- Iron closer body, double sealed, with all weather hydraulic fluid
- Fully conceals in floor, out of sight and harm's way
- Removable without door removal ('Q' models)
- 10-year Rixson warranty

FOR INTERIOR DOORS: The Exciting Century 2000

- Eliminates sizing and spring adjustment. Simplifies specification
- Heavy duty or regular model
- Unique hydraulic backcheck pre-set at 75° field adjustable between 50-180°
- Facilitates uniform opening and closing forces throughout building
- Multiple spring backup system and unique fluid filtering
- 5-year warranty

Only Rixson-Firemark offers a full line of door closers...surface mounted, overhead concealed or floor concealed...for any application.

Ask the door control specialists:

RIXSON-FIREMARK
9100 West Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, Illinois 60131 and Rexdale, Ontario 312/671-5670.
Steel framing saved more than $150,000 in four-story retirement complex

Local code restrictions for wood frame construction would have limited Casa de los Amigos in Redondo Beach to only three stories, but four stories were needed to provide the desired 136 living units on the land available for this HUD approved senior citizens’ project.

In seeking alternatives, a structure combining steel framing on the first floor with three stories of wood framing above was shown to have many problems. The accepted solution, a design prepared with the help of Inryco engineers, used Inryco/Milcor roll-formed steel stud and joist framing throughout. It solved construction problems and also reduced costs by $155,470.

You Get More Than Just Product When You Specify Inryco/Milcor Steel Studs and Joists:
1. Architectural and structural design assistance from our experienced staff.
2. Counsel for owner, designer and contractor based on our longtime involvement in steel frame construction — including an honest appraisal of its suitability for your project.
3. The combination of benefits inherent in our systems: design flexibility . . . construction speed through advance fabrication of framing assemblies . . . thermal energy efficiency . . . capacity to withstand heavy seismic and high wind loads . . . numerous one- and two-hour fire rated assemblies . . . insurance advantages of non-combustible components.

Let us help you increase construction efficiency and reduce costs on your projects. See the information on our steel framing systems in Sweet’s: General Building File, section 5.3/In, and Light Construction File, section 5.3/Inr. (Or write for Catalogs 37-1 and 37-2.) Then give us a chance to discuss their application to your projects.

Milcor Division; INRYCO, Inc.; Dept. C-4069; P.O. Box 393; Milwaukee, WI 53201.
Conductile is ravenous. For more than a quarter century this static-conductive vinyl flooring has been devouring static electricity in thousands of operating rooms throughout the world. Its appetite was so great that it not only grazed in surgeries but also began foraging through intensive care units, data processing centers, and other areas where static is a concern.

By effectively dissipating static electricity, Conductile helps prevent static discharges that can damage sensitive circuitry or cause fire, explosion, and equipment malfunction. Conductile belongs in your planning for static control in computer and word processing installations, laboratories, electronics manufacturing facilities, surgeries, and coronary care units.

Turn Conductile loose on your grazing lands. Write VPI, 3123 South 9th Street, P.O. Box 451, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081. Or, give us a call at 414/458-4664.

CONDUCTILE®

©Vinyl Plastics, Inc. 1980
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Nova, an exceptionally comfortable, stacking chair, can cater to the upscale image of corporate dining rooms, or stand up to the pandemonium of teen agers in cafeterias and classrooms.

**Nova. A three-year guarantee.**
Nova's unique cross-frame design eliminates the need for easily-breakable welded connections found in many other systems.
So after successfully testing it in over 250,000 sittings, each up to 220 pounds, without any damage, we offer a three-year structural guarantee on each chair.
The shell, molded in either nylon or polypropylene, is light enough to move, yet heavy enough to provide extra strength and durability. And unlike painted metal shells, the color is integral, so a scratch on the surface only reveals the same color underneath.

**Nova. Unlimited options.**
When Gerd Lange designed the Nova system in 1970, winning one of Germany's leading design awards, he planned for almost every option.
You can order upholstered pads that can be replaced right on the premises, chair-stacking dollies, ganging frames, tandem units with or without tables, tandem riser mounts (for theater riser steps), fixed pedestal bases (that bolt into the floor), book racks, glide feet, tablet arms, removable-top tables, table-top dollies, even a variety of ashtrays.
But if you're ingenious enough to think of something more, we can probably make it on special order.

**Nova. It's parked everywhere.**
Since its invention in 1970, Nova has sold by the tens of thousands all over the world.

How Mercedes Benz and Cuyahoga Vocational High School solved their parking problems.
It's the law

Liability for injury to third persons

Norman Coplan

An architect's liability for injury caused by a visible or hidden defect extends in some jurisdictions several years beyond the acceptance of the building by the owner.

In many jurisdictions of the United States an architect may be subject to liability to third persons arising from injuries sustained at the building site, such liability being predicated upon errors or omissions in his building design. Such an injury may occur many years after the architect has completed his services and the owner has accepted the building project. Some states have addressed themselves to this perplexing problem by adopting a "statute of limitations" which bars an action against the architect after the passage of a certain number of years following the completion of the building project. In some jurisdictions (e.g., Indiana), the courts have ruled that an architect is not liable for injuries occurring after the work was completed and accepted by the owner. In other jurisdictions, such as New York, the applicable rule has been that an architect would not be liable to a third party after the owner accepted the project if the defect claimed to have resulted from an error or omission of the architect was "patent," but that the architect's liability would continue if the defect in question was "latent" (Inman v. Binghamton Housing Authority, 3 N.Y. 2d 137).

In a recent case, however, an appellate court in New York ruled that an architect is subject to liability for his negligent design regardless of whether the defect causing the injury was hidden or observable, and that such liability may be established no matter how many years have elapsed between the date of the completion of the architect's services and the date an injury was sustained by a third party (Cubito v. Gindele & Johnson, et al.).

The Cubito case was instituted by an apartment building tenant who fell in a laundry room and sustained injuries. The plaintiff alleged that the architect had negligently planned and designed the laundry room so that water had collected on the floor causing the tenant's injuries. The defendant moved to dismiss the action on the ground that liability may hang over its head for many years after its work has been finished, we must also put in the balance the fact, as Special Term observed, that an injured party may be barred from recovery because of the lapse of the statutory period even before his injury was sustained. There are detriments which will be experienced by either the injured party or the architect, depending on the character of the rule adopted. Weighing the relative detriments, we are not persuaded that we should depart from the general rule—a rule, which we note, is applied in other jurisdictions."

The Court concluded by asserting that if the ruling which it was enunciating caused undue hardship to the architectural profession, its remedy was with the legislature. The Cubito case is now on appeal to New York's highest court, and we will further report on this case when the appeal is determined.
These guys don't make glaring mistakes.

They bought precise light control by Holophane.

Some owners rarely give a second thought to lighting — "If it's bright, it's right."

But that's wrong. Because the best lighting is controlled lighting. The kind of lighting knowledgeable architects and engineers recommend for clients like Oliver's Meats. They know that Holophane® offers precise light distribution with minimum glare. Excellent for large department stores, schools, auditoriums, offices — and butcher shops.

Efficient use of energy is another benefit of controlled lighting by Holophane.

And choices range from HID luminaires to prismatic lens fluorescent fixtures. They all deliver illumination which can reduce eyestrain and promote better worker productivity while giving products more customer appeal.

Learn more about our commercial lighting line by calling your local Holophane representative. He'll show you the latest in attractive high quality lighting. And provide the ESI, VCP and cost data you'll need to prevent glaring mistakes.

Or contact Neil Thompson, Johns-Manville Sales Corporation, Holophane Division, P.O. Box 5108-PA3, Denver, CO 80217. Phone 303/979-1000.

Johns-Manville
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New LCN EQUALIZER™ reduces opening force as much as 75%. Gives elderly, invalid and people with handicaps a big assist.

Without EQUALIZER
Opening force required: 
14 lb. pressure
Closing force: 8-½ lb. pressure

With EQUALIZER
Opening force required: 
4-½ lb. pressure
Closing force: 8-½ lb. pressure

The LCN Equalizer is a heavy duty closer with a built-in tandem air cylinder that, when activated, partially neutralizes the closer spring pressure. The force required to open the door is significantly reduced making it easier for elderly, frail and handicapped people to enter and exit. When air pressure is released, full hydraulic spring power is returned to provide complete door control under all conditions. Designed for exterior applications or drafty interior locations, the Equalizer meets handicapped opening force requirements at an economical cost. Models for top jamb surface mount (push or pull side) and concealed in transom application. Actuator switches, optical sensors, control boxes and compressors available.

Send for FREE LCN brochure which describes problems and solutions of barrier free opening force requirements for handicapped people.
VISUALLY SIGNIFICANT ROOFS

... a trend of major significance in contemporary architecture—and architects everywhere are finding that Follansbee Terne uniquely incorporates the essential values of form, color and function in such roofs. In this non-traditionally designed mental health center the architects expunged the age-old stigma of such institutions by creating a warm, residential, more home-like atmosphere.

Terne helped to create this welcome departure from the "antiseptic line," for Terne has the important advantage of providing maximum creative latitude at relatively moderate cost. We'll be happy to send you substantiating evidence.
Books


This large, profusely illustrated volume documents the extraordinary achievements of the architects of the turn of the century. In considering Art Nouveau architecture, the book broadens the term's meaning to include not only the French and Belgian types already clearly established, but also such movements as Vienna Secession, Italian Liberty Style, and even American Arts and Crafts (Greene and Greene), and early Frank Lloyd Wright. Organized by country, each chapter is written by a well-known authority and provides a visual survey of all the regional variations of the style, set against a discussion of the current ideological background.


This survey covers the period when Vienna flourished as a great architectural center and discusses the ideas and achievements of that golden era of the city's structural planning and building, which began in 1857 with the work of developing the Ringstrasse. Because that project remained open to all styles, Historicism took on a most pronounced form in Vienna, which was only overcome through the later work of such prominent figures as Otto Wagner, Joseph Maria Olbrich, and Josef Hoffmann. This book offers a beautiful selection of drawings of some of the most significant projects of the period, from the early Historicism to the proto-Modern.


Aldo Rossi is one of the most original, influential, and controversial architects practicing today. His highly rationalistic work, which is based on neorrealistic and populist concerns for expressing an awareness for Italy's past, is thoroughly documented in this attractive volume. The architect's life, projects, writings, and completed structures are discussed, and the works are profusely illustrated through plans, sketches, and photographs. The book lists all projects, both completed and proposed, writings, and main exhibitions. [Books continued on page 126]
Receive 2 new tile surfaces for the price of one!

REVERSIBLE! Baked white washable enamel finish.

If tile surface eventually becomes slightly discolored, simply flip tile over and get a sparkling new surface.

NONCOMBUSTIBLE, FIRE-RESISTIVE LOW COST TILES
Qualifies for 2 hour fire rating

Wash-Alume® II UNPERFORATED LAY-IN TILES
Ideal for commercial and institutional kitchens.

COVERED ALL AROUND WITH THICK ALUMINUM...FRONT, BACK, 4 EDGES

Approved for use in food processing areas by U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

Refer to EDDY'S CATALOG Section 5-1

Over the past several years, the editors of Realities-Hachette have produced an 11-volume survey of the chateaux of France. In this new large-format volume, 78 of the most important examples have been selected from the larger work, ranging in time from the medieval period through the 18th Century. Each chateau is characterized in an essay that comments on its architectural style and significance, and recapitulates the history of the building and the people who lived in it. A general introduction traces the development of the chateau, and describes the parts typical to it in each age. A final section deals with problems of conservation.


The great houses of Paris were built over a period of 400 years, and they range in style from Gothic austerity to the lavish ornamentation and eclecticism of 19th-Century Second Empire. These hotels particuliers were created by France's most accomplished architects, and the interiors were finished by the most gifted painters, sculptors, and cabinet makers of the time. This large and lavish book shows the most beautiful of the houses, and each entry is accompanied by a text that gives a history of the architecture and decoration as well as a social history of Paris throughout the ages.


This book, a paperback reissue of an earlier volume now out of print, presents the only available overall survey in English of Wagner's works. The heavily illustrated text traces Wagner's career through his cofounding of the Vienna Secession, and through his influence on younger architects, such as Josef Hoffmann. In addition to new photographs of all extant Wagner buildings, this book also includes an impressive body of designs and documents, a biography, a bibliography, and a street map of all of Wagner's buildings in Vienna.


The grand resort hotels of the last two centuries constitute an architectural genre that both mirrors American culture and embodies many of its values. In looking at this particular type of architecture, this book becomes an illuminating social history of resort life in America. But at another level it also functions as a carefully researched architectural history of the type. The large volume is profusely illustrated, and a map giving the locations of hotels discussed is also provided.

[Books continued on page 128]
Remodeling clay.

It'd be easy to get the idea we designed Mini-Brick® just for remodeling.
You can use them over virtually any sub­strate. No depth problems around existing doors and windows, and you can design in all kinds of shapes and sizes to bring new character to an existing structure.
In short, Mini-Brick solves all of those problems in remodeling—that they also eliminate in new construction.

They're genuine high specification, kiln-fired clay bricks—but they're just 7/16" (11mm) thick, 1/7th the size and weight of standard bricks.

1/3 the time and labor. Installation can be as much as three times faster than with full size bricks, and the light weight saves not only in reduced structural loads, but in job-site storage and handling on scaffolds as well.

4 sizes—over 30 colors. Unglazed Mini-Brick has that distinct traditional individuality of clay color and texture.
Glazed finishes retain a handcrafted look enhanced by a wide range of color within each glaze. Some are especially formulated for use as pavers; all are excellent for veneering. Use them when you want a visual interest and excitement totally different from uniform ceramic tile.

The literature. Case histories, specifications, and application techniques are all included in our latest literature. Write or call for your free set.
The hinge that hides

The Soss Invisibles—for a custom look for any room! These amazing hinges hide when closed, eliminating unsightly gaps, hinges, and door jams. They’re the perfect hidden touch for doors, doorwalls storage cabinets, built-in bars, stereos, and TV’s. Specify the Soss Invisibles wherever looks matter. See listing in Sweet’s or write for catalog: MPG Co., Div. of Core Industries Inc., 1 Coreway Dr., Pioneer, OH 43554. Ph: 419/747-2324.


From the 1932 Hupmobile to the 1945 Studebaker and the new logo for Exxon . . . these are just a few of some of the most important and innovative designs of the 20th Century, all from the hand of one of the most original and brilliant industrial designers of all time: Raymond Loewy. In this book, for the first time, his career is surveyed in a large visual presentation of his most famous international design achievements, together with his own account of his life in design. The large volume contains more than 700 photographs, with some that have never been published before from Loewy’s personal collection.

Italian Hilltowns by Norman F. Carver, Jr. Dobbs Ferry, NY, Morgan & Morgan, 1979. 192 pp., Cloth, $22.95; Paperback, $15.95.

This collection of extraordinary photographs of Italian hilltowns covers all regions of Italy, with particular emphasis on little-known places where one can sense an atmosphere hardly changed in hundreds of years. Today, however, because many of the towns are increasingly abandoned and ravaged by change, this book may represent one of the last documents of some of the most influential and beloved of human settlements.


Of the many styles that have appealed to the imagination of Western architects and designers, few have been more inventive or extravagant in their expression than those of China and India. Images of the East have inspired a wide range of buildings, but found their most congenial setting in the landscape gardens of 18th-Century England. In this book, the author shows the pagodas and pavilions of the West as a hybrid type, and examines not only those buildings and gardens that can be seen today, but those that have long since disappeared, or which were too fanciful ever to have reached fruition.
At the Dunes Hotel, you can see a great show without leaving your room.

Design, staging and production by Cohama Specifier Contract Fabrics, of course.

Like all fine hotels, the Dunes in Las Vegas doesn’t gamble when catering to its guests. That’s why Vice President of Design and Development Gene Levin chose Cohama Specifier as the contract source for refurbishing their rooms. We did it all — coordinating drapery, bedspreads, wall coverings and upholstery fabric. We suggested, supplied and staged to the exacting standards of the Dunes.

The result? A glamorous setting for guests that’s also practical for the hotel. With our vast fabric resources and technological capabilities, Cohama Specifier was able to provide individuality and decorative distinction to each of the Dunes’ 500 rooms.

Now when you stay at the Dunes, no matter what happens downstairs … you’re always a winner upstairs.

Whether your projects involve new decorating or refurbishing, Cohama Specifier Contract Fabrics can produce your next winner, too.

295 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 • 212-564-6000
UNITED MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS, INC.

Circle No. 319, on Reader Service Card
The following items are related to the interior technics article on carpet, pp. 110-115. They are grouped here for the reader's convenience.

**Carpet products**

**Compu-Mat® antistatic mat and runners** provide localized protection of electronic systems and equipment from static electricity. Tested according to AATCC 134 methods, the mats and runners will not generate more than 2KV under the worst conditions. The carpet is 100 percent nylon containing carbon-infused monofilament. Mats are 3' x 5', 4' x 7', and 4' x 8'; runners are 3, 4, and 6 ft wide and up to 60 ft long. United Technical Products, Inc. Circle 100 on reader service card

**'Royal Suede' tufted broadloom** made from Du Pont Antron® III nylon, with static control, is available 12 ft wide in 12 stock colors. It can also be ordered in custom colors. The solid color carpet is designed to complement the company's patterned Royalax Axminster group. Couristan, Inc. Circle 101 on reader service card

**Undyed wool-look contract carpet** is made from Du Pont's continuous filament Antron® III nylon. The carpet's wilton construction adds durability, and it is static protected. Berber colors are eucalyptus, slate, mocha natural, maple bark, peat brown, and chestnut. Lees Carpets, Carpet Divisions, Burlington Industries. Circle 102 on reader service card

**Birchwood, with a berber look** in a diamond pattern, is made from Du Pont bulky Antron® III nylon yarns with Teflon for soil resistance. In the radiant panel test, critical radiant flux surpasses HEW requirements for institutional health care facility corridors. Downs Carpet Co. Circle 103 on reader service card

**Berlana and Trefina carpets**, for commercial or residential use, have been added to the Eliger® line. Berlana is 100 percent wool and is available in white, cream, and two natural berber shades. Trefina is made from Du Pont's Antron® nylon, Teflon-coated for easy maintenance, and comes in a choice of 20 colors. Collins & Aikman. Circle 104 on reader service card

**Symbol and Gem-Tex contract carpets**, one of nylon and the other of olefin, suitable for high-traffic areas, also have residential applications. Symbol is a velvet plush tufted with Anso® X Naturaluster nylon fiber that comes in 12-ft widths and is available in 15 colors. Gem-Tex is a multilevel loop tufted of Herculon IV polypropylene olefin fiber, also 12 ft wide, available in nine multicolors. Firth Carpet Co., Mohasco Corp. Circle 105 on reader service card

**Fusion-bonded carpets** for heavy traffic areas allow yarns to be densely packed to resist wear and soil. Yarns offered are nylon, acrylic/nylon, and natural wool. In addition to 93 solids and heathers and 40 stocked patterns, the company will reproduce logos or other custom designs. Kemos, Inc. Circle 106 on reader service card

**Sugar Hill cut and loop carpet** of 100 percent continuous filament nylon pile is treated for soil resistance and static control. There are nine frosted colors in a pattern repeated at 36" x 20" intervals. The carpet is available in 12-ft width. Galaxy Carpet Mills. Circle 107 on reader service card

**Contract carpet** of 100 percent Herculon olefin in three products is backed by jute, high density rubber, and Tex-a-Bac. All offer abrasion resistance, static control, easy soil release, and solution-dyed yarn for color fastness. Designs are Topnotch, a tweed; Graduate, a lighter weight companion to Topnotch; and Gamut, a patterned loop. Each is offered in a choice of bright colors. Jorge Carpet Mills. Circle 108 on reader service card

**Commercial broadloom carpeting** recently introduced features deep colors such as burgundy, hunter, navy, and mahogany. Designs include Check-weave, a small check pattern made of Anso® X nylon in a cut and loop texture; Calculations, small geometrics in three tones, made of Antron® III nylon in a dense cut and loop surface; and Karapoint, white and gold dots on dark background, also of Antron® III nylon. Karastan Rug Mills, Division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc. Circle 109 on reader service card

**Nylon carpeting** in three qualities, all treated for soil resistance and static control, includes relatively inexpensive Bright Spirit, a Berber bulky-yarn type in five colors; Proclaim, a mid-priced cut and loop texture with Saxony finish in 11 multicolors; and Sheer Elegance, superthick plush carpet in 25 solids. Downs Carpet Co., Inc. Circle 110 on reader service card

[Products continued on page 135]
Implement your design concepts with a product that satisfies the aesthetic and functional requirements of commercial applications. Monoplank. Nominal six-inches wide, eight-feet long. Combined with a shiplap joinery system, these dimensions provide application flexibility to complement virtually any design theme. In warm tones of Oak and Cedar. Featuring a surface finish that resists impact, stains, mars and abrasions. Write for samples.
NOTHING KEEPS ENERGY COSTS FROM GOING THROUGH THE ROOF BETTER THAN GAFTEMP URETHANE INSULATION.

While you can't do anything about the rising costs of energy, you can keep from wasting energy. With Gaftemp® Urethane Roof Insulation.

It has the highest R factor of any product on the market, which means it's the most thermal efficient insulation you can buy.

But Gaftemp insulation doesn't only lower fuel costs, it lowers labor costs, as well.

It's lightweight. Easy to cut and fit around vents. And you can achieve maximum thermal efficiency using less Gaftemp than any other type of insulation.

So specify Gaftemp Urethane Roof Insulation. Anything else may drive the cost of energy sky high.

To find out more about Gaftemp Urethane, or any of our wide variety of insulations, look up your nearest GAF Dealer in the Yellow Pages or call toll free 800-223-0344.*

*In New York State call 800-322-2222.
Products continued from page 130

Anniversary heavy-weight saxony carpet is made from Du Pont Antron® III nylon. It is treated with Telfon for soil resistant properties. Backing is woven polypropylene. The carpet comes in 24 deep colors and natural tones. Trend Carpet.
Circle 111 on reader service card

Compucarpet® is antistatic to meet requirements of most computer rooms and other static-susceptible equipment. It protects better than hard-surface tiles, according to the manufacturer, and has the added advantages of comfort and sound absorbence. Three types are Designer Series and Commercial Series for heavy-duty use, and Executive Series for moderate commercial use. United Technical Products, Inc.
Circle 112 on reader service card

Additions to the Oasis berber-type carpet collection include Camel Walk, a diamond pattern; Desert Square, a raised square pattern, and Sand Drift, a wavy pattern. All are 100 percent wool in 12-ft width, and come in four colors: Sandalwood, Dark Blue, Stone White, and Desert Beige. Courtistan.
Circle 113 on reader service card

Abaris carpet of 100 percent Antron® III yarn by Du Pont has a loop, ribbed texture. It offers excellent pile retention, resistance to wear, and antistatic control. The carpet is 12 ft wide and comes in 14 colors. Hollytex Carpet Mills.
Circle 114 on reader service card

Area rugs of 100 percent Anso® nylon include: Villager, a geometric patchwork design by Fritz Sall; French Quarter, a lattice pattern by the Ellenhanks; Counterpoint, solid color center with a geometric border, by Claudia Ron- aldson; Botan, an Oriental poppy design by Glen Kaufman; and Spritzer, a round rug in a chevron pattern by Marie Creamer. Form III.
Circle 115 on reader service card

Rugs reminiscent of Early American styles include Ascona, Rubirosa, and Visyb rag rugs of 100 percent cotton in sizes from 3' x 5' to 12' x 16' and custom sizes; and braided rugs of 100 percent wool, in tweeds, solids, and diagonals, shaped in squares, ovals, and rectangles of any size. The rugs are imported from Hungary and Portugal. Stark Carpet Corp.
Circle 116 on reader service card

New Orientals are custom made carpets, rugs, and tapestries in contemporary, period, or Chinese designs. The carpets are hand tufted of wool yarns especially dyed to match the colors of the artist's design. Latex compound is applied to the back for extra protection and longer life. Melbern Carpet Co.
Circle 117 on reader service card

Carpet squares for the contract market offer durability and "switchability," to rotate for more even wear or to change designs. Backing provides dimensional stability and prevents buckling. There is a wide variety of surfaces and colors from which to choose. Heuga U.S.A.
Circle 118 on reader service card

Tey, a 100 percent wool rug with an Egyptian lotus leaf border design, is one of over a hundred designs available in wool or Anso® nylon. Custom designs, colors, and sizes can also be ordered. Form III.
Circle 119 on reader service card

Surfaces, a modular carpet of Du Pont's Antron® nylon, affords easy access to subfloor power and cable lines. Pressure-sensitive adhesive holds the tiles in place, yet permits them to be removed when necessary. Thermoplastic hot-melt lamination serves to bind the tufts and prevent edge ravel. Tiles are 24 in. square for faster installation. Lees Carpets, Carpet Div., Burlington Industries.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Adhesive #45G for installing carpets permits their removal without destroying the backing. It also permits carpet to be picked up and repositioned without applying new adhesive. The product will adhere to backings of rubber, urethane, latex, jute, foam, polypropylene, and vinyl. It can be applied over sealed concrete, wood, and asphalt surfaces without the use of a primer. It easily applied, dries quickly even under damp or humid conditions, and has excellent resistance to humidity and water, according to the manufacturer. Synthetic Surfacing, Inc.
Circle 121 on reader service card

[Products continued on page 136]
Products continued from page 135

Milstar® modular carpet systems offer design flexibility and access to under­floor utilities. The squares can be changed to accommodate new floor plans and are easy to replace in the event of damage. They can also be picked up and moved when an office is relocated. Installation is said to be more economical than installing broadloom, with an estimated saving in labor of as much as 50 percent. Miliken Contract Carpets.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Tex-Tiles are 18-in. square modular carpet tiles, primarily of nylon, of the type approved for use over flat cable. The tiles are available in eight qualities, each in ten to twelve colors. They are easily lifted to insert or relocate flat cable telephone or electric lines. Power­bond® 6-fit-wide vinyl-backed roll goods coordinate with the tiles. Surfaces are cut pile, level loop, textured loop, and cut pile frieze. Collins & Aikman.
Circle 123 on reader service card

Foundation is a dense, bonded urethane carpet cushion designed to be used under contract carpet in areas of heavy traffic. It is said to improve carpet wear, increase walking comfort, absorb sound and vibration. There are three thicknesses: 0.26, 0.30, and 0.34 in. It is recommended for use in offices, restaurants, churches, retail stores, hotels, banks, and areas of similar heavy use. The Fairmont Corp.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Vantage mats and matting have nonslip backing for safer walking. The vinyl mat can be cleaned by vacuuming or hosing and is guaranteed against wear for five years. Colors are brown, green, cocoa, crimson, and clear. The product meets Federal heat requirements DOC-FF-1-70 and -2.70. Durable Mat Co.
Circle 125 on reader service card

Custody neoprene rubber carpet cushion, designed for medium- to high­traffic contract carpet installations, has a Class A flammability rating. It is mildew and vermin resistant, free of objectionable odor or allergens, says the company, and has additives that retard oxidation and aging. Dayco Corp.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Carpet literature

Zeflon 500® is solution-dyed nylon for contract carpet. Eight-page brochure discusses fiber properties, such as colorfastness and matching, stain resistance, durability, and static control. Badische Corp.
Circle 200 on reader service card

‘Contract Carpet Maintenance Guide’ discusses sources of soil and methods of reducing rate of soiling. It suggests considering the type of soil to which carpet will be exposed when choosing colors. Daily maintenance, spot removing, and pile brushing to maintain appearance are covered. Included are instructions for removal of specific stains and a comparison of various cleaning methods. Bigelow-Sanford, Inc.
Circle 201 on reader service card

Mira-Contract 1 and Mira-Domain wall-to-wall carpet are both cut pile made from Du Pont Antron® IIII. Specifications of both are provided in a six-page brochure, which also contains and illustrates colors available. Mira-X International Furnishings, Inc.
Circle 202 on reader service card

Ultron nylon fiber properties are provided in Tech-Talk Bulletin 76. The fiber is 10-denier 6,6 nylon with luster and antistatic control. Other information includes processing, dyeing, and finishing of fiber and a properties checklist. For a free copy of Tech-Talk 76, send a letterhead request to: Monsanto Textiles Company, Technical Publications Dept., P.O. Box 2204, Decatur, AL 35502.
Circle 203 on reader service card

The Engraver’s Mark collection of commercial carpet is made from soil­hiding nylon that is chemically em­bossed. There are six patterns ranging from small-scale designs to bold geometrics in a selection of 25 colors, earthtones, and multicolors. The carpet is recommended for busy areas such as offices, banks, restaurants, stores, and hotels. Eight-page brochure shows available patterns in color and provides architectural specifications. Armstrong Cork Co.
Circle 204 on reader service card

The Tretford system comprises carpet modules, companion broadloom, and matching Acousticol wallcovering, which come in a wide choice of colors. Materials are static-free, sound-absorbing, and have a Class A fire rat­ting. According to the manufacturer, they will not fray, ravel, dent, or tear. A six-page brochure provides specifications for each of the products in the sys­tem. Also shown are Berberwools in nubby textures, broadloom, and wall­coverings in earthtones. Eurotex.
Circle 205 on reader service card

Carpet underlayments of four types are covered in a six-page brochure, along with specifications for each. Felt waffle cushion offers long life in heavy traffic areas. Rippled sponge is recommended for use on or below grade over conven­tion­al or radiant-heated floors. Matrix urethane adds luxuriant feeling and increased wear to carpeting and meets ASTM E-84 flame retardancy requirements. Rebond is resilient, not affected by moisture or heat, and can be used on or above grade. General Felt Industries.
Circle 206 on reader service card

Synthetic grass of olefin for indoor and outdoor applications, in several types and grades, is described and illustrated in color in a six-page brochure. Specifications and a list of properties are provided for each, along with suggested uses and warranty periods. General Felt Industries.
Circle 207 on reader service card

‘Established Specs for Attached Latex Foam’ for carpet specialists covers the following topics: Why attached latex foam? What is the basic spec? Government Specifications for attached latex foam, and Spec for Hi-Lo foam. Advan­tages set forth include lower installation costs, softer feel underfoot, acoustical and thermal properties, and improved wear. The brochure points out that to achieve these properties, the proper attached latex foam must be specified. At­tached Latex Foam Committee, The Carpet & Rug Institute.
Circle 208 on reader service card

‘Selecting Carpet for Today’s Office.’ Sixteen-page brochure discusses the advantages in financial terms, based on life-cycle costs, of using Interface® modular carpet tiles, compared with broadloom. Consideration is given to capital investment, operational costs, and disruption, dislocation, and removal costs. Carpets International­Georgia, Inc., Interface Flooring Sys­tems.
Circle 209 on reader service card

‘Performance Certification—A Testing Program for Contract Carpet’ explains to carpet specialists the company’s pro­gram to optimize carpet performance. It reviews laboratory tests and explains the reasons, standards, and methods used for each test. Included are tests for density, durability, fire resistance, tuft bind, bundle penetration, pulling, wear, and static control. Badische Corp.
Circle 209 on reader service card

Stonemont and Stonemont Coordinates of Anso® Naturaluster nylon are illus­trated in a full-color brochure. Stone­mont velvet finish is available in 15 colors. The Coordinates are six patterns in 18 colorways, with base tones that corre­spond to the solids. All patterns and sol­ids are illustrated in all their colors. Ac­tual settings show some of the ways in which the two types can be combined using different broadlooms. Magee Division of Shaw Industries, Inc.
Circle 210 on reader service card

Commercial carpet brochure provides specifications for several styles of nylon broadloom. It discusses the types of traffic they can withstand. Information in the 16­page booklet includes pile height, stitches per inch, yarn ply and content, [Literature continued on page 139]
SuperBlend

CR-4 it gives a carpet years of extra mileage.

For 9 years, this Delta Air Lines carpet of SuperBlend CR-4 from Badische Corporation was walked on by 25 million passengers in the Satellite Six facility at Los Angeles International Airport.

That's 4 years more wear life than Delta anticipated for a carpet installation in a terminal area. Based on a comparison of a number of other installations in terminal facilities, this carpet has provided an excellent service level.

Unusual? Not for a SuperBlend like Zefran® Blend CR-4. Engineered for heavy duty commercial carpets, Zefran Blend CR-4 is a parallel spun yarn of acrylic and nylon that imparts the best features of both fibers to a carpet.

Its nylon content contributes strength, durability and excellent abrasion resistance; while the acrylic content creates a rich wool-like appearance, color clarity and subtle luster that 100% nylon can't match. Zefran Blend CR-4 also gives carpets good cleanability which helps extend wear life.

Next time you need mileage plus for a contract commercial carpet installation, specify a Performance Certified carpet made of the SuperBlend, Zefran Blend CR-4. Delta found the years prove it's lasting. You will, too.


Free specifying help is always available from the Badische Contract Carpet Consultants Service. Call (804) 887-6573 or contact the consultant in your area.

Northeast Area  Gus Kratsios  (212) 730-4345
Southwest Area  William Borges  (214) 352-2324
Midwest Area  Patricia Nasrallah  (312) 527-0066
West Coast Area  Diane Jemmott  (213) 636-2101
Southeast Area  Sharon Mohney  (804) 887-6441

Badische
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Member of the BASF Group

Zefran® is a registered trademark owned by Badische Corporation.

Circle No. 310, on Reader Service Card
In Graceful Tension Structures By Helios.

The delicacy and beauty of these tensioned membrane structures is thoroughly practical. In this economical shelter for an outdoor music amphitheater, the natural beauty of the site is preserved, with only minimal disturbance for footings for structural elements. The smaller white tensioned structure at the Aspen Design Conference in Colorado is even simpler, facilitating its erection and demounting each year.

All these structures, including the festive rest area sunshades, are fabricated of vinyl-coated polyester material held in tension on a steel framework. The result is a lightweight, rigid structure engineered to withstand heavy wind. Though a tensioned membrane structure is in a higher price class than a tent, it offers far greater strength and durability. Compared to alternative structures of wood, steel or masonry, it typically results in important cost savings.

When your imagination calls up sweeping curvilinear shapes or great enclosed space, Helios Tension Products are the people to try your ideas on. We specialize in helping architects translate their innovative designs into practical reality. Our expertise includes design, engineering, fabrication and erection—a total, comprehensive service unmatched in the U.S.

For more information, or assistance with a specific project, call or write: Dept. P5, Helios Tension Products, Inc., 1502 Tacoma Way, Redwood City, CA 94063. Telephone: (415) 364-1779, Telex 345590.
backing, static control, and flammability rating. Photos illustrate carpet colors and textures and show typical installations. Hollytex Carpet Mills.

Circle 211 on reader service card

"Carpet Product Selection Guide" is a three-section folder containing Tech-Talk bulletins describing acrylic, first generation nylon, and advanced generation nylon fibers. All bulletins provide information about denier, luster, and dyeability, and a detailed description of the important characteristics of the particular fiber. A bibliography of company publications on carpet fibers is included. The guide can be requested on professional letterhead from: Monsanto Textiles Co., Technical Publications Department, P.O. Box 2204, Decatur, Al 35602.

"Superblend CR-4" brochure tells about installations of carpets, made of Superblend CR-4 (70 percent acrylic, 30 percent nylon) yarns, that have been in use for five to nine years. Specifications for the carpets in these installations are included. Advantages of the yarn, the performance certification program, warranties, and wearability and cleanability of carpets made from CR-4 yarns are also discussed. Create Center, Badische Corp.

Circle 212 on reader service card

Other products

Serie Pegaso bath fixtures are vitreous china in a fluted design. Besides basin, toilet, and bidet, there are accessories: bath shelf, soap holders, towel bar brackets, tumbler holder, and tissue holder. Pegaso comes in all-white or cobalt blue, amethyst, ochre, and green, all with white interiors. Hastings Tile & Il Bagno Collection.

Circle 127 on reader service card

Weather Roof standing seam metal roof is available in Galvalume or with heat-reflecting white finish. It can withstand high winds and offers watertight integrity. A minimum slope of 1/2 in. per 12 in. of roof allows roofs to have a low profile. Marathon Metallic Building Co.

Circle 128 on reader service card

Clear vinyl strip curtains reduce air flow through doorways subject to heavy traffic flow, yet offer visibility for safety. For use in refrigerated storage areas, the overlapping strips part to allow traffic to pass through, then return to their original position. With no door swing to be considered, they make optimum use of space. Bally Case & Cooler, Inc.

Circle 129 on reader service card

Metric-sized roofing shingles, 18 percent larger than conventional shingles, reduce application time because only 66 are required per square instead of 78 per square using the conventional size. The fiberglass mat is covered with weatherproofing asphalt which has ceramic-coated granules embedded in it. The roofing shingles carry a UL Class A fire resistance rating. Reynolds Aluminum Building Products Co.

Circle 130 on reader service card

Food warmers, in both modern and traditional styling, use heat lamps to keep food warm. Finishes available are polished nickel, polished brass, colonial bronze, oxidized bronze, and antique copper. Seven models use single lamps; four use three lamps. They are designed for food service areas in restaurants, hotels, schools, hospitals, and institutions. The Feldman Co.

Circle 131 on reader service card

Shelf Light miniature spotlights snap into position on a power strip that is equipped with a 12-ft cord and on/off [Products continued on page 140]
Products continued from page 139

switch. Strips are 18 in. for three lights, 29 in. for five lights, and 40 in. for seven lights, and can be joined for longer lengths. Lights are finished in polished aluminum, satin bronze, brass, and satin white. They can be used as accent lights, to brighten a dark corner, or to spotlight a collection. Halo Lighting Div., McGraw-Edison Co.
Circle 132 on reader service card

A perforated steel air-flow panel to be used with access flooring provides air supply or return opening for air distribution in computer rooms and general offices. There is an optional damper assembly to afford air volume control. The panel fits flush to the floor, eliminating tripping hazards. Panels are easily removed for access to underfloor services or to be relocated in order to change air-flow patterns. Westinghouse ASD.
Circle 133 on reader service card

Other literature

Ceramic tiles for flooring and facing are shown in color both as individual tiles and in installations. As described in a 12-page catalog, the tiles, both glazed and unglazed, can be used for exterior or interior applications. Specifications section serves as a guide to general specifications, products, and execution of work. Detail drawings show the shapes available and their dimensions. Gail International Corp.
Circle 213 on reader service card

A residential alarm system brochure outlines the areas of security covered and the company-provided monitoring service. The custom-installed system provides burglary and fire protection and is monitored at a central station. In the event of an emergency, help is sent to the protected property. Honeywell Protection Services.
Circle 214 on reader service card

1980 Catalog of Safety Standards lists UL standards for safety for 424 items. Among new standards are those for wood stoves, hot tubs, and boat cables; others recently published include those for outlet boxes, incandescent lighting fixtures, smoke detectors, and fire protective signaling systems. Copies are available free from: Underwriters Laboratories, Publications Stock Dept., 33 Pfingsten Rd., Northbrook, IL 60062.

Construction management. Four-page brochure discusses architects' participation in the construction phase of buildings that they have designed, in a joint venture with a company experienced in construction management. It lists benefits to the architect and suggests minimum feasible project size for such an arrangement. CM, Constructors/Managers Inc.
Circle 215 on reader service card

Building materials

Major materials suppliers for buildings that are featured this month, as they were furnished by the architects.


 blanket materials

We guarantee our PERMASNAP COPING COVER SYSTEM against water leakage. Period. The secret is a styrene gutter chair at each joint that quietly carries water away. We also make sure the system stays in place. Without expensive wood nailers or imbedded anchor bolts. A special adhesive replaces them. And it sticks against 50 lbs. per square foot of uplift. Permasnap Coping Covers are also simple to install. (It has to do with the "snap" in the name, but it’s simpler if you see it for yourself.) All in all, it’s a pretty simple system. Only three parts. And we guarantee all of them. Specify Hickman.

FREE "Roof-Line" 1-800-438-3897
See our catalog (7.3 MB) in Sweel's

Available in Canada

The Guaranteed Coping Cover System

Hickman
ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
W. P. Hickman Company
175 Sweeten Creek Road
P.O. Box 15005
Asheville, N.C. 28803
(704) 274-4000

Circle No. 337, on Reader Service Card

SPARKLE-LAMPS
LOW ENERGY MAGIC
Distinctive shimmering globes consume a scant 2½ Watts. Replacement problems vanish with a 50 year life expectancy. Environments dazzle with the glowing elegance of SPARKLE-LAMPS.

2½ watts 24 volts

Showroom
LIGHTING UNLIMITED
12 East 37th Street
New York City
537 Johnson Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
212-456-7400 11237

Neoray
NATURALLY

Circle No. 352, on Reader Service Card
Our shower is designed to be within everyone's reach.

Barrier-free showers by Bradley are designed to be used by everyone, including the disabled. Completely preassembled, the HN-200 barrier-free shower takes the guesswork out of meeting accessibility codes. All shower components (including panel-mounted grab bar, anti-scald valve and hand-held spray) have been carefully built right into the module according to barrier-free design specifications, so job site installation errors are minimized.

There are other Bradley barrier-free showers—all designed to meet the needs of the disabled. When you add vandal resistance, space saving design and economical operation, Bradley barrier-free showers are built to be within your reach, too.

Get your free copy of our new barrier-free products catalog. Bradley Corporation, 9101 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051. (414) 251-6000. TELEX: 26-751.
Progressive Architecture

Jobmart

Situations Open


Architect B ($15,675-$20,500): Responsible for providing technical advice in the areas of solar applications on efficient building design. Will provide technical assistance for development of a Statewide solar program. Requires graduation from an accredited college or university with major studies in architecture or architectural engineering and four years of architectural experience or possession of a professional architect's license and one year of experience as a licensed architect. Graduate education in architecture may be substituted for experience on an equal time basis. Send resume to: Personnel Supervisor, Office of Emergency & Energy Services, 310 Turner Road, Richmond, Va 23225. For additional information, contact J. A. I. Johansen, (804) 745-3245.

Architect—Department Head: Candidates should have demonstrated thorough professional and administrative managerial experience. The successful candidate will assume a partner's position in a major multidiscipline A/E firm. The firm provides outstanding opportunities for cultural and athletic activities and an environment for family-oriented activities. All qualified individuals are encouraged to reply in confidence for prompt consideration. Send resume, including discussable compensation range, to Box 1361-326. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Architectural Designers and Interior Designers: Health facilities and general facilities. Established, progressive, medium-sized Houston architectural firm with staff of 70 seeks a Facilities Architectural Designer, a General Facilities Architectural Designer and an Interior Designer. Excellent opportunity for architectural design experience on large scale projects. Individuals will have responsibility for generating, developing and implementing design solutions for health and/or general facilities projects. Excellent starting salary; bonus consideration based on performance, possible opportunity for future partnership participation. Call or write: The Klein Partnership, Inc., 300 Wesleyan, Houston, Texas 77027, (713) 625-6050.

Architectural Graduate: Small growing firm in Medford, Oregon; branch office in Pendleton in historic setting. Minimum 3 years' architectural office experience. Ability to carry small to medium sized projects from design through construction. Broad scope of experience available including office contact. Aulet, Jacobs & Schmitz, Architects, 2590 East Barnett, Medford, Or 97501.

Architectural Specifications Writer: New York office of prestige A/E firm seeks a writer with five or more years progressively responsible experience in all phases of contract document preparation on large projects. Applicants should have understanding of contractual relationships and recognized office practice, knowledge of construction products, materials and systems, and research ability. Field experience desirable. Equal Opportunity Employer. Our employees know this of ad. Submit resume detailing education and salary history in confidence to Box 1361-327, Progressive Architecture.

Assistant Professor: Position for a designer in area of shelter for human habitation. Candidates should have design and/or architectural background. Emphasis in engineering helpful. Ph.D. desirable; Master's degree and professional experience required. Position involves supervision of design process related to housing design, building technology and materials. Research and cooperative extension responsibilities. Position available May 1, 1980. Submit resume, including statement of professional activities and teaching by April 15, 1980 to Dr. Christopher Williams, Design & Environmental Analysis, Box 4A, Van Vleck Hall, N.Y.S. College of Human Ecology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Assistant Professor, Interior Design: Department of Textiles and Interior Design of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, seeks an Instructor full-time in the following areas: Architecture, Urban and Regional Planning, Landscape Architecture, Engineering Sciences, Building Technology, and Mathematics/Physics. Candidates should have Ph.D., M.A. or equivalent degree; practical and/or teaching experience preferred. Language of instruction is English. Positions start in September 1980. Salary is competitive. Benefits include free furnished accommodation, air tickets to and from Saudi Arabia once a year for husband, wife and up to two children; 4 weeks paid vacation; and excellent working environment. Full-time and part-time positions available. Send resume (including daytime telephone numbers) and a listing of three references to Dean Ahmed Farid Moustapha, College of Architecture, King Faisal University, c/o Saud Arabian Educational Mission, 2221 West Loop South, Houston, Texas 77027. Faculty in Architecture: To teach in all ranks at university in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Language of instruction is English. Minimum of one year contract renewable annually with renewal at the discretion of the university. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Chairperson: Design of The University of Kansas. Design Chairperson Search Committee, 446 Murphy Hall, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045.

Challenging: Design position with growing design/planning development company. Position offers unique design opportunity to a qualified individual with broad design skills and understanding of architectural precedent. We offer a full range of design/planning services, as well as construct and market our own developments. A BA in Architecture and quality experience is required. Salary negotiable, excellent fringe benefits. Send resume and examples of work to Robin McCaffrey, Vice President for Planning & Design, JWJ, Inc., 9558 Northwest Plaza Drive, Dallas, Texas 75225.


Faculty Positions: The College of Architecture of King Faisal University in Damman, Saudi Arabia, has just created new faculty positions for the academic year 1980-1981. Positions available at all levels in the following areas: Architecture, Urban and Regional Planning, Landscape Architecture, Engineering Sciences, Building Technology and Mathematics/Physics. Candidates should have Ph.D., M.A. or equivalent degree; practical and/or teaching experience preferred. Language of instruction is English. Positions start in September 1980. Salary is competitive. Benefits include free furnished accommodation, air tickets to and from Saudi Arabia once a year for husband, wife and up to two children; 4 weeks paid vacation; and excellent working environment. Full-time and part-time positions available. Send resume (including daytime telephone numbers) and a listing of three references to Dean Ahmed Farid Moustapha, College of Architecture, King Faisal University, c/o Saudi Arabian Educational Mission, 2221 West Loop South, Houston, Texas 77027. Faculty in Architecture: To teach in all ranks at university in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Language of instruction is English. Minimum of one year contract renewable annually with renewal at the discretion of the university. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Chairperson: Design of The University of Kansas. Design Chairperson Search Committee, 446 Murphy Hall, The University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045.

Challenging: Design position with growing design/planning development company. Position offers unique design opportunity to a qualified individual with broad design skills and understanding of architectural precedent. We offer a full range of design/planning services, as well as construct and market our own developments. A BA in Architecture and quality experience is required. Salary negotiable, excellent fringe benefits. Send resume and examples of work to Robin McCaffrey, Vice President for Planning & Design, JWJ, Inc., 9558 Northwest Plaza Drive, Dallas, Texas 75225.


Faculty Positions: The College of Architecture of King Faisal University in Damman, Saudi Arabia, has just created new faculty positions for the academic year 1980-1981. Positions available at all levels in the following areas: Architecture, Urban and Regional Planning, Landscape Architecture, Engineering Sciences, Building Technology and Mathematics/Physics. Candidates should have Ph.D., M.A. or equivalent degree; practical and/or teaching experience preferred. Language of instruction is English. Positions start in September 1980. Salary is competitive. Benefits include free furnished accommodation, air tickets to and from Saudi Arabia once a year for husband, wife and up to two children; 4 weeks paid vacation; and excellent working environment. Full-time and part-time positions available. Send resume (including daytime telephone numbers) and a listing of three references to Dean Ahmed Farid Moustapha, College of Architecture, King Faisal University, c/o Saudi Arabian Educational Mission, 2221 West Loop South, Houston, Texas 77027. Faculty in Architecture: To teach in all ranks at university in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Language of instruction is English. Minimum of one year contract renewable annually with renewal at the discretion of the university. Equal Opportunity Employer.

I. Instructor: The Department of Architecture at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, is seeking applications for the following positions for 1980-81: 1. Instructor full-time in undergraduate structures and environmental controls. Minimum of M.A. degree in architecture or engineering and two years professional experience. Research experience desirable. 2. Instructor full-time in undergraduate graduate design classes. Minimum requirements: Master's degree or equivalent and two years professional experience. Teaching experience desirable. The University is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume to Chairman, Department of Architecture, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Ca 91768. Deadline: March 15, 1980.

Position Vacancies: The V.P.I. College of Architecture and Urban Studies has full and part-time faculty positions open in the areas of Design, History, Structures and Technology. Rank and salary are negotiable depending on the qualifications, experience and circumstances of the candidates. All candidates must have terminal degree in their field and extensive experience in teaching, research and/or practice. Submit applications and a resume to: Dean Julie M. Sanjose, College of Architecture and Urban Studies, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia. The Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Professors: Following posts of Professors in the pay-scale of Rs. 1500-600-1000-2000-2500 plus allowances as admissible under the rules have fallen vacant in the School of Planning and Architecture. Appointment will be made in next three months. The School is an autonomous institute and has been declared to be a deemed university under Section 3 of the U.G.C. Act. Consultancy Practice as admissible under the rules of the School is allowed. Residential quarters may be made available in future. 1. Professor of Architecture: 2. Professor of Landscape Architecture: 3. Professor of Housing: 4. Professor of Planning. For details of prescribed qualifications and experience for the above positions candidates are invited to contact the Registrar, School of Planning and Architecture, 4. Block-B, Indraprastha Estate, New Delhi, 110002, (011) 263240. Cable: Schoolplan, New Delhi.
heuga u.s.a., inc.  185 Sumner Ave., Kenilworth, NJ 07033  201-245-3480

THE ORIGINAL CARPET SQUARES

Let beauty work for you. Crown Zellerbach does. They chose heuga for under-floor access, ease of maintenance, switchability and eye appeal. heuga carpet squares. Elegance and economy make them the practical choice.


In Canada: heuga canada ltd.  185 Carlingview Drive  Rexdale (Toronto) Ontario 416-675-2410
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Account Designer
An Expansive Environment For Your Talent

Herman Miller has achieved a position of standing through its innovative design and manufacture of furniture and interior systems for many, varied markets, including the office, health-care and institutional fields. We have an exciting opportunity for a qualified candidate with 3 to 4 years experience in interior design or an equivalent background. A bachelor’s degree in Interior or Architectural Design as well as good working knowledge of open-plan systems is required.

Specific responsibilities offer the major challenge of determining client need, developing program strategy through the use of computer aids, and the execution of the appropriate design process. Related responsibilities include the management of resources, project documentation and post evaluation. Your creative strategy will be highly visible. Opportunity for career growth in our progressive company is exceptional. We’re offering an expanded salary and full range of benefits. For immediate consideration, please send your resume in confidence to:

Eric Heiberg
Herman Miller, Inc.
8500 Byron Road
Zeeland, Michigan 49464

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

First Street, Pendleton, Or 97801

Skerl, Acting Associate Dean, School of Architecture, 108 Slocum Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13210. Syracuse University is an Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer.

Situations Wanted


Architectural Firms: Moderately successful Upstate New York office (16 men) with stable, regional workload desires expanded sphere of national influence. Initiating contact with similarly minded professional, ethical firms in diverse markets. We are multiply licensed, NCARB, active A.I.A., honest, and searching for several firms of like mind, talent, financial capacity and size to form a five or six branch P.C. G. C. firm. Stronger market penetration, total service capability, staff flexibility, capacity. We are not interested in franchises, joint ventures, or wheeler-dealers. Expressions of interest with office brochure requested. Box 1361-318, Progressive Architecture.


French Architect: 34; fully qualified; desires position with progressive firm; 7 years experience in Africa and France with government and well-established firms. Comprehensive experience in housing and office-building projects; concentrated on design and working drawings. Emigration formalities arranged for 1+ year. Portfolio upon request. Box 1361-319, Progressive Architecture.

June Graduate: Master of Architecture degree. Trained in computation and design. Seeks position with firm using or planning to use the computer as a design aid, or university position teaching and researching the area of computer aided architectural design. For more information and resume contact: Norbert A. Howart Jr., E. Paemson Rd., Columbus, Oh 43202.

Architectural Photography
Architectural Photography by Herb Becki. Nationalized for outstanding and original commercial technique and style. Interiors properly color balanced a specialty. We do our own processing in-house for creative control and better service. All suitable projects sent to publications for possible editorial use. Extended payment plan available. Call, or
BREATHROUGH IN BARRIER-FREE ACCESS.

THE READING 1110
"ACCESS FREE"
IS THE FIRST AND ONLY
AUTOMATIC DOOR CLOSER
THAT OPENS
PNEUMATICALLY
WITH "0" POUNDS
OPENING FORCE.

The Reading 1110 is a remarkable breakthrough for barrier-free access involving the elderly, disabled and handicapped. It brings independence to those who could not negotiate doors...even those power-assist doors with opening force of less than 5 pounds.

The Reading 1110 features the same rugged, dependable closer as those door closers that successfully endured the 2,000,000-cycle test under ANSI A156.4-72. It meets the opening force requirements established by ANSI A117.1 and the closing requirements of all other standards.

Get all the facts today about the Reading 1110 "Access Free"...the first and only automatic door closer that opens pneumatically with "0" pounds opening force. Phone (215) 267-3381 or write.

READING DOOR CLOSER CORP.
"...the innovators."

Reamstown, Pennsylvania 17567
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写过手写信，可以用来制作手写信头。Location Productions, Box 674, Worthington, OH 43085. Ph. (614) 889-1566.

Architectural Tour Calling: Japanese architectural tour planned for May 24–June 8 will visit works of Isozaki, Maki, Tange, etc., in addition to Kyoto and Nara historical sites. James Rice, Assistant Professor of Architecture, USC, tour director. Contact Technology Transfer Institute, 7th Floor, South Flower Street #918, Los Angeles, CA 90017, (213) 628-9381.

Computer Applications: Software development services for architectural, engineering and construction management applications. Automated solutions in the areas of computer graphics, space planning, data base systems, cost estimating, and the analysis and maintenance of project and office management information. Write Robert J. Krawczyk, 1220 North La Salle Suite 3E, Chicago, IL 60610, (312) 135-1556.


Graphic Design/Communications: Expertise in organization, design, and writing for architectural firms nationwide. Specializing in corporate identities, brochures, marketing materials, signage and environmental graphics. Personal service and creativity to assure solutions that are both pragmatic and of the highest quality. Design/San Reed Inc., 5708 Odana Road, Madison, WI 53719, (608) 271-1600.

International Plastics Consultants, Research and Development: Specializing in low and moderate cost housing systems for developing countries and for domestic markets, applications of plastics in building and architecture, specification writing, university lectures, variety of other services. Armand G. Winfield Inc., 2879 All Trades Rd., P.O. Box 1296, Santa Fe, NM 87501, (505) 471-6944.

Rendering Services: Top professional rendering service coast to coast. Architectural, urban, landscape, interiors, industrial, advertising illustration in pen and ink or color for the best reproduction. Portfolio by appointment. Allow maximum time for job completion. Please call Mark de Nalory Rozanovski, (203) 869-4598, 25 Birchwood Drive, Greenwich, CT 06830.

Ritzau Siegel Agency: An international search and placement organization servicing the design professions. Ms. Woody Gibson directs architecture and interior assignments. Our clients include every important corporate design group, consultant office and institution. Please inquire about our screening procedure and the range of services we provide. 60 W. 55 Street, NYC 10019, (212) 386-1730.

Slate Roofs: "A handbook of data on the constructing and laying of all types of slate roofs." Written in 1926 and now reproduced. Completely relevant today. Many details. Send $7.25 to Vermont Structural Slate Co., Inc., P.O. Box 98, Fair Haven, VT 05745.

Tree Stamps: Tree-line's newly expanded line of rubber stamps offer the quality of hand drawn trees with the convenience of tree stamps. Write for free catalog. Treeline, 52 Raleigh Road, Department B, Belmont, MA 02178.

Your Own In-House Computer: A low cost, high quality computer with structural engineering, heat loss, and specification/contract editor programs now available. Financial and graphics programs coming soon. Send $5.00 to John Watson, 1315 Laguna St. 3A, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 for details.

Notice
Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:

Progressive Architecture
% Box
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

Advertising Rates (Effective January '80 issue)

Standard charge for each unit is Thirty-five Dollars, with a maximum of 50 words. In counting words your complete address (any address) counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may be purchased for Seventy Dollars with a maximum of 100 words. Check or money order should accompany advertisement and be mailed to Job Mart, Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer Street, Stamford, CT 06904. Insertions will be accepted not later than the Ist of the month preceding month of publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.
Some things will be around a long time...

and remain maintenance-free!

MICROZINC 70
factory-formed roofing systems

You’ll never encounter call-back problems with Microzinc 70 roofing systems. Install them and forget them. And that includes coping, flashing, fascia and mansards!

Microzinc 70, widely specified for its beautiful pre-weathered patina, is even better known for its maintenance-free qualities—no leaks, no run-off stains and no rotted materials.

Whether you specify Batten-seam or Standing-seam, our LOK roofing systems are custom engineered, factory made and delivered directly to the job. Installation is so simple it greatly reduces labor costs. Other on-site savings include - no cleaning, no priming, no painting. And no soldering needed.

For further information, write or call Ed Pejsa at 615/639-8111.
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Here, for the first time in this century, is an opportunity to re-examine the philosophy of the Beaux-Arts school of architecture.
NEW* 11 Design Competitions
By Paul D. Spreiregen, 310 pp., illus. . . . $24.95
The first comprehensive guide to de­
sign competitions based on American
practice. It examines in detail all im­
portant aspects of this lively subject,
including how competitions work and
the ground rules that govern them.
Circle B611 under Books.

12 Living Spaces
150 Designs from Around the World
Edited by Franco Magnani, Translated by Bobbi Mitchell, 120 pp., illus. . . . $22.50
This magnificent book provides a
wealth of imaginative and practical
ideas for home planning and decor­
ation exacerbated by noise and pollution.
Circle B612 under Books.

13 Anthropometrics for Designers
By John Croneny, 176 pp., illus. . . . $4.50
This unusual book provides an illus­
trated account, principally through
diagrams, of man’s dimensions and
other physical data, his limitations
and his peculiarities — data essential
in many specialized fields of industrial
or commercial design.
Circle B613 under Books.

14 Architectural Illustration
The Value Delineation Process
By Paul Stevenson Oles, 258 pp., illus. . . . $34.50
This copiously illustrated, clearly or­
ganized explanation of his value delin­
eation system, the author presents a
detailed description of the process
which has resulted in these award­
winning delineations that show real­
istically how a designed structure will
appear when built.
Circle B614 under Books.

15 Structure in Nature
A Strategy for Design
By Peter Pearce, 246 pp., illus. . . . $46.00
An innovative and completely illus­
trated approach to architectural and
environmental design, based on a
study of responsive and adaptive
structures in nature (molecules, crista­
ls, living cells) that conserve en­
ergy and materials.
Circle B615 under Books.

16 Earth Sheltered Housing
Design Guidelines, Examples, References
Prepared by the Underground Space Center,
University of Minnesota, 319 pp., illus. . . . $17.95
This comprehensive and timely study
proposes a comfortable and economic
approach to underground housing based
on modern construction tech­
niques. Provides plans, details and
photographs of actual examples, and
shows how to design homes
using such low-cost natural re­
source and energy-saving systems
as layers of soil insulation and passive
solar heating.
Circle B616 under Books.

17 Drawing File for Architects, Illustrators and Designers
Edited by Marc Szabo, 251 pp., illus. . . . $14.95
This book provides over 200 pages of
figures — in the most common and
natural positions, activities, and types of
wearing apparel, as well as dozens
of drawings of boats and cars, all of
which can be copied freely — by
direct tracing, photostats, or photo­
copying machine. The pages tear out
easily to form an easily accessible
finger-clip scrap file.
Circle B617 under Books.

18 Living by Design
By the Partners of Pentagram
300 pp., illus. . . . $15.00
Introduction: Using Design by Peter Gour. This informative book on the
use of design covers product design,
environment design, identity design,
interior design, graphic design, living
design, exhibition design. (Soft Bound)
Circle B618 under Books.

19 Architectural Stained Glass
Edited by Brian Clarke, 234 pp., illus. . . . $29.50
This book presents a comprehensive
and economic approach to architectural
stained glass as a constructivist art
form, taking it out of its medieval ec­
clesiastical context and putting it into
a contemporary framework, both sec­
ular and architectural.
Circle B619 under Books.

20 Working Drawing Handbook
A Guide for Architects & Builders
By Robert C. McHugh, 166 pp., illus. . . . $14.95
This guide is a step-by-step presenta­
tion on how to produce working draw­
ings as an integral aspect of commu­
nication between designer and builder.
Includes convenient check-lists, bud­
ging information, and data on
dimensioning that helps minimize
chances of error.
Circle B620 under Books.

21 The Architecture of Frank Lloyd Wright
A Complete Catalog
Second Edition
By William Ailin Storrer, 456 pp., illus. . . . $15.00
This second edition, which docu­
ments all of the buildings designed by
Wright, replaced a number of photo­
graphs with new ones that show the
buildings to better effect, changed
some copy in the text, and incorpo­
rated factual information that has
come to light since the original pub­
ication in 1974.
Circle B621 under Books.

22 New Profits from Old Buildings
291 pp., illus. . . . $22.50
This first business-oriented guide to
building preservation is based on 72
case studies of actual preservation
projects of old structures, industrial
facilities, neighborhoods and com­
mercial districts. Exploring how these
companies became involved, what
problems they faced, how they fi­
nanced the projects, what benefits
they reaped.
Circle B622 under Books.

23 Architectural Presentation Techniques
By William W. Atkin, 318 pp., illus. . . . $24.50
The concensus of opinion by many
authorities in the building industry is
that recycling is here to stay and to ex­
pand. Here is an excellent reference
on how to find, evaluate, survey, fi­
nance and market recycling projects
profitably.
Circle B623 under Books.

24 Rendering With Pen and Ink
By Robert W. Gitl, 366 pp., illus. . . . $9.95
This paper-back edition is a copiously
illustrated guide to the techniques and
methods of rendering, including sec­
tions on perspective, projection, shade,
reflections, and how to draw
cars, ships, airplanes, and human
figures. The author also describes the
very wide range of instruments and
equipment currently in use.
Circle B624 under Books.

25 Trees for Architecture
And the Landscape
Condensed Edition
By Robert L. Zion
208 pp., illus. . . . $11.95
This attractive book will aid commu­
cation between landscape architect,
architect and layman with a compre­
rehensive collection of photographic
portraits of trees whose structure,
habit and other characteristics make
them especially useful in relation to
buildings and outdoor spaces.
Circle B625 under Books.

26 How to Recycle Buildings
By Laurence E. Reiner, 244 pp., illus. . . . $18.50
The consensus of opinion by many
authorities in the building industry is
that recycling is here to stay and to ex­
pand. Here is an excellent reference
on how to find, evaluate, survey, fi­
nance and market recycling projects
profitably.
Circle B626 under Books.
A new wall game at a faster clip.

This patented clip has revolutionized demountable partition systems. It is the heart of GB-350, the new gravity lock wall system from Gold Bond. With it, gypsum panels are tightly and securely suspended on a unique horizontal steel rail and stud system. Engineered for the creators of inner space, and those who face the reality of change, GB-350 optimizes design flexibility and permits maximum control of space usage through a full range of modules. It is a true non-progressive system unmatched by any other system available today for speed of erection . . . and fast, easy demounting and rearrangement.

In concert with the exciting range of new earthen tones, textures and dimensional patterns of vinyl covered Durasan panels, new GB-350 answers tomorrow's changing needs today.

For complete information on new GB-350, contact the Authorized GB-350 Master Partition Specialist in your area by calling 1-800-821-7700, extension 350. (Missouri residents, call 1-800-892-7655, extension 350). Additional details are also available in Sweet's General Building File 10G0; or, write: Gold Bond Building Products/A National Gypsum Division/Dept. PA/2001 Rexford Road/Charlotte, North Carolina 28211.

Gold Bond
Building Products
A National Gypsum Division
Answers that make the difference.
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Beauty that's more than skin deep.

Enhance and protect the natural beauty of wood with Olympic Oil Stain. Olympic penetrates wood to protect from within. Rich linseed oil and micro-milled pigments soak down into the fibers, giving wood a deep, uniform finish that stays beautiful no matter how wet or dry the weather gets.

For additional information, write Olympic Paints, P, P.O. Box 1497, Bellevue, WA.